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POTENTIAL LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

Selection bias 

Due to ethical constraints, patients were identified and approached by their breast teams to 

participate in the study. It could be argued this led to the presence of selection bias of patients in 

the study. 

The speed of recruitment of patients from the breast units was different. This was only partly 

explained by the breast unit case-loads. Interestingly, despite the assistance of an NCRI Clinical 

Trials nurse, recruitment of patients was slowest at the low MR, which was the highest turnover 

unit. Discussions with the recruiting clinicians confirmed the finding of the clinician interviews, 

that as a unit, they identified only a sub-population of patients suitable for BCT as eligible for 

choices; patients with smaller cancers were automatically recommended BCT rather than 

provided with options. Therefore their pool of patients eligible for the study was more lim ited 

than that of the medium and high MR units. 

Response rate 

One of the limitations of this study is the overall response rate of 51% of the patient population 

approached. This could be argued insufficient. However, it is similar to many published studies on 

OMS; where this information is available. Many existing published studies either fail to include a 

response rate (as denominator information is absent) or they present this information but make it 

impossible to meaningfully compare their response rates with that of this study, as they adopt 

filtering recruitment techniques which mean their actual response rates cannot be calculated; for 

example they recruit via preliminary surveys of patients accessed through registries. 

Participants in research are a self-selected group. It is possible that certa in subgroups are over or 

under-represented . While it may be supposed that those participating in research are more likely 

to represent the more active subset of decision-makers and non-responders represent a more 

passive group, to our knowledge no published data is currently available to support or refute th is. 

Ethical and governance issues surrounding the conduct of research and UK laws on data 

protection, mean no data is available on the characteristics of study non-responders. 



The response rate may affect the extent to which the findings can be extrapolated . However, it 

should be noted that the same limitations apply to the majority of previous published studies; so 

while this issue is a potential limitation, it does not negate the findings. As in all studies of this 

nature, the findings may be characteristic only of those patients choosing to participate in 

research . 

Potential recall bias 

The main limitation of this study (in common with many of the same type) relates to participants' 

retrospective recollections and the potential for recall bias or post hoc justification . The potential 

of recall bias is difficult if not impossible to avoid in a study reliant on the capture of information 

immediately after the provision of diagnosis, if it is to adhere to ethically sound practice and 

conducted among a subgroup of cancer patients (i .e. those not requiring a mastectomy on clinical 

grounds) within the UK healthcare system. As diagnosis is routinely provided within one to two 

weeks of initial assessment, and diagnosis and treatment options are discussed within the same 

consultation. 

UK ethical considerations limited us to approaching patients following the completion of 

decision-making and surgery. Such limitations were placed due to the sensitive nature of 

exploring such experiences in a vulnerable group of patients, and concerns that the study itself 

might influence the relationship between the patient and their treating clinicians or impact the 

decision being studied. Ethical requirements also dictate that patients need to be permitted 

sufficient time to consider whether or not they wish to participate in a research study and should 

not feel pressurised to do so . Patients were therefore approached to participate in the study as 

soon as possible following their initial therapeutic surgery (the day following surgery in most 

instances). Consequently, there was insufficient time to recruit and conduct interviews before 

patients received their post-operative results . 

The data was collected close to but never the less, fol lowing the decision-maki ng experience . 

Completed questionnaires were received a mean 6.9 weeks folloWing surgery and interviews were 

conducted a mean 6 weeks following surgery. Therefore the consequences of pat ients' in it ial 

therapeutic treatment were known. This raises the possibility that thei r reco llect ions of the ir 

consultations and decision making experiences, and therefore our findings, m ight be influenced 



by subsequent events depending on 'favourable' or 'poor' clinical or aesthetic outcomes. For 

example, a patient who had undergone BCT on the advice of their cl inic ian could perce ive it as 

positive or negative depending on subsequent information or events. Pat ients might express 

regret and dissatisfaction regarding their original decision-making experience if they fe lt t hey 

were advised or recommended a treatment option without adequate information (i.e. potent ial 

need for margin re-excision) and had more extensive disease than in itially anticipated or required 

subsequently further surgery. 

Though the reported study could be considered flawed by virtue of issue of recall bias, the data 

was collected within a similar t imeframe to many other quantitative and qualitative studies 

exploring treatment decision-making among cancer patients. It is therefore comparable to 

previous studies which suffer similar biasesi including the previous UK OMS study conducted over 

a decade ago.(Beaver, Luker, Owens, Leinster, Degner, & Sloan 1996) The results therefore 

almost certainly reflect a genuine change in the OMS of the UK population . Similar trends 

reported in other countries(Janz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & Wilkins 2004iLam, 

Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 2003iLantz, Janz, Fagerlin, Schwartz, Liu, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 

200SiMastagiia & Kristjanson 2001iSingh, Sloan, Atherton, Smith, Hack, Huschka, Rummans, 

Clark, Diekmann, & Degner 2010) add weight to this argument, as does the concordance of these 

results with those of a questionnaire-based decision-making study by Coll ins et.a l. , which was 

conducted in real-time among US breast cancer patients.(Collins, Moore, Clay, Keanng, 

O'Connor, Llewellyn-Thomas, Barth, Jr., & Sepucha 2009) 

Much of the study is based purely on self-report findings 

It could be argued that the majority of the study's findings are based purely on self-report 

information rather than direct observation, and that an observational approach wou ld have been 

superior. Patients' recall in stressful situations is known to be suboptimal, (Butler & Hailey 

1996;Fallowfield 2000) and an observational study could capture the exact words exchanged 

between the patients and clinicians within consultations, and analyse the various elements of 

communication .(Ford et al 2000) 

However, studies have demonstrated enhanced recall when it the information is spec if ically 

pertinent to patients' needs; w ith patients quoting thei r cl inicians verbatim .(Fall owfl eld 2000) 



Also, communication is complex. What is perceived from an interaction is not on ly the overt 

verbal articulation of the intended message.(Mehrablan 1972) Pure observational methods would 

not permit the analysis of this. Data analysis in this study was also facilitated by listening to the 

interview audio recordings as part of the process of analysing the verbat im t ranscri pts . 

Participants' re-enactment of parts of their consultations enhanced the analysis of the verbatim 

transcripts. 

Also, although predominantly self-report, the multi-stakeholder, multi-method nature of the 

study conducted permits the triangulation of data and provided a view of the extended nature of 

the decision making journey which starts at initial assessment and ends at arrival at a decision . 

The complexity, magnitude and expense of conducting a purely observational study to capture all 

clinician-patient consultations (from assessment to establishing consent) explored with in the 

interviews, would probably have made it prohibitive. The study conducted also provided 

information on aspects of the decision making experience which are not observable. For 

example, clinicians' beliefs and patients' absorption, understanding, interpretation and 

assimilation of the information provided during consultations with their specialist clinicians, 

together with its incorporation into the patient's pre-existing preferences and concerns. 

Relatively small number of patients undergoing mastectomy 

The intention at the outset of the study was to fill half the sampling frame from each breast unit 

with patients choosing mastectomy and half BeT. The frame was under-filled for patients 

undergoing mastectomy due to difficulty recruiting this relatively small group, within the 

timeframe of funding for the study'S interview phase (November 2003 to December 2004) . 

Recruitment of the mastectomy group was especially difficult in the low MR breast unit, where 

the numbers identified as having chosen a mastectomy were particularly small. Negotiation with 

members of the breast unit highlighted the issue found in the cl inician interviews, of diffe rent 

eligibility criteria for choice in this unit. We believe however, fa ilure to fill the sampl ing frame did 

not have a detrimental effect on the findings of the study, response saturation was ach ieved and 

the findings are representat ive in understanding variat ion in unit practice . 

Over the course of two patient interviews it became evident that, although identified as having 

been offered a t reatment choice, they had instead been f irm ly guided t oward mastectomy due to 



the presence of large or multifocal cancerSj both were recruited from the low MR un it . We 

suggest this supports the study's other findings . 

Minimal data on patients' prior perceptions and pre-existing decision making influences. 

We present little information on patients' preconceptions, which are noted to be one of the major 

factors guiding patients' decisions. While some information emerged regarding these, there was 

insufficient data to present this as a separate theme. Much has already been written on this 

subject, and not wishing to duplicate previously published research, this was not an issue our 

study was specifically designed to investigate. Instead, our focus was on one of the other major 

factors demonstrated to guide patients' decisionsj notably clinicians' recommendations and 

patients' perceptions of them .(Gort, Broekhuis, Otter, & Klazlnga 2007jJohnson, Roberts, Cox, 

Reintgen, Levine, & Parsons 1996,Katz, Lantz, & Zemencuk 2001jKotwall, Maxwell, Covington, 

Churchil l, Smith, & Covan 1996jMoienaar, Oort, Sprangers, Rutgers, Luiten, Mulder, & de Haes 

2004jMorrow, Jagsi, Alderman, Griggs, Hawley, Hamilton, Graff, & Katz 2009jNold, Beamer, 

Helmer, & McBoyle 2000jSchou, Ekeberg, Ruland, & Karesen 2002jSmltt & Heltzel 1997) These 

rely predominantly on the interaction and communication between patients and specialist 

clinicians. Relatively little is known regarding these and the impact they have over patents' 

decisions. 

MR categorisation 

The study was conducted in three breast units from a single UK reg ion. The units recru ited forthe 

in-depth components of the study were selected to reflect the spectrum of treatment variationj 

demonstrating high, medium and low case-mix adjusted MRs. To optimise reflectivity of findings 

with units' MR categorisation, the stability of the permanent specialist team workforce over the 

period of the study from the onset of the audit period to commencement of the questionnaire 

phases of the study (April 1997 to December 2003), was also considered. The study was not 

conducted in the highest case-mix adjusted MR unit of the audit series (un it 10), which had 

consistently very high MRs even among the subgroup with cancers <15mm diameter. It was 

instead conducted in the second highest (unit 4). Th is unit had case-mix adj ust ed rat es verg ing on 

a statistical significancej since the lower 95% confidence interval was exact ly 1.0. This decision 



was necessitated by a substantial change in the specialist staff workforce of unit ~o, between 

closure of the audit phase (April 2003) and the onset of the patient questionnaire and qualitative 

components of the study. It was felt such changes in the workforce had the potential to produce 

findings which were non-representative of case-mix adjusted MR categorisation. 

At national level, the low MR unit studied lies within the low MR end of the spectrum and is likely 

to reflect outlying practice . However at national level, the high MR unit studied lay within the 

medium section of the MR spectrum .(Bates, Kearins, Monypenny, Lagord, & Lawrence 

2009iBCCOM 2006iBCCOM Steering Group 2007) It is unlikely that the findings from the high MR 

unit studied represent the very high MR end of the national spectrum. Some UK units' non-case

mix adjusted MRs approach 80%. It is possible such units have similar decision-making practices 

to that of the low MR in our study, but with a preference or lower threshold for directing patients 

toward mastectomy. Our study's limitations preclude any conclusion in relation to these units. 

However the findings of a recently published questionnaire study regarding decision making 

conducted among patients of a very high MR breast screening unit in the UK, seems to support 

this theory. (Ballinger et al. 2008) To confirm such a supposition, it would be necessary to explore 

decision making among very high MR breast units outside the Trent region, utilising qualitative 

and qualitative methodology. 

STRENGTHS OF THE STUDY 

Triangulation of methodological approaches and stakeholder perspectives 

The strengths of this programme of research lie in the adoption of a mixed methods, multi

perspective approach among breast units from a single region, possessing similar practice 

guidelines, but differ in MRs. The study utilised quantitative methodology to confirm the 

spectrum of practice variation was not due to cancer characteristics . Quantitative and qualitative 

methods were then adopted to explore the various steps involved in the process of decision

making which are enshrined in breast unit practice, from the perspectives of the various relevant 

interacting stakeholders . The triangulation of data from the different key stakeholder 

perspectives, and the qualitative exploration of the quantitative findings, facilitated the more 



comprehensive exploration of the multifactorial nature of decision-making and a more 

comprehensive answer to the research question . 

DISCUSSION POINTS RAISED BY THE THESIS 

Variation is not due to case-mix 

Analysing a high quality externally validated database, this study demonstrates statistically 

significant variation in the surgical treatment of breast cancer among those suitable for BCT, is 

not due to case-mix. It also demonstrates the persistence of variation amongst patients w ith 

small cancers infinitely suitable for BCT or a choice of surgery (66% of the 506 cancers <20mm 

diameter, 87% <30mm diameter). Conclusively establishing that variables other than those 

included in the case-mix adjustment (cancer size, cancer site, cancer grade, patient age and year 

of presentation) are responsible for the observed MR variation . To our knowledge this is the first 

study of this type to correct data for case-mix at an individual patient level. Previous studies 

based their findings on aggregated data analysis, where case characteristics were amalgamated 

across units or hospitals. (Bates, Kearins, Monypenny, Lagord, & Lawrence 2009;BCCOM 

2006iBCCOM Steering Group 2oo7;Farrow, Hunt, & Samet 1992;Goel, Olivotto, Hislop, Sawka, 

Coldman, & Holowaty 1997,Grilli, Scorpiglione, Nicolucci, Mainini, Penna, Mari, Belfigllo, & 

Liberati 1994;lscoe, Goel, Wu, Fehringer, Holowaty, & Naylor 1994;lshizaki, Imanaka, Hirose, 

Kuwabara, Ogawa, & Harada 2002;Mandelblatt, Hadley, Kerner, Schulman, Gold, Dunmore 

Griffith, Edge, Guadagnoll, Lynch, Meropol, Weeks, & Wlnn 2000;Moneypenny 2oo4;Moms, 

Cohen, Schlag, & Wright 2000, Morrow, White, Moughan, Owen, Pajack, Sylvester, Wilson, & 

Winchester 200l;Nattinger, Gottlieb, VeulTl, Yahnke, & Goodwin 1992,Nattinger & GoodWin 

1994;Samet, Hunt, & Farrow 1994iSauven, Bishop, Patnlck, Walton, Wheeler, & Lawrence 

2003;Scorplgllone, Nlcolucci, Grilli, Angiollnl, Belf'glio, Carlnci, Cubasso, Fi!ardo, Labbrozzl, 

Malninl, & . 1995,van Nes, Seynaeve, Jones, Markopoulos, Putter, van, V, Hasenburg, Rea, 

Vannetzel, Dinx, Hozumi, Kerin, Kieback, Meershoek-Kleln Kranenbarg, Hille, & Nortler 2010) his 

technique provides a potentially inaccurate representation of practice; espec ially among t hose 

with smaller volume workloads . 



The low pseudo R2 value of the clinic ians' DCE questionnaire supports the case-m ix adj ustment 

findings that cancer characteristics routinely available pre-operatively, do not account for 

patterns of treatment variation observed . The five variables included in the DCE (pat ient age, 

cancer size, bra cup size, cancer site and centricity) all significantly influenced cl ini cians' 

responses. However the pseudo R2 value of 0.29 indicates despite the statist ical ly signif ica nt 

impact of these particular variables, the variables themselves only explain 29% of the clinic ians' 

responses. Something other than these exerts the predominant influencei accounting for 71% of 

the responses. 

Patients' information needs and the patient-specific factors influencing decisions 

Consistent with previous studies among cancer patients, pat ients from all units exh ibited high 

information needs(Bilodeau & Degner 1996iBIanchard, Labrecque, Ruckdeschel, & Blanchard 

1988iButow, Kazemi, Beeney, Griffin, Dunn, & Tattersa ll 1996iCassdeth, Zupkis, Sutton -Smith, & 

March 1980iChen, Tao, Tisnado, Malin, Ko, Timmer, Adams, Ganz, & Kahn 2008iDavison, 

Degner, & Morgan 1995iDegner, Kristjanson, Bowman, Sloan, Carriere, O'Nei l, Bilodeau, Watson, 

& Mueller 1997aiFujimori & Uchitomi 2009iGaiioway, Graydon/ Harrison, Evans-Boyden/ Pa lmer

Wickham/ Burlein-Hall, Rich-van der Bij/ West, & Blair 1997iGraydon, Galloway, Palmer-Wickham, 

Harrison, Rich -van der Bij, West, Burlein -Hall, & Evans-Boyden 1997jHack, Degner, & Dyck 

1994jJenkins, Fallowfield, & Saul 2001jJones, Pearson, McGregor, Gilmour, Atkinson, Barrett, 

Cawsey, & McEwen 1999iLuker, Beaver, Leinster, & Owens 1996ajMeredith, Symonds, Webster, 

Lamont, Pyper/ Gillis, & Fallowfield 1996jSutheriand, Llewellyn-Thomas, Lockwood, Tritch ler, & 

Till 1989iVogel, Bengel, & Helmes 2008a) which did not necessarily correlate with their 

preferences for or achievement of, more autonomous treatment decision -making .(Blanchard, 

Labrecque, Ruckdeschel, & Blanchard 1988jCassileth, Zupkis, Sutton -Smith, & March 1980,Cox, 

Jenkins, Catt, Langridge, & Fallowfield 200SjDavison, Degner, & Morgan 199s,Ende, Kazls, Ash, & 

Moskowitz 1989iFaliowfieid 2008jHack, Degner, & Dyck 1994iStrull, Lo, & Charles 

1984jSutheriand, Llewellyn -Thomas, Lockwood, Tritchler, & Till 1989) Information needs were 

also largely unrelated to operative cho ice or unit MR. A few exceptions were noted . There were 

trends for active decision makers to want more information on possible side effects (P=O.OSl) and 

high MR unit patients to want examples of where surgery had been effective or not (p=0.060 and 

0.066 respect ively) . One questionnaire item reached statistica l sign if icance . Those undergoing 

BCT were more likely to 'absolutely need to know' how the su rgery wou ld affect t he ir body 



(P=0.049)· Given the likely impact of surgery on body image, this is perhaps not surprising and 

would be consistent with evidence that women choosing BCT have a greater focus on body 

image. (Arndt, Stegmaier, Ziegler, & Brenner 2008;Carlsson & Hamnn J.994;Faliowfleld, 8aum, & 

Maguire J.986;lrwig & Bennetts J.997iMoyer J.997;Sanger & Reznlkoff J.98J.,Schover J.994,Stefanek 

J.993) 

Patients described the impact of known patient-specific factors over their decisions.(Carver, 

Pozo-Kaderman, Price, Noriega, Harris, Derhagopian, Robinson, & Moffat, Jr. J.998;Collins, 

Moore, Clay, Kearing, O'Connor, Llewellyn-Thomas, Barth, Jr., & Sepucha 2oo9;Fallowfield, 

Baum, & Maguire J.986iHawley, Griggs, Hamilton, Graff, Janz, Morrow, Jagsi, Salem, & Katz 

2oo9;Hughes J.993;Kotwall, Maxwell, Covington, Churchill, Smith, & Covan J.996;Lasry & 

Margolese J.992;Mandelblatt, Hadley, Kerner, Schulman, Gold, Dunmore -Gnffith, Edge, 

Guadagnoli, Lynch, Meropol, Weeks, & Winn 2000;Molenaar, Oort, Sprangers, Rutgers, LUlten, 

Mulder, & de Haes 2004iMoyer J.997;Nold, Beamer, Helmer, & McBoyle 2000;Schou, Ekeberg, 

Ruland, & Karesen 2002;Smitt & Heltzel J.997;Wei, Sherry, Baisden, Peckel, & Lala J.995iWilson, 

Hart, & Dawes J.988) For example, prior experience and expectations regarding breast cancer and 

its treatment, body image and a trade-off between this and fears of cancer recurrence/spread . As 

already outlined in the potential limitations section, this study was not designed to duplicate this 

previous research . However some new information regarding these patient-specific themes 

emerged from the interviews, which should be discussed . 

Patients described their operative preferences and choices being partially innate or patient

specific. While most of these were described consistently across the breast units, there were 

some notable differences. For example, patients' perception of which treatment options were the 

least disruptive or most reassuring . Patients from all units considered BCT less disruptive as an 

inpatient treatment; describing a shorter hospital stay. But medium and high MR patients could 

describe it as a more disruptive treatment course. They spoke of the possibility of margin re

excision and commitment to several weeks of radiotherapy. Low MR unit patients tended not to 

voice these in the same way. They mentioned them fleetingly and in less detail. 

Perceptions of which treatment provided most reassurance also varied . Low MR un it pat ients 

tended to report the options were equally 'safe'. The other unit's patients were more likely t o 

stratify their perceptions of safety into survival (equivalent) and LRRR (higher w ith BCT). These 

impacted patients' impressions of reassurance about remaining disease-f ree in the long-term . 

Some choosing mastectomy felt they were more likel y to be cured; bel ievi ng m in im ising LRRR as 



far as possible must also minimise the risk of death. Some mistakenly believed mastectomy was 

associated with no risk of recurrence . likewise, some (mainly low MR un it pat ients) expressed 

greater reassurance of safety from BCT. They described their awareness of mastectomy as an 

option, but relayed a clear impression from their consultations with clinicians, of the irrelevance 

of mastectomy to them; either because it was not an option presented or because clinicians 

heavily emphasised BCT and dismissed mastectomy. A minority extrapolated this to an increased 

chance of cure . 

The clinician interviews reported in chapter 5 provide a potential explanation for this . The 

information provided, and use of emphasis and minimisation, meant many low MR unit 

consultations seemed filled with an excess of reassurance and recommendations, together with 

comparatively less factual information of the sort those undertaking more autonomous decisions 

described utilising. This is explored in the 'Clinicians' decision making approaches and patients' 

decision making considerations' section of the discussion. 

The prerequisites for patient decision making 

Despite the passage of time and greater dissemination of information, our findings suggest what 

Beaver stated in 1999 probably still holds true ' ... individuals who are not presented with choices 

and who do not have expectations of being involved in decision making may well prefer a passive role 

because they are unaware of alternative roles. '(Beaver, Bogg, & Luker 1999) Though patients 

largely classified themselves as preferring more autonomous roles in t reatment decision making 

in the IDMQ, in the interviews they identified a number of barriers to more autonomous 

engagement in the process. At diagnosis, preconceptions of decision making paternalism were 

predominant and most patients expressed feeling particularly vulnerable and (in common with 

previous studies) experiencing difficulty in absorbing information .(Butler & Hailey 1996;Cimprlch 

1993;Fallowfie ld 2ooo;Hughes 1993) In the absence of pre-existing awareness of the options or 

strong pre-existing treatment preferences, patients' perceptions of involvement in decision 

making were dependent on several factors; feeling they were offered a genuine cho ice; 

understanding the rationale for a more autonomous role in the process; perce iving they 

possessed the necessary tools (information/knowledge and support) for informed decision 

makingj and having a real istic timeframe to complete the process . 



Of particular importance was the early possession of knowledge about why there were opt ions 

and a clearly defined timeframe for making a decision . Unless specif ically informed otherwi se, 

they tended to assume decisions had to be instantaneous. In combination with the immediacy of 

their diagnosis and difficulty absorbing information, this could lead them to fee ling overwhe lmed 

and prompt a compulsive request for recommendations. However, if they were aware of t he 

timescales for the decision making process and the support avai lable at an early stage in the 

consultation, they described fear and concerns diminishing, the onset of information acqu isition 

and commencement of engagement in decision-making. 

In addition to these prerequisites, many described requ iring t ime away from the clinica l 

environment to contemplate the information provided, explore information needs and consider 

the options in the context of their personal preferences. In the absence of these, patients cou ld 

feel insufficiently equipped or confident to engage in more autonomous decision making . 

Is the shift toward more active patient DMSs overtime genuine? 

When many of the earlier studies into patient decision making were conducted, patients were 

reported to predominantly desire and adopt passive DMSs. (Beaver/ Luker, Owens, Leinster, 

Degner, & Sloan ~996;Bilodeau & Degner 1.996;Degner, Kristjanson, Bowman, Sloan, Carriere, 

O'Neil, Bilodeau/ Watson, & Mueller ~997a;Singh, Sloan, Atherton, Smith/ Hack, Huschka, 

Rummans, Clark, Diekmann, & Degner 201.0;Waliberg, Miche lson, Nystedt/ Bo lund/ Degner, & 

Wilking 2000) Approximately 50% of the women with breast cancer in the previous UK study 

possessed a passive DMS. (Beaver, Luker, Owens, Leinster, Degner, & Sloan 1.996) Our 

questionnaire demonstrates an apparently dramatic reversal of predominant passivity between 

the time-points. Less than 20% of patients in our study reported a passive PDMS or ADMS. 

But do these findings represent a genuine change? To answer this we need to examine how 

comparable the studies were? The DMS tool utilised conta ined t he same items as pr ior studies . 

The earlier studies adopted a card-sort application of the tool, (Beaver, Luker, Owens, Lelnster, 

Degner/ & Sloan 1.996iBilodeau & Degner 1.996;Degner/ Kristjanson, Bowman, Sloan, Carriere, 

O'Neil, Bilodeau, Watson, & Mueller 1.997a;Slngh, Sloan, Atherton, Smit h, Hack, Huschka, 

Rummans, Clark, Diekmann, & Degner 201.0) while we adopted a quest ionnaire applicat ion. This 

is the more commonly util ised version now.(Janz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Go ldfarb, & Wilkin S 

2004iLam, Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 2003iLantz, Janz, Fagerlin, Sc hwartz, LIU, Lakhani, Salem, 



& Katz 200SiMastagiia & Kristjanson 2001) Our study was performed at a similar(Beaver, Luker, 

Owens, Leinster, Degner, & Sloan 1996iBiiodeau & Degner 1996i Degner, KrIStj anson, Bowma n, 

Sloan, Carriere, O'Neil, Bilodeau, Watson, & Mueller 1997aiSingh, Sloan, Atherton, Smith, Hack, 

Huschka, Rummans, Clark, Diekmann, & Degner 2010) or earl ier(Beaver, Luker, Owen s, Le lnster, 

Degner, & Sloan 1996iBiiodeau & Degner 1996iDegner, Kristjanson, Bowman, Sloan, Carrie re, 

O'Neil, Bilodeau, Watson, & Mueller 1997aiSingh, Sloan, Atherton, Smith, Hack, Huschka, 

Rummans, Clark, Diekmann, & Degner 2010) time point from diagnosis. The main difference 

between the earl ier studies and ours resides in the el igibility criteria . The earl ier studies only 

excluded breast cancer patients on the basis of recurrent or metastatic disease.(Beaver, Luker, 

Owens, Leinster, Degner, & Sloan 1996iBiiodeau & Degner 1996iDegner, Kristjanson, Bowman, 

Sloan, Carriere, O'Neil, Bilodeau, Watson, & Mueller 1997aiSingh, Sloan, Atherton, Smith, Hack, 

Huschka, Rummans, Clark, Diekmann, & Degner 2010) Our eligibility criteria were more specific. 

We limited recru itment to the subgroup who were provided choices by their clinicians, as it 

seemed unethical to explore how patients make choices among a group who were not provided 

this opportunity. Other recent studies have also tended to recruit a theoretically similar subgroup 

of the breast cancer patient population to oursi those with stage 1 and 2 breast cancer.(Janz, 

Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & Wilkins 2004iMastagiia & Kristjanson 2001) However, they 

did not d ifferent iate between whether patients were provided opt ions or not. The differences in 

methodology between the previous UK study and ours are not strik ing, but the differences in 

DMS proportions are . While our study'S recruitment of the subgroup of those provided a choice 

may exaggerate a time-change in DMS, we feel that the dramatic nature of the shift is unlikely to 

be accountable to th is alone. We believe the change in patients' DMS reflect s a genu ine 

alteration over time. 

Why has there been a shift in patient OMS over time and the exaggeration of the active 

change within the high MR unit? 

It has been demonstrated and is largely accepted, that over time there has been shift toward 

expectations of greate r autonomy w ith in t he w ider populat ion .(Cou lter and Jenkinson 2005) But 

does th is account for the DMS shift among the patients of th is study? If a purely cultural shift 

were responsible for these f ind ings, t he change in DMS shou ld be more uniform over the units, 

rather than there being a stat istica lly signif icant exaggeration among pat ients of one unie 



Patients from the high MR unit in our study, both preferred and achieved more active DMS than 

those from the low MR unit (p= O.O~5 and p<o.oo~ respectively) . Prior studies have demonstrated 

that individuals' DMS become more passive when they are diagnosed w ith a serious 

disease(Beaver, Luker, Owens, Leinster, Degner, & Sloan ~996iButow, Maclean, Dunn, Tattersall, 

& Boyer ~997iDeber, Kraetschmer, & Irvine ~996iDeber, Kraetschmer, Urowitz, & Sharpe 

2007iDegner & Sloan ~992iGiordano, Mattarozzi, Pucci, Leone, Casini, Col limedaglla, & Solan 

2oo8iLevinson, Kao, Kuby, & Thisted 2005jO'Donneil & Hunskaar 2007ajO'Donnei l & Hunskaar 

2007bjRothenbacher, Lutz, & Porzsolt ~997) or are asked to make a treatment decision in an 

unfamiliar disease context. (Deber, Kraetschmer, Urowitz, & Sharpe 2007) Our study did not 

include the analysis of healthy or benign diagnosis controls . But the DMS proportions identified 

(particularly among the high MR breast unit patients), were more akin to those previously 

reported among healthy populations rather than those with cancer. (Molenaar, Oort, Sprangers, 

Rutgers, Luiten, Mulder, & de Haes 2004iSchou, Ekeberg, Ruland, & Karesen 2002) This prompts 

the question: Are patients of this unit innately more active or is there something about the high 

MR unit which means patients classify themselves more actively? 

There are a number of possible explanations. One is that patients are not different, but are forced 

to assume more autonomous roles by their units . This seems unlikely. Overall concordance 

between PDMS and ADMS in the study was 6~%, which is similar or greater than among other 

studies. Also, concordance did not vary by breast unit (P=0.533)· 

Our study also demonstrated the predominance of the active DMS among those choos ing 

mastectomy. This is seemingly contrary to previous studies reporting proportionately more 

active PDMS and ADMS among those choosing BCT.(Collins, Moore, Clay, Kearing, O'Connor, 

Llewellyn-Thomas, Barth, Jr., & Sepucha 2009iDegner, Kristjanson, Bowman, Sloan, Carriere, 

O'Neil, Bilodeau, Watson, & Mueller ~997aiKotwall, Maxwell, Covington, Churchil l, Smith, & 

Covan ~996iMastaglia & Kristjanson 200liMoienaar, Oort, Sprangers, Rutgers, LUlten, Mulder, & 

de Haes 2004iSchou, Ekeberg, Ruland, & Karesen 2002) However they are consistent with the 

findings of more contemporary studies. (Collins, Moore, Clay, Keanng, O'Connor, Llewellyn 

Thomas, Barth, Jr., & Sepucha 2009iDavison & Degner 2002,Hack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 

2006jJanz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & Wilkins 2004iKeatmg, Guadagnoll, Landrum, 

Borbas & Weeks 2002j Lantz, Janz, Fagerlin, Schwartz, Llu, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz , 

2005iMoienaar, Oort, Sprangers, Rutgers, LUlten, Mulder, & de Haes 2004, Schou, Ekeberg, 

Ruland, & Karesen 200 2) Those choosing mastectomy comprise a la rger subgroup with in the 



high MR unit. Could pushing patients to assume more active roles result in more choosing 

mastectomy and higher MRs? Again, this seems unlikely. Discordance in PDMS and ADMS was 

identified in 39%, but there was no statistically significant correlation between DMS concordance 

and operation type (P=0.070). If anything, there was a trend toward greater overall concordance 

among those choosing mastectomy (6iVo vs . 59%), and the achievement of more passive ro les 

than preferred among the BCT group (ll % vs. 3%). 

Does post hoc justification explain the preponderance of the active DMS in the high MR unit? Do 

those having a more body image altering treatment like mastectomy need to assume greater 

ownership of their decision as a coping strategy? If so, patients choOSing mastectomy who might 

otherwise have classified themselves in the collaborative PDMS, might classify themselves with in 

the active category. Data from table 4.7 presenting ADMS by operation choice and breast unit 

MR demonstrates no patients choosing mastectomy from the medium and high MR units 

classified themselves with a passive DMS. This might support this explanation. However, the 

same table, demonstrates the passive self-allocation of 6 of the 27 (22.2%) low MR unit patients 

having mastectomy. This is not concordant with those having mastectomy utilising the adoption 

of greater decision ownership as a coping strategy. 

Could patients' self-categorisation be influenced by the norms operating with in the breast un its' 

decision making culture? This might also account for the seemingly time-related shift in DMS 

associated with operative decisions observed in the literature. If there were a shift in clinicians' 

preferences over time, this might alter what is perceived and portrayed as the norm to pat ients. 

This could apply equally to clinicians' preferences for a particular treatment option or approach to 

decision making. For example, if there were a shift in preferences towards BCT, this opt ion might 

become the norm. In this context those preferring BCT might classify themselves as collaborative 

decision-makers and BCT would predominate among passive patients. Likewise, those preferring 

mastectomy may adopt (or feel they need to adopt) a more active DMS to receive a treatment 

outside the perceived norm. The latter was described, but only in the context of a breast 

unit/decision making experience focussed on the operating norms being a combination of BeT 

and more paternalistic decision making. We therefore don't be lieve this expla ins the 

preponderance toward the active DMS described overtime or within the high MR unit. 

Triangulating the quantitative (IDMO) and quantitative (clinician and patient interv iew) f ind ings 

of this mixed methods study leads us to believe the shift in DMS over time has more to do with 

the decision making environment patients experience than a cultural shift toward expectat ions of 



greater autonomy. Although a statistically significant majority of patients complet ing the IOMQ 

reported a desire for more autonomous decision-making, an unexpected majorit y of those 

interviewed still anticipated a paternalistic decision making experience at diagnosis. They 

expected a treatment plan . They described their preconceptions as being based on prior 

experiences, seriousness of their diagnosis, and awareness of their deficiency of knowledge and 

experience. We believe the same combination of factors is respons ible for both the time-related 

OMS shift and the exaggeration of the findings within the high MR unit. So what is diffe renU 

Over time, the healthcare decision making environment patients experience has changed from a, 

primarily paternalistic, toward a more shared one. We suggest the key to understand ing the 

reported OMS findings resides in whether the norm patient experience is in a shared or 

paternalistic decision making environment, against the background of their preconceptions of the 

decision making experience; that providing and normalising greater patient autonomy in decision 

making shifts patients' expectations (and therefore OMS) toward the more active end of the 

spectrum . The offer of a more autonomous role in decision making could be met with in itial 

surprise and feeling of inadequacy. However patients' responses and preferences for involvement 

in decision making often altered as the encounter progressed . They described this occurring in 

response to three factors; their initial adjustment to diagnosis; experiences with clinicians; and 

acquisition of knowledge. Patients' perception of whether undertaking more autonomous ro les 

was attractive and achievable or not, and therefore their categorisation of POMS and AOMS, 

were influenced by the normalisation of either more autonomous or paternalistic decision 

making, and the provision or absence of the prerequisites for decision making (outlined in the 

earlier section). Clinicians from the medium and high MR unit described their commitment to 

normalising patients' participation in informed decision making and providing the prerequisite 

factors for this. This was particularly evident among both the doctor and BCNs consultat ions in 

the high MR unit. This is supported by the data in table 4-7- The low MR unit norm was direction . 

As already described, it was the only unit where any patients having mastectomy classified 

themselves within the passive AOMS. This may be a feature of the small numbers involved 

(mastectomy choice passive AOMS n=6/27, 0/29 and 0/38 pat ients f rom the low, med ium and high 

MR units respectively), but it was also consistent with the interview findings . 

Clinicians' awareness of patients' preconceptions at diagnosis and the fact t hey are not 

necessarily indicative of their POMS is an important issue. Th is study suggests if preconceptions 

of paternalism are not countered, clinicians actively promote the ir part icular prefe rence or t hey 

fail to provide the other prerequisites for more autonomous dec ision making, patients ' 



perceptions of passivity are reinforced or they feel too ill equipped to make their own decision . 

We suggest this group are more likely to categorise themselves within less active DMSs. 

Applying the reverse of this argument, if preconceptions of passivity was countered and patients 

are provided with the tools and time for decision making, a greater proportion engaged in 

decision makingj possibly to their more naturally preferred extentj as suggested by the more 

active PDMS and concordance with ADMS. Evidence from patient Decision Support Instrument 

(DSI) studies seems consistent with this. Significantly more active PDMS were identified among 

women newly diagnosed with breast cancer who were in the intervention arms of the studies . 

Among these, shared decision making was normalised and patients were provided an 

independent evidence-based resource to explore options prior to consultation with their 

surgeon.(Belkora et al. 2008jCoilins, Moore, Clay, Keanng, O'Connor, Llewel lyn -Thomas, Barth, 

Jr., & Sepucha 2009jDavison & Degner 2002jO'COnnor et al 1999jO'COnnor, Stacey, Entwistle, 

Llewellyn-Thomas, Rovner, Holmes-Rovner, Tait, Tetroe, Fiset, Barry, & Jones 2003b) However, 

unlike our study which demonstrated highest DMS concordance among those w ith and active 

PDMS 131/1.44 (91.0%), the DSI studies demonstrated greater levels of DMS discordance among 

those classifying themselves more actively. (Davlson & Degner 2002) 

What role do clinicians think patients want in decision making? 

Clinicians' impressions of the predominant PDMS of their patients, varied by breast un it . Medium 

and high MR units consistently placed the majority of their patients in the collaborative group, 

while many low MR unit clinicians described the majority as passive. Impressions of predominant 

passivity were not reflected in the study'S IDMO, which demonstrated less than 20% had a 

passive PDMS. Clinicians recognised that reliably identifying a patient's DMS could be difficult. 

Most were confident detecting those with the most active DMS, but expressed less certainty 

discriminating between the other groups. Those seeking to engage patients in decision making 

and those from the medium and high MR units, prioritised the identification of DMS to tailor the ir 

consultations and support. Many low MR unit clinicians did not focus to the same extent on DMS. 

They viewed passive and collaborative DMS as a single category and believed those who really 

wanted a role in decision making would make this apparent. 

Why did clinicians possess different impressions of their patients' DMS? Patients often described 

shock at their diagnosis and initial concerns about the adequacy of their knowledge and decis ion 



making capability. As already discussed, they also possessed predominant preconceptions of 

paternalism. This combination resulted in them asking for clinicians' recommendat ion. Cl ini cian s 

described the frequency of receiving such requests and recognised that especially init ial ly, 

patients could be traumatised by their diagnosis and appear passive . However, clinicians ' 

interpretation of these reactions and requests, which formed the basis of their impressions of 

patients' OMS, differed depending on their particular set of beliefs and unit ethos. 

The process-based clinicians viewed them as predictable responses to an acutely stressful event in 

an unfamiliar context. They did not necessarily conclude that they equated to a passive PDMS. 

They expressed concern that it was easy to incorrectly label patients as passive at this early stage, 

and that this might deny them a role in decision making. The outcome-focused clinicians' 

interpretation was different. They felt these responses confirmed patients' passivity and inability 

to engage in decision making. These impressions might have been exacerbated by the lack of 

time described for the decision making process, and the generally more directive clinician 

consultation styles and decision making approaches adopted . 

Correctly identifying patients' POMS is important as it should facilitate the tailoring of decision 

making experiences to preferences. In our study 39% of patients' failed to achieve their PDMSj 

presumably partly due to clinicians' inaccurate assessment of patients' OMS. As outlined earlier, 

the study suggests patients' POMS are not necessarily pre-determined, obvious (even to patients) 

at diagnosis, or fixed . This may explain why clinicians within the study described uncertainty and 

difficulty in ascertaining patients POMS (among all but the most active of OMS), and why there is 

clear, persistent evidence of clinicians' misallocation of patients' PDMS in this study and in the 

literature. (Bilodeau & Oegner 1996jBruera, Sweeney, Calder, Palmer, & Benisch -Tolley 

2001jBruera, Willey, Palmer, & Rosales 2oo2jButow, Devine, Boyer, Pendlebury, Jackson, & 

Tattersall 2oo4iDegner, Kristjanson, Bowman, Sloan, Carriere, O'Neil, Bilodeau, Watson, & 

Mueller 1997ajGyseis & Higginson 2007jHughes 1993jJanz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & 

Wilkins 2004jKotwall, Maxwell, Covington, Churchill, Smith, & Covan 1996jMontgomery & Fahey 

2001jO'COnnor, Stacey, Entwistle, Llewellyn -Thomas, Rovner, Holmes-Rovner, Talt, Tet roe, 

Fiset, Barry, & Jones 2003bjRlcha rds, Ramirez, Degner, Fallowfleld, Maher, & Neuberger 

1995jRothenbacher, Lutz, & Porzsolt 1997jStrull, Lo, & Charles 1984) Further research is requi red 

to investigate how clinicians can more reliably identify and respond to the role that the ir pat ients 

wish to take in making treatment choices, thereby enabling patients to ma ke dec isions in 

healthcare and enhancing their experience of the process. 



What are clinicians' preferences and motivations in breast cancer decision making 

Prior to this study there was definitive evidence that doctors have treatment preferences and that 

these impact patients' treatment decisions, (Gort, Broekhu is, Otter, & Klazlnga 2oo7, Johnson, 

Roberts, Cox, Reintgen, Levine, & Parsons 1996iKatz, Lantz, & Zemencu k 2001iKot wall, Maxwel l, 

Covington, Churchi ll, Smith, & Covan 1996iMolenaar, Oort, Sprangers, Rutgers, Luiten, Mulder, & 

de Haes 2004iMorrow, Jagsi, Alderman, Griggs, Hawley, Hamilton, Graff, & Katz 2009iNold, 

Beamer, Helmer, & McBoyle 2oooiSchou, Ekeberg, Ruland, & Karesen 2002iSmitt & Heltzel 1997) 

but they provided little detail. There was also a lack of information about the motivations 

underlying clinicians' preferences and the mechanism of their influence over decisions and 

practice. A number of limitations were associated with the previous studies. The majority were 

based on vignette responses. They were predominantly conducted among surrogate clinic ian 

groups and convenience samples, rather than the pertinent specialist group whose preferences 

might impact on the decisions in question. Finally, all were conducted among doctors. Other 

relevant specialist clinicians (i.e. BCNs) were not included . This study adds to the evidence from 

prior studies conducted among doctors, therefore permitting a fuller description of the 

preferences and motivations of both occupational groups of specialist clinicians who engage w ith 

patients making breast cancer surgery decisions. 

The DCE questionnaire demonstrated the existence and lack of uniformity of clinicians' 

preferences, along with new evidence regarding some of the intricacies of them. For example, 

other factors being equal, clinicians preferences for BCT, choice or mastectomy changed with 

cancer size (P<O .OOl) . Those preferring BCT did so till cancers reached 20mm, then they moved 

toward patient choice, and those preferring mastectomy moved toward choice in cancers under 

30mm. These different thresholds for switching preferences seem low. Rather than being 

absolute, the specific levels may reflect the dominant effect of another variable included such as 

centricity or breast size. To explore these further, ideally we should examine these preferences 

against their audit data. Unfortunately however, at the time of the study the level of detailed 

data required for confirmation of stated preferences against clinicians' practice, was only 

available through the NHSBSP QA process. There was an absence of similar data for symptomatic 

detected cancers. As a consequence, the audit phase of the study on ly included screen detected 

breast cancers; the majority of which were less than 30mm diameter (8iVa) . Most cli nicians' 

preferences were consistent with evidence-based guidelines for safe practice . But, the DCE al so 



revealed that some clinicians rigidly adhered to their personal preferences despite them being 

contrary to evidence of safe practice and acceptable aesthetic outcomej for example, some 

expressed a continued preference for BeT in cancers exceeding somm diameter even in a small 

volume breast. This degree of preference adherence was uncommon. 

The way patient age influenced clinicians' DeE responses varied with their preferred opt ion . 

There was a positive correlation between age and preference for mastectomy, but it was less 

influential in patients over 80. Age should not independently influence surgery and the 

explanation for clinicians' purely age-based preference for mastectomy in olde r women is not 

obvious. It may indicate a conditioned impression of patient preferences, a belief that older 

patients are best treated with mastectomy, or it may reflect clinicians' assuming a positive 

correlation between increasing age and co-morbidity (despite the DeE instructions that other 

aspects of the cases were equal or insignificant). Age exerted less impact over those preferring 

BeTj only reaching statistical significance in the 70-80 year patient group.. But what mig ht be 

interpreted as less 'ageism' among these clinicians, may reflect the fact that of the two 

operations, BeT is the more achievable under local or regional anaesthesiaj which is a more 

important consideration among those with extensive co-morbidities. 

A key finding of the DeE was that although cancer characterist ics ava ilable preoperatively 

significantly influenced clinicians' treatment preferences (P<O.o01), the majority (7l%) of the ir 

responses were driven by other factorsj as indicated by the low pseudo R2 of 0 .2 9 · A lim itation of 

DeE methodology is that it does not elicit of individual respondents' motives for se lecting 

options . Selection of the equivalent preference option might reflect the view that the two 

treatments are exactly equal or that the provision of choices to patients is optimum. Alternative ly 

it might be the default for those with a relative insufficiency of knowledge or experience. Future 

research utilising the DeE technique in similar clinical contexts should include the elic itation of 

respondent's motives for their responses at individual scenario level, through an addition 

quantitative or qualitative element to the survey . 

The qualitative phase of the study permitted further exploration of clin ician and breast teams' 

preferences and their underlying motivations. These suggest what the 'missing ' influencing 

factors highlighted by the pseudo R2 might be. Although treatment guidelines and cancer 

characteristics influenced clinicians' consideration of the options available to individual patients, 

they possessed beliefs about what the optimum management of their patients was . They 

differed in what they considered the optimum to enhance patient well-being and minimise the 



negative impact of the cancer diagnosis. They either primarily focussed on the opt imum be ing a 

specific treatment option or it being a particular process of treatment dec ision making. There 

was variation in the strength of individual clinicians' preferences . Some dec lared an over-riding 

preference which eclipsed other considerations . Others described a more tempered prefe rence, 

or balance between their preferences for BCT and shared decision making . While clin icians were 

happy declaring a preference for BCT, none of those interviewed declared a preference for 

mastectomy per sej although different levels of aversion and acceptance of mastectomy were 

expressed. Some believed mastectomy should be reserved as a last resort (low MR), others 

described it as the 'right' option for some well-informed patients (predominantly med ium and 

high MR units) . These beliefs influenced the options and level of autonomy they offered pat ients 

in treatment decision making. Those with over-riding preferences for BCT described an outcome

based approach. Those expressing patients should define the optimum treatment for 

themselves, described a process-based approachj providing options and shared decision making 

where possible. 

We have demonstrated clinicians' possess preferences. But does the study confirm whether these 

are communicated to their patients and influence MRs7 The self-report nature of study is a 

potential limitation in understanding this. Clinicians said what they preferred (in the DCE and 

interviews) or did (in the interviews). The lack of availability of the symptomatic cancer data 

means it is not possible to analyse clinicians' DCE responses against their individual MRs, as the 

number of cases for analysis is too small . However we can explore this using the example of ma le 

doctors. Their DCE responses demonstrated specific treatment preferences. The triangu lation of 

the DCE and interview data indicates, although clin icians could state the ir possession of 

preferences for specific treatment options, their intention to relay these or allow them to 

influence their practice, depended on the ir concurrent beliefsj particularly those regarding what 

comprised optimum managementj i.e. primacy of patient choice orthe specific option . 

The DCE and interviews provided a more uniform impression of BCNs preferences and 

motivations across the units. Their DCE responses were more consistent w ith the concept of 

patient choice and they described motivations focusing on providing the ir pat ients wi t h 

psychological support, reassurance and the opportunity to consolidate information . 



Breast units have different decision making cultures 

Clinicians expressed their treatment preferences and motivations corporate ly, as well as at an 

individual level. A prevailing ethos was described within each breast un it , wh ich was based on 

these corporately held beliefs. The patient and clinician interviews provided a generally 

concordant view of the decision making environments of the breast units and revea led the 

presence of particular decision making cultures within them. These were defined by a number of 

interdependent distinct and consistent differences in; some of which were overt, others more 

subtle. As a group, the low MR unit differed distinctly from the more comparable medium and 

high MR units. These differences are summarised in tables 8.1 and 8.2 . The different decision 

making cultures provided a diverse backdrop for the experiences patients described; which either 

empowered more autonomous patient decision making or sustained acquiescence . In this way, 

although treatment guidelines and patients' cancer characteristics influenced the options 

available to them, these options and patients' decision making experiences were influenced by 

the culture of the breast unit. 

The primary motivation of these decision making cultures expressed at corporate level, echoed 

those expressed by individual clinicians: To provide their patients optimum management. 

However, the primarily focus of this depended on the breast unit; a particular treatment outcome 

or a decision making process. The outcome-focussed cl inicians believed BCT was the superior 

option and described providing genuine choices in a far more targeted way to a subgroup of 

patients whom they felt were not definitively suitable for BCT. In contrast, the process-focussed 

clinicians described and promoting more autonomous decision making to a much wider group. 

To them, any patient considered suitable for BCT was offered a choice . They referred to their 

belief in evidence that engagement in decision making provided patients long-lasting 

benefit. (Andersen, Bowen, Morea, Stem, & Baker 2oo9,Deadman, Lelnster, Owens, Dewey, & 

Slade 2001;Faliowfield, Hall, Maguire, Baum, & A'Hern 1994a,Faiiowfield, Hall, MagUire, & Baum 

1990;Fallowfield, Hall, MagUire, Baum, & A'Hern 1994bjHack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 

2006iKotwall, Maxwe ll, Covmgton, Churchill, Smith, & Covan 1996, Molenaar, Oort, Sprangers, 

Rutgers, Luiten, Mulder, & de Haes 2oo4,Morns & Ingham 1988,Morrls & Royle 1987,Moye l 

1997i Moyer & Salovey 1998; Schou, Ekeberg, Ruland, & Karesen 2002, Stewart 1995, Street, Jr & 

VOigt 1997, Wilson, Hart, & Dawes 1988;Wolberg 1990) 

One of the co re beliefs driving breast units' cultures was the percept ion of the predominant DMS 

among patientsj which varied with unit affil iat ion - pass ive in the low MR unit and collaborative in 



the others. These provoked different responses among clinicians . Within the process-focussed 

decision making culture of the medium and high MR un its, the clin icians pre-empted pat ients' 

initial by specifically describing the decision making process and providing reassurance about the 

time, information and support available. Not wishing to deny patients a role in decision ma ki ng, 

most targeted and purposefully deferred recommendations; to feel certain they had correctly 

differentiated passive patients from the other groups. The outcome-focused clinicians believed 

the appropriate response was the provision of the expert opinion . They pre-empted patents' 

reactions by providing directive information and volunteering recommendat ions . 

Although there was a dominant decision making culture within breast units, clinicians' could vary 

their approaches in response to individual patients' clinical and cancer characteristics. In the 

medium and high MR units, there was a transition toward a more outcome-based approach when 

cancers were particularly small (a few mms) . In this context they could describe emphasising 

BCT, although their approach usually remained less directed than described in the low MR units' 

routine practice . In the low MR unit when patients had cancers they considered borderline for 

BCT, there was a transition toward a more process-based approach; although most retained an 

element of direction. The mechanisms in place for supporting more autonomous patient decision 

making were less well-described at the low MR unit and the consenting process usually remained 

rapid. This combination may explain why this group of clinicians described the majority of 

patients given more autonomy struggling with it, and their impression that only those who 

actively sought a role seemed able to engage in the process. 

Despite the wider emphasis on patient choice, and shared or informed decision-making in the 

NHS and by the GMC, some clinicians and clin ical units seem to possess decision making cultures 

which are less conducive to patients engaging in more autonomous decision making, and either 

actively or passively promote patient acquiescence. 

Differences in who gets choices/options 

One of the key issues identified was clin icians ' thresholds at which they bel ieved patient s shou ld 

be offered treatment choices. The cl inician interviews highlighted the class if icat ion of pat ients 

into different t reatment groups depending on their breast unit affiliation . Clinicians from the low 

MR unit defined three option categories, those su itable for BCT on ly, a choice, or mastectomy 

only. The medium and high MR un its utilised only the latter two; placing those su it able fo r BeT in 



the choice category. This is perhaps reflected In the different rates of identification and 

recruitment of eligible patients among the units. Less than 20% of the low MR un it patients 

having surgery for newly diagnosed breast cancer were approached to participate in the study, 

compared with 54% from the medium and 32% from the high MR units (see table 4.~) . This is 

supported by interviews with patients identified as eligible for a choice of surgery, i.e . those who 

did not require a mastectomy on clinical grounds. Some (particularity from the low MR unit) 

described consultations consistent with clinicians' description of allocation of patients into the 

BeT only option category. 

As already discussed, the DeE identified differences in clinicians preferences based on cancer size . 

These were reproduced in the interviews. Although as already discussed, there is insufficient data 

in the audit, DeE and interviews to delineate what the specific thresholds are. Nevertheless, the 

interviews do indicate low MR unit clinicians' greater preparedness to offer options to those with 

much larger sized cancers; based on the information that some only started to switch from pure ly 

offering BeT, when cancers reached 30-40mm diameter. 

Is there variability among clinicians of the same unit? 

As reflecting any real-life situation, the qualitative findings exposed a spectrum of bel iefs, 

attitudes, and behaviours among individual clinicians from the same unit. However the divers ity 

was framed within their individual unit culture . To illustrate, a minority of low MR unit doctors 

expressed preferences and beliefs more harmonious with the processed-based approach of the 

other units. They described providing additional time and consultations to afford patients more 

autonomy, and consenting patients at a later stage. However they still often described provid ing 

clear recommendations to their patients early in their first consultation about diagnosis and 

treatment; especially if they considered them clearly suitable for BeT. They did not perceive the 

volunteering of clear recommendations as being inconsistent with their seemingly strong stated 

preference for greater patient autonomy, nor their understanding that most patients followed 

recommendations provided. This limited level of reflexivity may correspond to a demonstration 

of third dimensional power described in Lukes' power theory.(Lukes ~974) The theo ry would 

suggest the units' cultures were so pervasive there were certain things clinicians from some un it s 

believed, described and accepted, which those from other breast units might question, challenge 

or reject . 



The DCE and interviews provided a more uniform impression of BCNs' individual consultations 

with patients across the units. However, some variation was noted. Although some BCNs from 

the low MR unit articulated personal preferences consistent with a process-based approach, 

preferences at odds with the unit ethos were mostly suppressed . The majority described 

consulting within the confines of the doctors' approach. But a minority of the more experienced 

BCNs described sometimes engaging in a more process-based approach at patients' provocation; 

providing a more extensive exploration of information and the options than those included in the 

doctor's consultation. They also described arranging additional consultations with the doctors to 

expand patients' treatment options. 

Do clinician gender, occupational role and age make a difference? 

Clinician factors have been reported to influence their treatment preferences. The DCE 

demonstrated doctors were more likely to display specific treatment preferences and females 

were more orientated toward choices. But was being female per se associated with a greater 

preference for more autonomous patient decision making? 

Some prior studies suggest higher BCT rates among female surgeons.(G,II'gan, Neuner, 

Sparapani, Laud, & Nattrnger 2oo7;Mandelblatt, Berg, Meropol, Edge, Gold, Hwang, & Had ley 

2001,Schou, Ekeberg, Ruland, & Karesen 200 2) Consistent with most UK breast units, all BCNs 

were female and the majority of consultant surgeons male . Among the DCE respondents there 

were 35 BCNs and 33 doctors; 10 of whom were female. The pronounced gender-role bias 

inherent in our study population made it difficult (if not impossible) to separate the effect of 

gender from occupational role over doctors' preferences, beliefs and consultation approaches. 

However, within these limitations, we feel it is possible that female gender among the doctor 

occupational subgroup is associated with a shift in preferences and decision making approach 

toward the less directive end of the spectrum . Of those interviewed, three of the six female 

doctors were consultant surgeons; two from the low and one from the high MR unit. Most 

consultant surgeons from the low MR unit were particularly directive, but one female consultant 

from this unit expressed a process-based preference. The other female non-consultant grade 

specialist doctors from the low MR unit were happy to present recommendations, but provided 

more tempered versions of the outcome-based approach described by their consultant 

counterparts, and were more orientated toward providing more autonomy. 



The evidence from the literature is unclear about whether surgeons' years of exper ience(Gnlll, 

Scorpiglione, Nicolucci, Mainini, Penna, Mari, Belflglio, & Liberati 1994,Llberatl, Patterson, 

Biener, & McNeil 1987iMcKmlay, Burns, Durante, Feldman Freund Harrow IrISh Kasten & 
I , I I I 

Moskowitz 1997) and academic affiliation have an effect over clin ician preferences.(Goel, 

Olivotto, Hislop, Sawka, Coldman, & Holowaty 1997iPorter & McMulkin -Talt 2004) Th is DCE 

component of this study failed to demonstrate an association between preferences and cl inician 

experience or age (for example, choice vs. mastectomy preference years of experience RRR 0.98, 

CI 0·95-~ . 00, p=o . ~o, choice vs. BCT preference years of experience RRR ~ . oo, CI 0 . g6 - ~ . 041 

p=o.gg) . However, this may be a reflection of the relatively small numbersi only ~o of the DCE 

respondents were over 56, and only one with in the 6~-65 age group. The un it ethos (rather than 

clinician age) seemed to be a more dominant factor influencing clinicians' preferences. The 

interviews did however highlight a possible age/experience related difference in consultat ion 

styles among both occupational groups. Most BCNs described themselves as focusing on 

providing their patients with psychological support, reassurance and reiteration of the cl inical 

consultation. As an occupational group, their personal DCE responses were more consistent with 

a preference for greater patient inclusion in decision making. However most described consulting 

within the confines of the unit ethos/culture and the doctors' consultation . A small minority of 

more senior and experienced BCNs from the low MR unit described stepping outside the confines 

of the doctors' message and holding more extensive discussions and discussing options not 

volunteered by the doctor. Age/experience seemed to exert an influence among the male doctor 

subgroup in a different way. The three older male consultant surgeons interviewed (one from the 

high MR and two from the low MR units) described similar doctor-centred consultation styles. 

Their information provision was more targeted and less extens ive, and they expressed discomfort 

using words like 'cancer' with their patients. Their intent (treatment outcome direct ion or 

facilitation of a more autonomous process) however remained consistent with their unit ethos. 

Whereas the low MR clinicians' approach was more akin to their units' more direct ive approach, 

the high MR unit doctor was aware that theirs was discordant with their unit's cultu re and sub

optimal for their process-based intent. They and fellow clinicians from their un it described 

counterbalancing these 'shortcomings', which might otherwise prove barri ers to more 

autonomous patient decision making, with a reliance on BCNs. The doctor focussed on outl ining 

the available options and ensuring patients knew a more extensive discussion with t heir BCN 

would ensue. 



Clinicians' decision making approaches and patients' decision making considerations 

Patient and clinician interviews described consultation and decision making experiences 

consistent with those described in literature; doctor- and patient-centred consultation styles; and 

paternalism, shared and informed choice decision making approaches. Their descript ions 

provided the impression of a spectrum from facilitation of more autonomous patient decision 

making to treatment direction. Figure 9.~ illustrates this and the factors contributing to it. 

FIGURE 9 . ~ The spectrum of clinicians' decision making approaches 

Patients experiencing the facilitative end of the spectrum (what would be cons idered shared 

decision making), tended to describe the provision of the tools and structu re fo r decision makin g. 



The possession of a timeframe for the process was particularly important to patients feel ing it 

was achievable. Both they and their clinicians also described the acqu isition of information and 

fuller participation in treatment discussions and decision making being potentiated by a less 

rushed environment and the provision of support. 

At the directive end of the spectrum (what would be considered paternalism), the focus was on 

patients being reassured and guided toward a specific decision, rather than being informed and 

supported for decision engagement. Direction was provided with varying strength from a more 

tailored less prescriptive form incorporating the encouragement of consideration of options with 

a gentle steer toward a specific option; through to the issue of a clear, specific non-tailored 

treatment plan, based on what the clinician felt was most appropriate . Sometimes to the point 

patients described being compelled to undergo an unwanted option . 

Between these ends of the spectrum patients were presented with options, but certain aspects of 

treatment or cancer characteristics could be emphasised, minimised or absent. Some cl inicians 

described their intention being to provide reassurance, others to steer patients toward the most 

appropriate treatment. A feature often emphasised was a small cancer size along with suitability 

for BCT. It is possible those clinicians who referred to cancers up to 30 and 40mm diameter as 

small and suitable for BCT rather than options, might adopt this type of emphasis amongst those 

with these larger diameter cancers. 

The transition point between clinicians emphasising a treatment or aspect of the diagnosis and it 

becoming a recommendation, was not always obvious. The remit of the study did not include 

observing consultations, but triangulation of the patient and clinician interviews infers that the 

transition point of what is perceived by the patient as a point of emphasis or recommendat ion 

was determined by a combination of; the degree of emphasis placed on specific information 

components; cl inicians' non-verbal communication; (Mehrabian 1972) and the ir use of active 

listening skills interacting with patients' preconceptions, knowledge and preferences. In this way, 

two patients hearing the same intended message or form of words might interpret reassurance or 

a recommendation . Clinicians also differed in their approach to the provision of overt 

recommendat ions; whether these were volunteered, provided in response to patients' requests or 

withheld . 

There was also the impression from some patient interv iews t hat though choices were given, 

clinicians failed to disclose (or patients did not absorb) crucial pieces of informat ion which might 



have influenced their treatment decisions. This was consistent among some specific low MR un it 

clinicians' patients. The information usually related to radiotherapy being an integral component 

of BCT for invasive breast cancer, radiotherapy course length, the possibility of requiring a further 

operation for close margins, and the small but significant difference in LRRR . 

A skewed power-relationship and an information/knowledge gap between patients and clinicians 

were evident in the interviews. These were upheld, minimised or exaggerated depending on the 

breast units' decision making culture and environment. These provided the impression of 

differences in units' conduciveness to patients' engagement in more autonomous decision 

making. The process-focussed clinicians and units described specifically seeking to anticipate 

patient needs and redress these imbalances. This is a frequently reported deficiency identified 

within national patient surveys(Rlchards and Coulter 2007) and research studies.{Stevenson, 2004 

~495 /idHMoumjld, 2009 ~397 /idHGrol, 2000 ~496 lid} 

The differences in clinicians'/units' approaches described was reflected in patients' decision 

making considerations. There was a clear tendency for patients from the medium and high MR 

units to describe greater complexity of decision making . They based their decisions on more 

comprehensive knowledge and their descriptions incorporated the extensive consideration of 

their preferences and concerns against the perceived pros and cons of the options. Their 

accounts were consistent with shared decision making and the establishing of informed consent. 

The low MR units sought to alleviate the discomfort of the skew in power and knowledge by 

providing reassurance and recommendations . The description of many of this group of patients' 

experiences, were consistent with a more superficial engagement in decision making. They 

generally described less complex, more concise considerations based on preferences but less 

extensive information, and a greater reliance on clinicians' reassurance and recommendations. 

Ratherthan undergoing an experience of informed consent, theirs might be more aptly defined as 

' informed' compliance or compliance; a term first introduced by O'Cathain et al. from work 

evaluating women's maternity decision making experiences.(O 'Cathaln et al. 2002,Stapleton et 

al 2002) 



How patients and clinicians influence each other in the decision making process 

The different approaches adopted by clinicians suited some patients. However, cli nicians often 

described rigidly adhering to their usual consultation style, giving the impress ion of being 

uncomfortable and/or unwilling to adapt these to suit their patients' individual preferences. This 

impacted different patient groups within the units studied; those with active POMS in the low MR 

unit and the passive group in the medium and high MR units. 

The interviews with clinicians echo Krupat et al.'s(Krupat, Irish, Kasten, Freund, Burn s, 

Moskowitz, & McKinlay 1.999) findings, which suggest patients expressing themselves more 

assertively are more likely to be afforded more power in their interactions with clinicians . 

Patients in our study had to be either 'assertively active' to stimulate clinicians to switch to 

provide a more autonomous patient decision making experience and discuss options (in the low 

M R unit), or they had to be 'assertively passive' over the decision making process to retract (in the 

medium and high MR units) a more autonomous patient decision making experience and receive 

a treatment recommendation . Levels of assertiveness were not quantified by our study or 

Krupat's. But Krupat described patients only needing to display moderately assertive behaviour 

to elicit a response among clinicians. Our interview findings imply a much greater degree of 

assertion was required . 

Butow et al.'s study analysing oncologists' detection and response to patients' communication 

clues, may help explain why such levels of assertion were required. Butow noted oncologists 

responded well to very explicit verbal expressions of need, and found they did not seem to detect 

more subtle versions; the 'hints' rather than statements.(Butow et al . 2002) If this is true, the 

active patients from the low MR unit would be more advantaged than the passive patients from 

the other units . Active patients' very obvious statements of need demanded a response from the 

clinicians, while passive patients ' would be express their needs more subtly. In addition, the 

clinicians adopting a process-based approach were clear that they delayed the adoption of a more 

directive style to a point when they were certain their patient was passive, rather than in the early 

phase of shock after diagnosis. They were also concerned that once a recommendation or 

direction was provided, patients were likely to acquiesce to this; (Gort, Broekhuls, Otter, & 

Klazmga 2007;Johnson, Roberts, Cox, Remtgen, Levme, & Parsons 1996,katz, Lantz, & Zemencuk 

2001;Kotwall, Maxwell, Covmgton, Churchill, Smith, & Covan 1996,Molenaar, Oort, Sprangers, 

Rutgers, LUlten, Mulder, & de Haes 2oo4,Morrow, Jagsl, Alderman, Griggs, Hawle , Ha'1Jiton, 

Graff, & Katz 2009,Nold, Beamer, Helmer, & McBoyle 2000,Schou, Ekeberg, Ruland, I< areSE" 



2002i Smitt & Heltzel 1997) and risk subsequent regret if they accepted it wi thout due 

consideration .(Hack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 2006iJanz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & 

Wilkins 2004jKeating, Guadagnoli, Landrum, Borbas, & Weeks 2002iLam, Fleldtng, Chan, Chow, 

& Ho 2003jLantz, Janz, Fagerlin, Schwartz, Liu, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 2005) Therefore, passive 

patients had to amplify the expression of their PDMS and express it consistently, to elicit a 

response from their clinicians . The medium and high MR units BCNs provided a crucial role here. 

They described providing psychological and decision making support until patients' PDMS were 

clarified, and when identifying a particular patient need, would either address it directly or 

arrange an additional consultation with the doctor, if necessary. 

Stakeholder contributions to decisions and patients' acquiescence to clinicians 

The literature demonstrates that patient-specific factors influence patients' decis ions.(Carver, 

Pozo-Kaderman, Price, Noriega, Hams, Derhagopian, Robinson, & Moffat, Jr. 1998;Colltns, 

Moore, Clay, Kearing, O'Connor, Llewellyn -Thomas, Barth, Jr., & Sepucha 2oo9,Faiiowfield, 

Baum, & Maguire 1986iHawley, Griggs, Hamilton, Graff, Janz, Morrow, Jagsl, Salem, & Katz 

2oo9iHughes 1993jKotwall, Maxwell, Covington, Church ill, Smith, & Covan 1996,Lasry & 

Margolese 1992jMandeibiatt, Hadley, Kerner, Schulman, Gold, Dunmore -Gnffith, Edge, 

Guadagnoli, Lynch, Meropol, Weeks, & Winn 2000jMo ienaar, Oort, Sprangers, Rutgers, Luiten, 

Mulder, & de Haes 2004iMoyer 1997iNold, Beamer, Helmer, & McBoyle 2000iSchou, Ekeberg, 

Ru land, & Karesen 2002jSmitt & Heltzel 1997iWel, Sherry, Baisden, Peckel, & Lala 1995iWllson, 

Hart, & Dawes 1988) But there is also clear evidence of a pronounced impact of cl inicians over 

patients' decisions and MRs.(Gort, Broekhuis, Otter, & Klaztnga 2007iJohnson, Roberts, Cox, 

Retntgen, Levine, & Parsons 1996,Katz, Lantz, & Zemencuk 2001,Kotwal l, Maxwell, Covington, 

Church ill, Smith, & Covan 1996jMolenaar, Oort, Sprangers, Rutgers, Luiten, Mulder, & de Haes 

2004iMorrow, Jagsi, Alderman, Griggs, Hawley, Hamilton, Graff, & Katz 2009,No ld, Beamer, 

Helmer, & McBoyle 2000jSchou, Ekeberg, Ruland, & Karesen 2002;Smltt & Heltzel 1997) What is 

not currently clear from the literature is what influences the relat ive contribut ions of the t wo 

stakeholder groups. 

Stanton et al (Stanton et al 1998) proposed patients' health -related decisions could be explained 

by subjective expected utility (SEU ) theory. This assumes humans approach decisions rat ionally; 

assessing information logically and weigh up expected consequences aga inst the value t hey place 



on them . Our findings and those of a small recent in-depth qualitative study, (Slndlng et al. 2010) 

suggest the theory has merit, but alone it is too simplistic to adequately capture the process of 

treatment selection. 

Our study provides information about the interface between clinicians and patients . The findings 

illustrate clinicians' were the stakeholders who possessed the majority of power to affect 

decision, in numerous overt, subtle, intentional and unintentional ways. They influenced how 

much genuine choice patients perceived they had and whether they felt this was a positive thing . 

When they provided options, patients' decisions were influenced by; what was communicated to 

them; whether they were provided direction; or sufficient time and support to engage in the 

process. The skewed power-relationship between patients and clinicians favoured clinicians. 

They were the knowledgeable expert in this situation; relied on for information, reassurance and 

treatment. Patients (due to the acuteness of their diagnosis) tended to be frightened, possessed 

comparatively little information and often displayed minimal confidence . Clinicians' control of 

the agenda of discussions has been reported among recent reviews of observational studies of 

clinician-patient consultations. {Stevenson, 2004 1495 IldHMoumjld, 2009 1397 lid} One such 

review of 134 studies demonstrated clinicians failed to encourage patients to discuss thei r needs 

and concerns.{Stevenson, 2004 1495 lid} This is reflected in national patient surveys(Coulter 

2011a;Richards & Coulter 2007) and the findings among some of our patients. The extensiveness 

of the power-relationship skew and gap in confidence and knowledge, were upheld, minimised or 

exaggerated, depending on the communication approaches and decision making environment 

clinicians generated. This affected how patients felt about engaging in the process of decision 

making . Also, although decisions might be based on patients' personal preferences, clinicians 

influenced what they perceived was safe, normal to choose and desirable. Alongside previous 

evidence, this study demonstrates that although patients may want to play increasingly 

autonomous roles in choosing their treatment, there is continued acquiescence to clinicians' 

preferences and recommendations. 

Patients' vulnerability and lack of knowledge did not necessarily translate into patients want ing 

clinicians to decide their treatment. As demonstrated, 80% of patients wanted to participate in 

deciding their treatment. Whether and to what extent they did so depended on their dec ision 

making environments . The interviews illustrated all th ree dimensions of Lukes' power theory in 

action .(Canter 2001, Lukes 1974) Some clinicians unilaterally assumed control and fa iled to 

provide options; 1st dimension power. Clinicians controlled the consultation/dec ision ma king 



agendaj some directed and subjugated patients by failing to provide time and demonstrat ing 

poor listening skillsj 2
nd 

dimensional power. They also dominated pat ients' impressions of the ir 

decision making capability by reinforcing or overturning patients' expectat ions of paternalism and 

portrayed the norm they wished to propagate (BCT or shared decision making ); 3rd dimensional 

power. 

The dominance of clinicians In decision making illustrated by our findings have been clearly 

demonstrated by two quantitative studies published since the completion of this research. 

Morrow et. al.'s questionnaire survey among American women with breast cancer (n=1984) 

demonstrated that 90% given a recommendation by their surgeons followed it, and only 2% 

recommended BCT underwent mastectomYj while mastectomy was chosen by one third not 

given a recommendation for BCT. (Morrow, Jagsi, Alderman, Griggs, Hawley, Hamilton, Graff, & 

Katz 2009) Gort et al. used multilevel modelling to quantify the magnitude of influence of 

surgeons and hospitals in Netherlands had over the operative decisions of patients with early 

breast cancer (n= 2,929) who were suitable for BCT. Once cancer characteristics were excluded, 

83 .2% of treatment variability was attributable to surgeons and 16.8% to hospital factors .(Gort, 

Broekhuis, Otter, & Klazinga 2007) Gort did not identify what these factors were, but did exclude 

surgeon experience, surgeon and unit workload, teaching hospital status, and management and 

policy. The findings of our study identify what some of these clinician/unit level factors arej 

specialist teams' prevailing ethos, underlying clinician beliefs, preferences and their routine 

practice. They also highlight that decision making among patients is by varying degrees of 

informed consent or informed/uninformed compliance depending on the approach of the clinician 

and breast unit . 

The issue of satisfaction is more complex than achieving congruence in OMS 

What optimises patient satisfaction and outcomes? This a particular focus among healthcare 

providers. The evidence suggests improved patient satisfaction and outcomes are associated 

with numerous factorsj the adoption of an active OMS per sej lDeadman, lelnster, Owens, 

Dewey, & Slade 2001jHack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 2006,Janz, Wren, Copeland, lowery, 

Goldfarb, & Wilkins 2oo4,Keatlng, Guadagnoll, landrum, Borbas, & Weeks 200_,lam, Fielding, 

Chan, Chow, & Ho 2003, lantz, Janz, Fagerlin, Schwartz, LIU, lakhani, Salem, & "atz 200 5) 

tailoring decision making to patient preferences (achieving congruence between pat ients' PDM S 



and ADMS); (Ch arles, Whelan, & Gafni 1999aiKeating, Guadagnoli, Landrum, Borbas, & Weeks 

2002;Lantz, Janz, Fagerlin, Schwartz, Liu, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 2005) engag ing in sha red 

decision making;(Picker Institute Europe 2010) undergoing shared decis ion maki ngi (Hack, 

Degner, Watson, & Sinha 2006;Janz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & W ilk ins 2004i Keating, 

Guadagno li, Landrum, Borbas, & Weeks 2002 ·Lam Fielding Chan Chow & Ho 2003 'Lantz Janz 
I I I " '" 

Fagerlin, Schwartz, Liu, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 2005) experienc ing good 

communication; (Faliowfleld 1997;Lerman, Daly, Walsh, Resch, Seay, Barsevick, Birenbaum, 

Heggan, & Martin 1993;Stewart 1995;Vick & Scott 1998) receiving high qual ity information and 

patient-centred care; (Degner 1998iFaliowfieid 2000;Jenkins, Fallowfield, & Saul 2001iLerman, 

Daly, Walsh, Resch, Seay, Barsevick, Birenbaum, Heggan, & Martin 1993iVICk & Scott 1998) and 

feeling safe in the care of an expert .(Lerman, Daly, Walsh, Resch, Seay, Barsevlck, Birenbaum, 

Heggan, & Martin 1993iSinding, Hudak, Wiernikowskl, Aronson, Miller, Gould, & Fltzpatrlck 

Lewis 2010iVick & Scott 1998;Wright et al . 2004) 

Women's involvement in choosing the ir breast cancer surgery has been associated w ith 

improvements in satisfaction with the decision-making process and surgery undertaken, 

(Andersen, Bowen, Morea, Stein, & Baker 2009iDeadman, Lelnster, Owens, Dewey, & Slade 

2001iFai iowfield, Hall, Maguire, Baum, & A/Hern 1994a,Hack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 

2006iJanz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & Wilkins 2004iKeattng, Guadagnoll, Landrum, 

Borbas, & Weeks 2002;Lantz, Janz, Fagerlln, Schwartz, Liu, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 200s,Moyer 

1997;Moyer & Salovey 1998,Stewart 1995iStreet, Jr. & VOigt 1997) reduced regret(Faliowfleld, 

Hall, Maguire, & Baum 1990iJanz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & Wilkins 2oo4,Keatlng, 

Guadagno li, Landrum, Borbas, & Weeks 2002;Kotwall, Maxwell, Covington, Churchill, Smith, & 

Covan 1996; Lantz, Janz, Fagerlin, Schwartz, Liu, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 200s,Mo ienaar, Oort, 

Sprangers, Rutgers, Luiten, Mulder, & de Haes 2oo4;Morris & Ingham 1988,Schou, Ekeberg, 

Ruland, & Karesen 2002) and improved psychological recovery . But how important is patients 

achieving their desired DMS7 There is evidence that an active ADMS per se exerts a positive 

impact, (Bruera, Willey, Palmer, & Rosales 2002;Degner, Kri stJanson, Bowman, Sloan, Carr iere, 

O'Ned, Bilodeau, Watson, & Mueller 1997a,Hack, Degner, Watson, & Si nha 2006, Janz, Wren, 

Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & Wilkins 2oo4;Keatlng, Guadagno ll, Land rum, Borbas, & Weeks 

2002;Lam, Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 2oo3,Lantz, Janz, Fagerlln, Schwartz, LIU, La kh ani, Sa lem, 

& Katz 2ooS;Slngh, Sloan, Atherton, Smith, Hack, Huschka, Rummans, Clark, Diekmann, & 

Degner 2010) in the short and long term .(Hack, Degner, Wat son, & Sinha 2006 Although some 

demonstrate an ampl ificat ion of the pos itive impact of active DMS when it is also the preferred 



role .(Charles, Whelan, & Gafni 1999ajKeating, Guadagnoll, Landrum, Borbas, & Weeks 2002,Lam, 

Fie lding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 2oo3jLantz, Janz, Fagerlin, Schwartz, Liu, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 

2005) Previous studies suggest women often fail to achieve their PDMS .(Bilodeau & Degner 

1996jBruera, Sweeney, Calder, Palmer, & Benisch -Tolley 2001,Bruera, Willey, Pa lmer, & Rosales 

2002jButow, Devine, Boyer, Pendlebury, Jackson, & Tattersall 2oo4;Degner, Kristjanson, 

Bowman, Sloan, Carriere, O'Neil, Bilodeau, Watson, & Mueller 1997a,Gysels & Higginson 

2oo7;Hughes 1993jJanz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & Wilkins 2004,Kotwall, Maxwell, 

Covington, Churchill, Smith, & Covan 1996;Montgomery & Fahey 2001;O'Connor, Stacey, 

Entwist le, Llewellyn -Thomas, Rovner, Holmes-Rovner, Tait, Tetroe, Fiset, Barry, & Jones 

2003bjRichards, Ramirez, Degner, Fallowfield, Maher, & Neuberger 199s;Rothenbacher, Lutz, & 

Porzsolt 1997;Strull, Lo, & Charles 1984) The majority of women in our study achieved their 

PDMS (61% n=218/3S6) . But it should be remembered that not all wish to assume such 

autonomous roles; 30% of the patients in our study undertook a more active role than preferred . 

Being asked to undertake a more active role than preferred has been shown to exert a negative 

impact on patient satisfaction .(Hack, Degner, & Dyck 1994,Hack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 

2006jSchain 1980) Lam's recent small study (n=lS4) conducted within 2 weeks of surgery among 

women with breast cancer from Hong Kong, found that assuming a more active ro le than 

preferred was associated with reduced satisfaction and less confidence in having made the right 

decision (p=o.oos).(Lam, Fie lding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 2003) But, equally negative impacts are 

evident among those who feel excluded from the decision process, (Bilodeau & Degner 

1996;Degner, Kristjanson, Bowman, Sloan, Carriere, O'Neil, Bilodeau, Watson, & Mueller 

1997a;Hack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 2006;Lam, Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 

2003;Rothenbacher, Lutz, & Porzsolt 1997) and evidence from a large US study by Lantz et al. 

(n=1633), demonstrated that the passive DMS per se was associated with the most detrimenta l 

impact on satisfaction; even when this was the patients' PDMS .(Lantz, Janz, Fagerlln, Schwartz, 

Liu, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 2005) What could be responsible for the seemingly discrepant 

findings of these studies? Most studies do not specifically provide contextualising information on 

their decision making environments, but Lam et al. do. They describe a breast un it environment 

dominated by clinician recommendations, and highlight substantial barriers and fewer facil itators 

(time and information) to more autonomous decision making among patients reporting DMS 

discordance.(Lam, Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 2003) Lam et al. 's it is possible that the decision 

making environments were different. If the evidence that satisfaction increases when pat ients 

achieve either an active ADMS or DMS congruence is believed, most of our patients should be 



satisfied; as only 9% (n=33/3s6) achieved more passive roles than preferred . This contrasts with 

Singh's meta-analysis of North American cancer patient DMS studies (n=2742), which 

demonstrated identical overall concordance rates, but the predominance of passivit y (57%) 

among the discordant group. (Singh, Sloan, Atherton, Smith, Hack, Huschka, Rummans, Clark, 

Diekmann, & Degner 20l0) 

But, can a quantitative tool like the Control Preferences Scale which our st udy and many others 

have utilised to identify patients' PDMS, ADMS and DMS concordance reflect patient 

satisfaction? A recent study by Davey et al. suggest not.{Davey, 2004 1491 lid} Based on our 

experience we believe the Control Preferences Scale is a useful tool to examine differences 

between groups and study time-trends, and that possessing information on DMS concordance 

can contribute to understanding patients' health care decision making experiences and 

satisfaction. But we suggest the crude use of this quantitative data w ithout the addit ion of a 

qualitative exploration, can provide only limited implications of patient satisfaction . We also 

suggest that women's views and experiences of decision making be viewed as simpl ist ically as 

many of the above studies depict; that more autonomous patient decision making equates with 

positive experiences and psychological impact, and less autonomous participat ion the reverse . 

Based on the evidence of our study and that of a small recently published in-depth qualitat ive 

study (n=s) by Sinding(Sinding, Hudak, Wiernikowskl, Aronson, Mi ller, Gou ld, & Fitzpatrick -LewIs 

20l0) we suggest this view is too simplistic. The majority of patients in our study described 

satisfaction with their experiences. But their reasons for satisfaction were characterised 

differently. Satisfaction depended on not only their preferences, but their experiences with 

clinicians (doctors in particular). 

The interviews highlight a positive correlation between patient satisfaction and their percept ion 

of receiving patient-centred care. Those given more autonomous but supported ro les, tended t o 

express satisfaction associated with their perceptions of their cl inicians providing patient-centred 

care and decision making. Specifically they discussed sat isfaction relat ed to; be ing t reated as 

partner or equal in their treatment decision making journey; the prov ision of clea r tailored 

information and unrushed consultations; and having the opportun it y t o choose a t reatment t hat 

was right for them. They also described their involvement in choosing t heir t reatment as a 

positive aspect of their cancer experience; expressing it provided the opportunity t o re-estab lish a 

sense of power and control they felt they deprived of at diagnosis. These were expressed among 

both those who found decision-making relatively uncomplicated, and those who fo und it more 



challenging . Even those who labelled themselves as passive decision-makers could view t he 

provision of more autonomous decision making as a source of sat isfact ion, if it was provided in 

conjunction with patient-centred care and sufficient support . We agree with Deadman, that t he 

decisional role itself can enhance patients' experiences(Deadman, Lelnster, Owens, Dewey, & 

Slade 200l) and concur with Fallowfield, that it is difficult to separate the contribut ions of good 

communication/information provis ion and actual engagement in decision maki ng, to the posit ive 

effect observed among those who participate in the process. (Fallowfleld 1997) Based on ou r 

findings and the literature, we suggest there is a symbiot ic effect enhancing sat isfact ion; the 

receipt of the prerequisites for decision making (including information provision at cancer 

diagnosis)(Degner 1998;Fallowfield 2000jJenkins, Fallowfield, & Saul 2001) and patient -cent red 

care . We also suggest it is possible that the increase in positive outcomes seen in the literature 

associated with the active DMS or achieving concordance between PDMS and ADMS, are more a 

reflection of these, than satisfaction resulting from the OMS per se. This is supported by the 

finding that patients told they could choose their treatment but not given the tools to do so 

(knowledge, time and support), described the concept of making a decision both unpleasant and 

hard or impossible. 

Satisfaction was articulated in a different way by many of those describing more paternalistic 

experiences. Their reasons centred on being treated by a caring expert who provided reassurance 

and their specialist opinion. This positive view may be embedded in the finding that most women 

originally anticipated a paternalistic encounter. However, as evidenced by interviews among 

those desiring more autonomy in the process, we suggest the paternalistic approach per se is 

unlikely to be a source of satisfaction outside of the context where patients expect paterna lism or 

lack of particular treatment preference. These findings highlight the complexity of what 

contributes to patient satisfaction and what they feel about their involvement in decision ma king . 

But why did patients express satisfaction using these different criteria in the context of often 

contrasting experiences? Understanding this may be assisted by examining a study by number of 

recently published qualitative studies. Wright et.al. found that women w ith breast cancer (n=39) 

apportioned greater value to their impress ions of clinicians' trad it ional expert ab ilit ies and 

capacity to care for them, than they did regarding their communication skills or the provision of 

options.(Wnght, Holcom be, & Salmon 2004) They also found t hat pat ients sought to maintain 

communication exchanges with their clinicians w hich would reinforce, rather than challenge 

these .(Wnght, Holcombe, & Salmon 2004) Vick and Scott demonstrated patients ' main priorities 

among doctors were good communicat ion and a pat ient-centred style, rather than 



choices.(Lerman, Daly, Walsh, Resch, Seay, Barsevick, Birenbaum, Heggan, & Martin 1993) Both 

these studies and Lerman et.al found these were associated with improved psycholog ica l 

outcomes.{Lerman, Daly, Walsh, Resch, Seay, Barsevlck, Birenbaum, Heggan, & Martin 1993, Vlck 

& Scott 1998) This seems contrary to the evidence that patients now want more autonomy in 

medical decision making and are generally less likely to exhibit unquestion ing trust in the ir 

clinicians.(Rowe and Calnan 2006) Our findings together with those above, imply pat ients ' 

expressions of satisfaction are probably related to their priority need to feel safe in expert 

hands.{Lerman, Daly, Walsh, Resch, Seay, Barsevick, Birenbaum, Heggan, & Martin 1993iSlndlng, 

Hudak, Wiernikowski, Aronson, Miller, Gould, & Fitzpatrick -Lewis 2010jVick & Scott 1998jWnght, 

Holcombe, & Salmon 2004) Seemingly at odds w ith this was the marked dissatisfaction 

articulated by the minority, whose PDMS and/or treatment preferences were at odds w ith their 

units ethos and decision making culture. We suggest the interviews illustrate the compound ing 

negative effects of clinicians' failure tOj meet patients' expectations of the clinicians' role j provide 

patient-centred care j reflect published evidence of greater dissatisfaction among those with more 

extreme discordance in the ir PDMS and ADMS on the 5-point scalej and the denial of a strong 

preference for a specific treatment or way of making decisions. Based on th is we suggest that if 

the trend for increasingly autonomous patient PDMS continues, (Beaver, Luker, Owens, Lelnster, 

Degner, & Sloan 1996jBiiodeau & Degner 1996jCouiter 20lla,Couiter 2011b,F lynn et al. 

2006jJanz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & Wilkins 2004j Lam, Fie lding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 

2003jLantz, Janz, Fagerlin, Schwartz, LIU, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 2005jLuker, Beaver, Lelnster, & 

Owens 1996bjMastagiia & Kristjanson 200ljSingh, Sloan, Atherton, Smith, Hack, Huschka, 

Rummans, Clark, Diekmann, & Degner 2010) those cl inicians/un its adopt ing more direct ive, less 

patient-centred, outcome-based approaches, may find their patients' satisfaction diminished . 

Accurately tailoring consultations and decision making is more important than adopting a 

specific decision making style, to achieving a positive patient decision making experience? 

The receipt of patient-centred care and tailoring were central to patients' pos iti ve expe ri ence of 

decision making, while negat ive decision making experiences were associated w ith the 

experience of clinician -centred care, the provision of insufficient information and patients' 

possession of inadequate know ledge . Lack of t ailoring and mismatches in patient needs and 

preferences and cl inic ians' provi sion for these, were sources of di ssatisfaction . So while cl inician s 

should provide options, they need to be aware and responsive t o t he minority of patients who 



retain the desire for a more passive role in the selection of their treatment. It is important that 

the management of these patients is tailored to their preferences and that they are provided with 

direction at an appropriate time to meet individual patients' needs and preferences. Or they risk 

being more clinician/treatment-centred, than patient centred; as their approach is more closely 

aligned with the adoption of the clinicians' favoured treatment or decision making style, than 

responsive to patients' individual subjective preferences. 

If they are to provide positive decision making experiences, clinicians need to be able to reliably 

gauge patients' preferences, concerns and needs. They also need to understand the reasons for 

their patients' preferences through open and tailored discussions. This ideally requires time with 

patients outside of the period of immediate diagnosis 'shock' . This may prove the hard to 

achieve. Clinicians have a relatively limited amount of time available to spend with their patients, 

and the majority of doctors' time is concentrated around the diagnosis consultation. Here, 

patients' immediate reaction to their diagnosis influences their perception of patients' 

preferences for involvement in decision-making . Also as already indicated, patients' feelings 

about participating in decision-making and their PDMS often adapt as they recover from the 

initial shock of their diagnosis, acquire knowledge and receive decision-making support from their 

clinicians. A further potential barrier to this form of optimised consultation process and decision

making support may come from the recent adoption increasingly short diagnosis to treatment 

targets, which have the possibility to further reduce opportunities for patients to experience 

multiple consultations with their clinicians if necessary. 

As discussed, clinicians often make inaccurate assessments of their patients' 

preferences.(Bilodeau & Degner 1.996;Bruera, Sweeney, Calder, Palmer, & Benisch -Tolley 

2oo1.;Bruera, Willey, Palmer, & Rosales 2002jButow, Devine, Boyer, Pendlebury, Jackson, & 

Tattersall 2oo4iDegner, Kristjanson, Bowman, Sloan, CarrIere, O'Nei l, Bilodeau, Watson, & 

Mueller 1.997a;Gysels & Higginson 2oo7;Hughes 1.993iJanz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & 

Wilkins 2004jKotwall, Maxwell, Covington, Churchill, Smith , & Covan 1.996;Montg omery & Fahey 

2001.;O'Connor, Stacey, Entwistle, Llewellyn -Thomas, Rovner, Holmes-Rovner, Talt, Tet roe, 

Fiset, Barry, & Jones 2003b;Rlchards, Ramirez, Degner, Fallowfield, Maher, & Neuberger 

1.99s;Rothenbacher, Lutz, & Porzsolt 1.997;Strull, Lo, & Cha rles 1.984) If they could accurate ly 

gauge these, the major ity who want to participate in dec ision -maki ng(Beaver, Luker, Owens, 

Leinster, Degner, & Sloan 1.996,Bdodeau & Degner 1.996;Janz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, 

& Wilkins 2oo4,Lam, Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 2oo3,Lantz, Janz, Fagerlln, Schwar1z, Llu, 



Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 2005iLuker, Beaver, Leinster, & Owens 1996biMastagiia & Kristjanson 

2001iSingh, Sloan, Atherton, Smith, Hack, Huschka, Rummans, Clark, Diekmann, & Degner 2010) 

could be provided with high quality comprehensible information along with sufficient t ime and 

support to make informed cho ices consistent with thei r personal preferences. While the minorit y 

who steadfastly want less autonomy in decision-making even after adjustment to their diagnosis, 

could be provided with carefully tailored and targeted treatment direction or a treatment plan 

sensitive to the individual patients' unique set of needs, concerns and preferences. These 

requirements and the time limitations, highlight the key role of the BCN subgroup of cl inicians in 

the process; providing time, information and support; which is especially vital when ta iloring and 

waiting to clarify patients' PDMS. 

The role of BCNs 

The provision or additional consultations with BCN varied . These were provided routinely, but 

formed a greater part of the support of the process to establishing consent in the medium and 

high MR units; and were particularly extensive in the high unit. BCNs described their role as 

providing their patients with support, reassurance and the reiteration/reinforcement of 

information provided by the doctors. 

BCNs from the high MR unit appeared to undertake particularly extensive comprehensive 

discussions with their patients. They extensively explored patients' perceptions of their 

consultations, information and impression of their role in decision making. They described th is 

being crucial for informed decision making. But the differences described between theirs and the 

other units might partly reflect the fact (that at the time of the study) unl ike the other breast 

teams, BCNs described not being routinely present in the consultat ions where the diagnosis and 

treatment options were discussed between doctors and patients. The explanation given for this 

was a manpower-workload discrepancy. To avoid compromising the ava ilability and length of 

one to one patient-BCN consultations, the unit sacrificed the ir presence in the diagnosis 

consultation for BCN time with patients immed iately follow ing t he diagnosis consult ation. Prior 

to this they had a brief discussion with the doctor to discuss the consultat ion, but were not privy 

to exactly what had been sa id or the patient's reactions. They therefo re described questioning 

patients to elicit what they had understood from the consultat ion . Then cons istent wi t h their unit 

ethos of facilitating more aut onomous pat ient dec ision making, they described providing 



information, checking understanding and exploring patients' optionsi even if patients perce ived 

their doctor had a preference for a particular treatment. BCNs from the other units were 

routinely present in these consultations . They described checking patients ' understand ing . But 

having witnessed the consultation, it is possible they might partially base their impression of what 

patients had gleaned from it on their own interpretation of the encounter, rather than the 

patients' interpretations. Theoretically, there might be differences in how extensively BCNs 

explored patients' understanding. 

BCNs from all units described time-pressures and high workloads limiting their time with 

patients. But this was especially marked among BCNs from the low MR. The differences 

between the units seemed to be related to the constraining influence of working within the ir 

particular team. There were differences in work-load pressures (as evidenced by the ratio of 

BCNs to patients illustrated in table 4 .1), clinician priorities (BCN time being prioritised to 

consenting patients or providing additional consultation time) and time constraints imposed by 

when clinicians consented their patients for their treatment. Frustration with these was 

expressed. 

Decision-making and establishing consent is a process 

The units' clinicians held different perceptions regarding what decision making and establishing 

consent involves. Some were consistent with national guidelines, others were not. (Associatlon of 

Breast Surgery at BASO 2oo9iDepartment of Health 200laiDepartment of Health 

2001CjDepartment of Health 2oo9iGenerai Medical Council 2oo8,Nationai Collaborating Centre 

for Cancer 2oo9iScarth, Cantin, & Levine 2oo2aiScarth, Cantin, & Levine 2oo2b) Medium and 

high MR units viewed it as a process through which a patient determined the ir preferred option, 

by exploring their preferences within the context of an attained relevant knowledge-base. Time 

to negotiate this process was viewed as a central requirement . In contrast, some low MR 

clinicians viewed it as the simple establishment of compliance to treat as considered optimal by 

the expert. Consistent with this, their routine process of consenting patients fo r t reatment was 

swifter, and some routinely completed the process on the day of diagnosis after discussing 

treatment with the patient. 

Based on the data of this study and existing literature, we submit that decision-making and 

establishing consent is a process which progresses th rough a number of st ages requ iring patient 

and clinician interaction . The approach adopted by clinicians (i .e. patern al ist ic, sh ared or 



informed choice model) dictated the extent of patient inclusion in the stages and the spacing 

between them. In shared and informed choice, the process commences with the acquis it ion of 

information (which can be passive, collaborative or active) through clinician disclosure and patient 

information seeking. The process includes discussion of treatment options, outcomes and 

implications. This permits patients' consideration of the options . The process culminates in the 

arrival at an informed tailored treatment decision; which is then confirmed by the procedure of 

consenting . Adoption of the paternalistic model concentrates on the two ends of the process 

outlined above and involved foreshortened stages with less patient inclusion in the process . 

The provision of high quality correct information and skilled communication are essential to the 

establishment of consent and patient participation in decision making One reason decision

making and establishing consent need to be viewed as a process to be completed over a sufficient 

timeframe, is knowledge of the negative impact of receiving unpleasant information(Butler & 

Hailey 1996) or a life threatening diagnosis, (Cimprich 1993,Hughes 1993) on patients ability to 

recall information . The findings of this study and existing literature highlight, if patients are to 

understand the implications of treatments and make informed choices, information needs to be 

understandable, tailored(Fa liowfield 2000) and provided over a period of time. (Fallowfleld 1997) 

The one-off provision of information is not sufficient. Clinicians also need to be aware that their 

intended message and the words vocalised, do not necessarily equate to understanding . 

Therefore clinicians need to check understanding and correct inaccuracies, to ensure patients' 

decisions are based on correct information. 

Some differences in patients' decision making descriptions were harmonious with their PDMS 

being active, collaborative or passive . These were evident across the units and were reflected in 

varying degree of their participation in the stages of the process. More autonomous patient 

decision making and the more participatory OMS involved greater participation in the individual 

stages of the process. The speed of negotiation of the process varied with OMS and strength of 

patient preferences. Active decision makers generally described negotiating the process more 

rapidly, as did those with strong (sometimes) pre-existing preferences or values. Collaborative 

and passive decision makers (especially the latter) described a more involved and lengthy process 

of knowledge acquisition and consideration, prior to feeling ready to provide informed consent to 

treatment. Some passive decision makers described the cessat ion of participation in the process, 

in favour of their decision being directed by their clinician . Direction was either sought or 

volunteered . 



Clinicians' impression of a safeguard in more direct ive decision making 

In an environment where there are increasing numbers of choices available to treat women with 

breast cancer, it has been argued that 'the expert' cl inician should provide treatment plan s rather 

than options. Some low MR unit doctors' expressed this within their interviews. The ir rat ionale 

being that; patients were not equipped to receive and process the volume of information requ ired 

to make a treatment decision; their belief that patients possessed predominant ly passive PDMSs; 

and their belief that most patients possessed the same dislike of mastectomy as they did . Some 

of these consultants consented patients at the first consultation discussing diagnosis and 

treatment. They argued establishing consent for treatment in this way was acceptable, as 

patients would voice their disagreement if they did not want the proposed treatment. They fe lt 

this provided a safeguard to patients undergoing a treatment they did not want. 

This safeguard impression however, was inconsistent with the same clinicians' views about 

patients' predominantly passive PDMS. The literature and the findings from our patient and 

clinician interviews suggest their argument is flawed on a number of levels: Firstly it fa ils to take 

into consideration the skewed power relationship in favour of the cl inician . Secondly, clinic ians 

are the gatekeepers of choices. They identify who receives choices and how they are provided; 

both of which varied greatly between the un its studied. Finally, a knowledge disparity exists 

between patients and clinicians. Patients at diagnosis have comparatively limited knowledge; 

they do not necessarily know what the available treatments are, what t he processes or timesca les 

of treatment are etc. they also do not know what to ask or query. Under these circumstances it 

seems contradictory to presume patients (who the same cl inicians feel are uniformed and passive) 

can be relied on to disagree with the experts' treatment plan; especially if a specific treatment is 

recommended or presented as a forgone conclusion. We would argue t hat consent cannot be 

assumed to be synonymous with the absence of disagreement with clinicians' plans or 

compliance with them . And suggest that patients requesting information on an alternat ive from 

the expert (particularly at the t ime of diagnosis), requires a ve ry definite and 'act ive' act on behalf 

of the patient. 

In the light of this we would suggest that if the aim is to encourage greater patient involvement in 

dec ision making, cl inicians cannot merely be passively permi ss ive of patients decid ing the ir 

treatment, but actively permit and empower it ; through explicit framing of the consultat ion and 



decision-making process, as one in which the patients' choice is the norm, and patients are 

provided understandable, comprehensive information, time and decision -making support . 

Without the adoption of this approach, only the most active patients are likely to get the 

opportunity to playa role or the role they want, in choOSing their treatment. 

How should breast surgery decisions be made? Getting it 'right' for patients 

Based on the information from this study and evidence from the literature, we need to ask : How 

should treatment decisions be made where there is no definitively superior treatment option or 

true equipoise between treatments? As a consequence of the demonstrable benefits of patient 

involvement in decision making(Andersen, Bowen, Morea, Stein, & Baker 2009jDead man, 

Leinster, Owens, Dewey, & Slade 2001jFaliowfield, Hall, Maguire, Baum, & A'Hern 

1994ajFaliowfield, Hall, Maguire, & Baum 1990iFaliowfield, Hall, Maguire, Baum, & A'Hern 

1994bjHack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 2006jJanz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & WilkinS 

2004jKeating, Guadagnoli, Landrum, Borbas, & Weeks 2002iKotwall, Maxwell, Covington, 

Churchi ll, Smith, & Covan 1996iLam, Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 2003iLantz, Janz, Fagerlln, 

Schwartz, Liu, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 200s,Moienaar, Oort, Sprangers, Rutgers, LUlten, Mulder, 

& de Haes 2004jMorris & Ingham 1988;Morris & Royle 1987,Moyer 1997,Moyer & Salovey 

1998jSchou, Ekeberg, Ru land, & Karesen 2oo2iStewart 199s,Street, Jr & VOigt 1997, Wilson, Hart, 

& Dawes 1988;Wolberg 1990) and clear evidence that patients' desire increasing involvement in 

decision making, (Beaver, Luker, Owens, Leinster, Degner, & Sloan 1996,Bilodeau & Degner 

1996;Coulter & Jenkinson 200s,Davey et al. 2002,Davey et al . 2oo4,Degner, KnstJanson, 

Bowman, Sloan, Carriere, O'Neil, Bilodeau, Watson, & Mueller 1997a, Flynn, Smith, & Vanness 

2006;Janz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & WilkinS 2004i Lam, Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 

2oo3;Lantz, Janz, Fagerlln, Schwartz, LIU, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 2005iMastagiia & KnstJanson 

2001jRlchards & Coulter 2007,Singh, Sloan, Atherton, Smith, Hack, Huschka, Rumman s, Cla rk, 

Diekmann, & Degner 2010;Wallberg, Michelson, Nystedt, Bolund, Degner, & Wilking 2000) 

national guidelines set out by the UK's NHS, Royal Colleges and regulatory bodies such as the 

GMC, are unambiguous in stating that patients should undergo a process of informed consent . 

This necessitates the provision of tailored information along with the opportunity to ask 

questions and achieve understanding before consenting can take place . hSSO(lat ion of Breast 

Surgery at BASO 2oo9,Generai Medical Council 2008, National Co llaborat ing Cent re for (ancer 

2oo9,Scarth, Cantrn, & LeVine 2002a,Scarth, Cantin , & LeVine 2002b) It implies adopt ion of either 



a shared or informed choice model of decision making . This and other studies demonstrate that 

despite this, substantial barriers still exist to their patients' more autonomous partic ipation In 

decisions about their breast cancer treatment. 

Evidence of paternalism persists within the UK's NHS, despite the cry of 'nothing about me 

without me'(Coulter 20ua;Coulter 2011b;Delbanco et al. 2001) and the focus on patient 

engagement in healthcare decisions; (Secretary of State for Hea lth 20U) as illustrated by this 

study and demonstrated consistently by national(Cou lter 20lla) and international 

reports .(Coulter 2006;Davis et al. 2012) For example, the results of national patient surveys 

conducted by the Care Quality Commission suggest at least so% of those undergoing hosp ital 

treatment, experience a more passive decision making experience than preferred, and t here is no 

evidence of improvement in this over time(Coulter 20lla;Rlchards & Coulter 2007) Viewed 

internationally, the UK was ranked lowest amongst affluent nations in the realm of patient

centred care and patient engagement in healthcare, by the 2010 Commonwealth Fund 

survey. (Davis, Schoen, & Stremikis 2012) This evidence demonstrates that if we are to truly move 

from a paternalistic style of healthcare decision-making and clinician-centred care, to one where 

patients are central partners in the process, clinicians need to recognise the powerful impact they 

can have over patients and transform their interactions with them. They need to do more than 

passively permit patients' more autonomous involvement in decision-making . They also need to 

overcome organisational barriers to patient-centeredness(Davies and Cleary 2005) and engage in 

changing the culture of decision making at individual health provider and clinician level; to 

provide genuine choices and develop environments which are conducive to patients' comfortable 

participation in healthcare decisions. 

However, we also need to ensure the 20% minority who have a passive PDMS also experience 

optimised decision making experiences; which may be more or less autonomous. There is 

evidence that an active DMS per se can provide a beneficial impact on patients even if it is not the 

preferred DMS.(Bruera, Willey, Palmer, & Rosales 2002,Degner, KristJanson, Bowman, Sloan, 

Carriere, O'Neil, Bilodeau, Watson, & Mueller 1997a;Hack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 2006,Jan::, 

Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Go ldfarb, & WilkinS 2oo4;Keating, Guadagnol" Landrum, Borbas, & 

Weeks 2002;Lam, Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 2oo3,Lantz, Janz, Fagerlln, Schwartz, Llu, Lakhani, 

Salem, & Katz 200s;Mastaglia & KrIStjanson 200l,Slngh, Sloan, Atherton, Smith, Hack, Huschka, 

Rummans, Clark, Diekmann, & Degner 2010) This study also confirms posit ive impact of decision 

involvement among the majority of passive; contingent of their possession of the pre requ isi t es 



decision making, experiencing a patient-centred approach and perce iving they had adequat e 

support during the process. Many of this patient subgroup discussed the ir co-existing preferences 

for passivity in decision making and the rece ipt of a treatment ta ilored to their pa rticul ar 

preferences. They recognised limitations in cli nic ians' being able to accurat ely t ailor 

recommendations to their unique set of preferences, concerns and needs. Even though more 

autonomous decision making can be beneficial among passive patients, there is also evidence 

that those who undertake their preferred role in decision making rece ive most benefit f rom 

it(Charles, Whelan, & Gafni 1999aiKeating, Guadagnoli, landrum, Borbas, & Weeks 2002,lam, 

Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 2003ilantz, Janz, Fagerlin, Schwartz, liu, lakhani, Salem, & Katz 

2005) (Charles, Whelan, & Gafni 1999a)and that undertaking a more active role t han preferred 

can result in a negative impact.(lam, Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 2003) And a minorit y of 

patients w ith a passive PDMS participating in this study, described very negative reactions to 

their forced autonomous involvement in decision making. 

ConSidering all the evidence, we suggest it the most appropriate course is to t ailor decision 

making experiences to patients' individual preferencesi respecting thei r rights as an individual t o 

adopt whichever role they feel most comfortable in . Ultimately, the most important 

consideration is that although clinicians provide treatment, it is the patient who has to live with it 

and their memories of the experience. Therefore optimising pat ients' experience of the ir cancer 

decision making and treatment is important in seeking to enhance Qol in survivorship . Especiall y 

as the physical and psycho-social impacts will have a more protracted effect as life expectancy 

increasesi with predictions of 64% of UK women diagnosed with breast cancer at this time po int 

living 20 years, compared with only 44% diagnosed in the early 1990s.(Blamey, ElliS, Pinder, lee, 

Macmillan, Morgan, Robertson, Mitchell, Ball, Haybittle, & Elston 2007,Coleman, Babb, Damleckl, 

Grosclaude, HonJo, Jones, Knerer, Pltard, QUinn, Sloggett, & De Stavola 1999,Coleman, Rachet, 

Woods, Mltry, Riga, Cooper, QUinn, Brenner, & Esteve 2004iHack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 

2006iMandeibiatt, Edge, Meropol, Sen ie, Tsangaris, Grey, Peterson, Jr., Hwang, Kerner, & Weeks 

2003iOffice of Nationa l StatistiCS 200SiRachet, Mannge, Nur, Quaresma, Shah, Woods, ElliS, 

Walters, Forman, Steward, & Coleman 2009iStreet, Jr. & VOigt 1997) 

The findings of predominant participation in decision making in our study may reflect a move 

away from the traditional paternalistic model of healthcare decision-making among our group of 

clinicians. But, although rates of DMS concordance were higher t han among previous studies and 

those preferring an act ive role had 91% (131/144) concord ance, those preferring a collaborati ve or 



passive OMS were less likely to achieve their preferred role in treatment selection . It cou ld be 

argued that all the approaches described within this study were equally doctor/clinician-centred 

and paternalistic, as they were biased toward the adoption of the clinicians' favoured 

management (BCT or greater patient autonomy), rather being tailo red to individual patient 

preferences. Tailoring and optimising experiences and treatments to preferences is particularly 

important within situations where patients' preferences vary but no single treatment is associated 

with a definitively more favourable outcomei as in the treatment of breast cancers less than 

50mm diameter. Two issues may hinder thisi the accurate and timely identification of patients' 

decision making preferences and clinicians' flexibility and tailoring of their decision making 

approaches and consultation styles to tailor patients' experiences effectively to their individual 

OMS. 

Reliably gauging patients' POMS at the time this information is required remains a difficu lt issue, 

fraught with the potential for misallocation - as demonstrated by previous studies .(Bruera, 

Sweeney, Calder, Palmer, & Benisch -Tolley 200liBruera, Wil ley, Palmer, & Rosales 2002iButow, 

Oevine, Boyer, Pendlebury, Jackson, & Tattersall 2oo4iGyseis & Higginson 2007iHughes 

1993iKotwall, Maxwell, Covington, Churchill, Smith, & Covan 1996iO'Connor, Stacey, EntWistle, 

Llewellyn-Thomas, Rovner, Holmes-Rovner, Tait, Tetroe, Fiset, Barry, & Jones 

2003biRothenbacher, Lutz, & Porzsolt 1997iStrull, Lo, & Charles 1984) There has been a 

suggestion that educating clinicians about patients' more autonomous involvement in decision 

making can improve their willingness to engage patients in the process and might as a 

consequence improve OMS identification. {Lewln, 2001 1500 lid} However, we suggest there 

remains a potentially substantial hindrance to effective POMS identification demonstrated by our 

studYi that patients' POMS are not necessarily pre-determined, obvious (even to patients) at 

diagnosis, or fixedi but instead are determined by the combination of patients' preconceptions of 

the decision making encounter and their experiences with clinicians. It also demonstrated that 

their POMS can adapt as they recover from the initial shock of their diagnosis. Making a reliable 

assessment in this context is perhaps additionally hampered by, clinicians trying to gauge these 

during consultations in time-pressured clinics while providing patients w ith a potentially life 

threatening diagnosis of cancer. We suggest providing recommendations or direction at an early 

stage in the decision making process should be avoided, due to difficulty in accurately identifying 

these POMS and knowledge of patients acquiesce to clinicians' recommendationsi (Gor l, 

Broekhuls, Otter, & Klaz lnga 2007,Johnson, Roberts, Cox, Relntgen, LeVine, & Parsons 1996,katz, 

Lantz, & Zemencuk 2001, Kotwall, Maxwell , Cov lflgton, Chu rchill, Sm ith , & Covan lQg6, Molenaar, 



Oort, Sprangers, Rutgers, Luiten, Mulder, & de Haes 2004, Morrow, Jagsl, Alderman, Griggs, 

Hawley, Hamilton, Graff, & Katz 2009jNold, Beamer, Helmer, & McBoyle 2000, Schou, Ekeberg, 

Ruland, & Karesen 2002,Smitt & Heltzel 1997) which can expose them to a greater risk of 

subsequent regret(Faliowfield, Hall, Mag uire, & Baum 1990jMoienaar, Oort, Sprangers, Rutgers, 

Luiten, Mulder, & de Haes 2004jSchou, Eke berg, Ru land, & Karesen 2002) dissat isfact ion 

(Deadman, Leinster, Owens, Dewey, & Slade 2001jFaliowfi eld, Hall, Maguire, Baum, & A'Hern 

1994ajHack, Degner, Watson, & Smha 2006, Moyer 1997, Moyer & Sa lovey 1998,Stewart 

1995iStreet, Jr. & Voigt 1997) and worse psychological recovery. (Andersen, Bowen, Morea, Stem, 

& Baker 2009iDeadman, Leinster, Owens, Dewey, & Slade 2001,Faiiowfield, Hall, Maguire, & 

Baum 1990jKotwall, Maxwell, Covington, Churchill , Smith, & Covan 1996,Molenaar, Oort, 

Sprangers, Rutgers, Luiten, Mulder, & de Haes 2004j Morris & Ingham 1988,Schou, Ekeberg, 

Ruland, & Karesen 200 2) We suggest it is appropriate to defer and careful target the provision of 

directive information and recommendations to the minority in whom a passive PMOS is 

confirmed . BCNs provide a crucial role among these patientsj supporting more autonomous 

decision making experiences (providing reiteration of information and decision support) and 

providing psychological support, either until patients' treatment decision or confi rmation of their 

passivity and provision of a treatment plan . 

Based upon current evidence from the published stud ies and the f indings of th is study, we believe 

that including patients in appropriately supported shared decision making is the most appropriate 

way forward . But the concept needs to be clarified and adapted to build in flexibil ity. The classic 

description of the decision-making approaches is provided in the introduction and illustrated in 

figure 1.2. Shared decision making involves the two-way exchange information and incorporates 

decision making support. The decision making approaches have been classical described as 

discrete entities, but if adopted optimally, the shared approach should provide sufficient 

flexibility to permit its tailored application . But the key is clinic ians correctl y and conf idently 

identifying patients' PDMS. If individuals ' POMS are correctly ident if ied, cl inicians shou ld be able 

to appropriately guide the shared decision making approach toward a version more akin t o 

informed choice or the paternalistic approach, dependent on pat ients ' POMS . Th is would permit 

the appropriate modification of decision ma king to the ind ividual pat ient, rath er th an the 

experience being determined by cl inicians' preferences, or pat ients' initi al responses and lack of 

knowledge . Figure 9.2 illustrates how cl in ician and pat ient factors interact to influence decision 

making, and figure 9.3 outlines a proposed model of the deciSion making approach for the 



surgical treatment of breast cancer based upon the existing evidence and findings of th is 

programme of research . 

Within the process of determining patients' treatment, patients need to be provided with t ime. 

Time is a frequently sited barrier to patients' inclusion in decision making. fGravel, 2006 1167 

lid;Legare, 2008 n6S lid } This study found as others have before, that breast cancer patients 

have high information needs, (Bilodeau & Degner 1996iBlanchard, Labrecque, Ruckdeschel , & 

Blanchard 1988; Butow, Kazemi, Beeney, Griffin, Dunn, & Tattersa ll 1996,Cassileth , ZUpklS, 

Sutton-Smith, & March 1980;Chen, Tao, Tisnado, Malin, Ko, Timmer, Adams, Ganz, & Kahn 

2008;Davison, Degner, & Morgan 199s;Degner, KristJa nson, Bowman, Sloan, Camere, O'Neil, 

Bilodeau, Watson, & Mueller 1997aiFujimori & Uchitomi 2009iGalloway, Graydon, Hamson, 

Evans-Boyden, Palmer-Wickham, Burlein-Hall, Rich -van der BIJ, West, & Blair 1997;Graydon, 

Galloway, Palmer-Wickham, Harrison, Rich-van der BiJ, West, Burleln -Hall, & Evans-Boyden 

1997;Hack, Degner, & Dyck 1994;Jenkins, Fallowfield, & Saul 2001;Jones, Pearson, McGregor, 

Gilmour, Atkinson, Barrett, Cawsey, & McEwen 1999iLuker, Beaver, Lelnster, & Owens 

1996a;Meredith, Symonds, Webster, Lamont, Pyper, Gillis, & Fallowfleld 1996,Sutherland, 

Llewellyn-Thomas, Lockwood, Tritchler, & Till 1989i Vogel, Bengel, & Helmes 2008a) but their 

'shock' at the time of diagnosis when they receive most of the information about treatment 

choices, hinders the absorption and processing of information. Most patients described needing 

time (including that away from the clinical environment) to start to adjust to their diagnosis 

before they were able to utilise a lot of the information and engage in decision making . Some 

desired further clinician consultations following this initial period, to re-explore their options and 

needs. Those providing and those engaging in more autonomous decision making, described the 

benefits of time; unrushed time for consultations; time for reiteration and exploration of 

information and patient needs following the immediacy of their diagnosisi time to consider the 

options; and to complete the decision making process and establ ish consent for treatment. 

Crucially, patients needed to be aware of the time for this, to provide confidence and a f ramework 

for their decision making journey. As well as the provision of additional t ime with BCNs, the 

incorporation of adjuncts to support patients' information exploration and decision -m aking (such 

as evidence-based communication tools fTrevena, 2006 1490 lid} and DSls(Colllns, Moore, Clay, 

Kearlng, O'Connol, Llewellyn-Thoma s, Barth, Jr, & Sepucha 2009, Molenaar et al 

2001,O 'Connol, Stacey, Entwistl e, Llewe llyn -Th omas, Rovner, Holrnes Rovner, T dlt, Tetrop, 

Fiset, Barry, & Jones 2003b, WalJee et al 2007; Whelan et al 2004) ) may be of assistance in 

extending patients' time receiving a reiteration of information and exploring the options . The 



incorporation of such technologies is li kely to become increasing ly relevant as the number of 

potential options available to patients and complexity of treatments increases. 

Given the current economic climate, it is reasonable to suppose that t he clinician workload 

manpower balance may deteriorate and time-pressures increase, as cost saving exercises 

promote the more efficient 'processing' of patients. If this occurs with in th is speciality, t here may 

be a pressure for breast units to reduce patients' opportun ity to spend the necessary time with 

their clinicians (possibly over multiple consultations) to explore and ach ieve more autonomous 

decisions. This may risk clinicians be ing pushed towards adopting the more t ime and manpower

efficient directive or paternalistic consultation approach, which requ ires less t ime and cl inician 

support. The practice of establishing consent at a very early stage (as seen in the low MR un it ) 

would seem to deny patients a meaningful role in decision making . Decisions made within such a 

short timeframe are in most, are more likely to reflect more than clin icians' preferencesi as 

exemplified by some patients who tried to subsequently retract their consent. To minimise the 

negative impact of patients experiencing time-pressure, a balance needs to be achieved between 

shortening timelines to treatment associated with achieving hospital targets, and providing 

patients with sufficient time to negotiate the decision making process. 



FIGURE 9.2 How clinician and patient factors influence decision making 
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FIGURE 9.3 Proposed model the decision making approach for the surgical treatment of 

breast cancer 
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TABLE 9 . ~ Summary of the prerequisites for patient involvement in shared decision making 
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Perceive provided a genuine choice 

Understand why there is a choice • Rationale for a more autonomous role in 
the process 

Possess tools for informed decision making • I nformation/knowledge 

• Time 

• Support 

Decision making & psychological support • Clinicians, especially BCNs 

Time • Realistic timeframe for decision making 

• Unrushed consultations & accessibility 

• Time away from the clinical environment 

Safety • Of the options 

• Of the decision making environment 

• What will happen if unable make 
decision 

Confidence • For decision making in a supported 
environment 

TAB LE 9.2 Summary clinician factors to optimise shared decision making 

.. . .. 
Provide prerequisites for patient decision making 

-----
Communication skills • 

• 

Good communication skills; active 
listening etc. 
Patient-centred approach 

i 

I 
I 

Tailor communication & information 
1------------------------- 1 

• 

• 
Caring 
Traditional expert abilities 

Portray • 
----- --

Accurat ely identify PDMS • Differentiate between initial reactions & 

passive PDMS 

Information • Clear 
• Plain English 
• Non-biased full information 
• Reiterate (with in & over consultations) 

Check understanding 

Provide tools to reiterate pertinent points of tailored information 

Defer direction/recommendations till later in the decision making process 



Chapter 10 

Implications 

Suggestions in response to the study findings 



Practice and policy issues 

The evidence from the published literature and this study cause us to question how we should 

respond. Some of the issues relate to practice and policy. 

• Should we accept and define a 'correct' MR or an acceptable range! 

The UK Department of Health previously proposed adopting BeT: MR ratios as performance 

indicators of breast unit practice to discourage treatment variation. (Department of Health 2001b ) 

These have not been adopted so far in the UK; possibly due to the potential difficulty in defining a 

'correct' MR or acceptable range. The ideal MR could only be established having when we know 

what ideal practice is; more autonomous or more paternalistic decision making . The ideal MR or 

range could then be calculated from units confirmed to provide the ideal practice . This might 

prove a difficult. 

Perhaps the more fundamental issue to consider is that, this is probably too simplistic a solution . 

Focussing on achieving a specific numeric target would be unlikely to promote best practice or a 

more patient-centred tailored approach to consultations and decision making. Target 

achievement usually becomes the focus to the exclusion of other factors . We would suggest this 

focus might force breast team practice away from a more tailored patient-centred approach; 

especially if units are penalised for failing to achieve the target. 

• Should patients only have mastectomy if breast conservation is contraindicated? 

Some (like many of the low MR unit clinicians) would argue that the expert clinician should 

recommend treatment plans, as patients are not equipped to receive and process the volume of 

complex information required to come to a genuinely informed decision . Some clinicians are also 

likely to feel strongly that patients should only have a mastectomy if breast conservation is 

contraindicated We would suggest such approaches contradict current evidence demonstrating 

that patients want more control over their treatment decisions and prefer a patient-centred 

approach. Based on this we would suggest clinicians need to be informed this data 

demonstrating individuals benefit from undergoing their preferred treatment; with improved 

satisfaction, aids psychologically adjustment and reduces regret. 



The way forward 

The current evidence from published research and this study suggest that when there is 

equivalence in many aspects of BCT and mastectomy, patients should have the opportun it y to 

participate in supported, but genuine decision making, as this improves psychosocial functioning 

in both patient and their partners. 

Previous studies have demonstrated that clinicians are often unsuccessful at gauging the ir 

patients' preferences, (Bilodeau & Degner 1996iBruera, Sweeney, Calder, Palmer, & Benlsch 

Tolley 2001jBruera, Willey, Palmer, & Rosales 2002iButow, Devine, Boyer, Pendlebury, Jackson, 

& Tattersall 2004iDegner, Kristjanson, Bowman, Sloan, Carriere, O'Neil, Bilodeau, Watson, & 

Mueller 1997a;Gysels & Higginson 2007iHughes 1993iJanz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & 

Wilkins 2004; Kotwall, Maxwell, Covington, Churchill, Smith, & Covan 1996,Montgomery & Fahey 

2001;O'Connor, Stacey, Entwistle, Llewellyn -Thomas, Rovner, Holmes-Rovner, Talt, Tetroe, 

Fiset, Barry, & Jones 2003b;Richards, Ramirez, Degner, Fallowfleld, Maher, & Neuberger 

1995iRothenbacher, Lutz, & Porzsolt 1997iStrull, Lo, & Charles 1984) and the invo lvement and 

empowering patients of patients in decision making, requires a reciprocal change In 

clinicians. (Hack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 2006iJanz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, & 

Wilkins 2oo4;Kaner et al. 2007;Keating, Guadagnoli, Landrum, Borbas, & Weeks 2002i Lam, 

Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Ho 2oo3;Lantz, Janz, Fagerlin, Schwartz, Llu, Lakhani, Salem, & Katz 

200s;Street, Jr. & Voigt 1997) This may include the education of clinicians and teams regard ing 

patients' preferences for involvement in decision-making and in some breast un its the adopting a 

new ethos. It will also require a change in consultation styles for some clinicians, from a more 

prescriptive less open approach, to a more tailored flexible discussion style which encourages and 

supports patients' more autonomous decision-making. Many patients require t ime to acquire 

knowledge, explore their preferences and make a decision . The findings also suggests the 

adoption of a patient-centred approach with the implementation of shared decision making in a 

flexible way, is the most appropriate route of decision making. Clinicians would provide 

reassurance and non-directive information, along with a structure, time and su itable clinician 

support to facilitate patient decision making. They would additionally utilise active listening skills 

to tailor information and decision making experiences to patients' preferences. They would defer 

and carefully target the provision of directive information and recommendations, to the minority 

who definitely do not want a role in choosing their treatment . This approach shou ld enable 

clinicians to more reliably provide recommendations based on patients' preferences rather than 



their own . It should also prevent the disempowering of the majority who can benefit from 

participating in deciding their treatment.(Andersen, Bowen, Morea, Stein, & Baker 

2009jDeadman, Leinster, Owens, Dewey, & Slade 200ljFai iowfie ld, Hal l, Maguire, Baum, & 

A'Hern ~994ajFaliowfield, Hall, Maguire, & Baum 1990jFaiiowfield, Hall, Maguire, Baum, & A'Hern 

1994bjHack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 2006jKotwall, Maxwell, Covington, Churchill, Smith, & 

Covan 1996jMoienaar, Oort, Sprangers, Rutgers, Luiten, Mulder, & de Haes 2004iMoms & 

Ingham ~988jMorris & Royle ~987jMoyer ~997jMoyer & Sa lovey 1998;Schou, Ekeberg, Ru land, & 

Karesen 2oo2;Stewart 1995jStreet, Jr. & Voigt 1997jWilson, Hart, & Dawes 1988, Wolberg 1990) 

The evidence from this study and others refs also suggests if informed consent is to be achieved, 

consent for treatment should only be established after an appropriate interim period of 

consideration. Otherwise consent is more likely to represent (informed) compliance. 

Where there is no superior treatment, implementation of the above necessitates clinicians 

becoming more aware of patient decision-making styles. It may require clinicians to undergo 

specific advanced communication skills training, with a focus on the provision of reassurance 

while synchronously providing unbiased equipoise options with full information, incorporating 

active listening skills and empowering techniques. Clear, robust, flexible support mechanisms 

need to be in place to routinely assist patients undergoing decision making. Some are also likely 

to need more time with both their breast teams and social support networks to work through the 

process of decision-making. In some breast units the structure of the decision making process 

may need adapting. For example, to provide additional routine consultations between diagnosis 

and the establishing of consent, and routinely delaying consent to ensure maximal consideration . 

There is evidence to suggest that the use of a Decision Support Instrument (DSI) can prove a 

useful adjunct to the information and support for decision making provided by clinical teams in 

consultationsj assisting knowledge consolidation and option consideration .(Whelan, Levine, 

Willan, Gafni, Sanders, Mirsky, Chambers, O'Brien, Reid, & DubOIS 2004) The routine 

incorporation of these into clinical practice might provide some of the addit ional support patients 

require for genuine involvement in decision making and improve communication within 

consultationsj patient satisfaction with the process and outcome of the decision-making journey; 

and concordance between PDMS and ADMS for future patients. In a progressively target driven, 

time pressurised, economically challenged healthcare system, those balancing budgets will seek 

to implement cost efficient ways to support patients. 



However, the implementation of methods to increase patient participation in decision ma king 

through instruments like OSls requires a concurrent change in clinicians to avoid worsening 

discordance between patients' POMS and AOMSj as this would risk increasing dissatisfaction and 

regret. Raising clinicians' awareness of patient OMS through education from the dissem inat ion of 

information is important. Clinicians need to be made aware of the current status of pat ient POMS 

and their attitudes to decision making, together with how these can impact patients' short and 

long term satisfaction, regret and adjustment. They also need to be aware of how thei r 

consultation approaches and provision of supportive measures can aid patient dec ision making 

and achieving a positive outcome from it. 

Adopting these changes to practice uniformly should reduce the range and degree of practice 

variation currently recognised . 

Decision making in a changing NHS 

If patients are to the come to genuinely informed decisions, rather than merely comply with their 

expert clinicians, they need to be equipped and supported to receive and process large volumes of 

complex information. Cancer treatment is constantly evolving. In a speciality like breast cancer, 

there are an increasing variety of options available to women as new treatments and extended 

treatment options are introducedj For example neo-adjuvant chemotherapy & 

reconstructive/oncoplastic techniques including therapeutic mammoplasty, mini -flaps etc. An 

increase in the number of options makes patient decision making more complicatedj as the 

details about each need to be considered . This strengthens the argument for identifying, defining 

and adopting best practice. 

Wider implications 

Although the study was focussed on the surg ical management of breast cancer in the context 

where there is equipoise between the options in question, the findings may prove useful in 

explaining why treatment variation exists optimise healthcare experiences in other aspects of 

breast cancer treatment such as immediate and delayed breast reconstruction and in other 

clinical contexts where practice variation and patients involved in healthcare dec ision making co -



exist; such as caesarean section rates, (ParanJothy et al . 2005 ) de-functioning ileostomy and 

reversal rates in colorectal cancer(Koperna 2003) and the management of loca lised prostate 

cancer.(Ze liadt et al. 2006) The reported findings could prove beneficial if applied to opti mise 

healthcare experiences in other clinical contexts where patients are asked to be involved in 

healthcare decision-making. 



Chapter 11 

Conclusions 



Research Questions 

Statistical significant variation in practice remains folloWing case-mix correction; wh ich was more 

pronounced among the smallest cancers. 

Clinicians' preferences influence patient decision making in breast cancer. Clin icians in th is study 

possessed different perceptions of when patients should be involved in choosing their treatment. 

They displayed a preference for a specific outcome of decision making (BCT) or a dec ision 

making process (more autonomous patient decision making). This dictated the subgroup of 

patients clinicians provided greater decision making autonomy; influencing the options provided 

to patients, how information was portrayed, the time and process of patients' dec ision making 

expenences. 

Although most patients offered the opportunity to engage in deciding their treatment wished to 

do so, an unexpected minority anticipated this role . Many also described needing time to acquire 

knowledge and confidence make a decision . As gatekeepers of information and time, clin icians 

were able to narrow the knowledge and power disparity between themselves and pat ients to 

facilitate more autonomous patient decision making or reinforce paternalist ic expectat ions. 

Patients undergOing more autonomous decision making described a more complex informed 

process, with consideration of their preferences in the context of information about the options. 

These differences were associated with variation in MRs between the breast units . 

. - • . . 

The majority of clinicians operated with in their units' treatment guidelines. However, gu idel ines 

were flexible and the different units' clinicians interpreted them differently; specifically, when 

mastectomy was not indicated on clinical grounds most low MR unit cl inicians offered only BCT, 

whereas the other units provided a choice of BCT or mastectomy. 

The triangulated findings of the qualitative and quantitat ive find ings of the study suggest 

although treatment guidelines and patients ' cancer characteri st ics infl uenced clinicians' 

consideration of the options available to individual patients, the options presented to them and 

their decision making experiences, were influenced by breast units ' decision making culture with 



its central ethos, underlying belief system, (including what the optimum management 

comprised) and its reinforcing processes; including the process for establ ish ing consent for 

treatment. 

The decision making environment generated by the cl inician/unit either re inforced or 

counteracted patients' preconceptions of passivity and paternalism, and influenced the extent of 

control of clinicians had over their decisions. 

, , 

Satisfaction was expressed by most patients, but their reasons varied by unit. Low MR unit 

patients often expressed satisfaction related to receiving the reassurance of an expert's care; 

which included recommendation or direction to the 'most appropriate' or 'best' treatment. The 

other units' patients expressed satisfaction related to the tailored, patient-centred approach of 

their clinicians. Many patients found the ability to select their preferred treatment a source of 

satisfaction. 

However a small minority who felt 'forced' to undertake a more autonomous or more passive role 

than desired, voiced marked dissatisfaction . This was exacerbated among active decision makers 

who in addition did not undergo their preferred treatment. 

Primary End Point 

MR variation is genuine; not an artefact of case-m ix and caseload . It is largely due to cl inicians ' 

beliefs and preferences which combine to produce a unit ethos and define a decision making 

culture within breast units. These determine which groups of patients clinicians provide genu ine 

treatment options to, and the form of decision making provided; facilitative to more autonomous 

patient decision making or directed/paternalistic; sustaining patients' continuing acquiescence . 



Closing statement 

The shift in modern healthcare provision and decision-making from a paternalistic to a shared 

model is based on reported evidence of improved psychological outcomes and sat isfact ion 

among patients. (Hack, Degner, Watson, & Sinha 2006iJanz, Wren, Copeland, Lowery, Goldfarb, 

& Wilkins 2004iKeating, Guadagnoli, Landrum t Borbas t & Weeks 2002,Lam, Fielding, Chan, 

Chow, & Ho 2003iLantz, Janz, Fagerlin, Schwartz, Liu, Lakhani t Salem, & Katz 2005) Therefore, 

in clinical contexts where the available options offer no definitive superior clinical benefit, patient 

preferences are prioritised. This is enshrined in guidelines (Association of Breast Surgery at BASO 

2009iGenerai Medical Council 2008iKaufmann, Morrow, von, & Harris 2010iNationai 

Collaborating Centre for Cancer 2009iScarth, Cantin, & Levine 2002b) and 

legislation.(Department of Health 2009iNattinger, Hoffman, Shapiro, Gottl ieb, & Goodwin 

1996i Nayfieid t Bongiovanni t Alciati, Fischer, & Bergner 1994) Women diagnosed with early 

invasive breast cancer are typical of this group and can be offered the choice between BCT or 

mastectomy as their primary surgical treatment. 

This study was set against the backdrop of persistent widespread variation in MRs, despite the 

call for patients to be offered treatment options where possible, with no clear explanation for this 

practice pattern . Employing an inductive process and a mixed methodology, multi-perspective 

approach, the study investigated variation in hospital breast unit MRs from the key stakeholder 

perspectives (patient, specialist doctor and BCN) in a single UK region . The study design and 

findings reflect the complexity of communication and decision making in healthcare. The study 

reports new findings of the interface between patients and clinicians engaging in treatment 

discussions and decision making and offers potential explanations for variation in practice. It adds 

to the existing evidence and provides further information, permitting a fuller description of the 

prelude to and interface between, patients and specialist clinicians in situations where patients 

are given choices and treatment varies. 

In the region studied, informed consent and (informed) compliance were associated with 

treatment variation . Lower MRs were associated with the provision of genuine decis ion making 

opportunities to a narrower subgroup, and the uptake of BCT reduced with shared informed 

decision-making . These findings defy the conventional assumption that higher BCT rates arise 

from a more fully informed group of patients being permitted to choose their own t reatment. In 

this region, 



Breast clinicians as individuals and as a speciality need to be challenged about what the standard 

of care or optimum management is for this group of patientsj and having considering the 

evidence, decide whether patients benefit most from being involved in selecting their treatment 

in the majority of cases, or whether clinicians are the most appropriate stakeholders to ma ke 

these decisions. Other studies demonstrate the lack of conclusive evidence of the superiori t y of a 

specific operation(Fisher, Anderson, Bryant, Margolese, Deutsch, Fisher, Jeong, & Wolmark 

2002iPockaj et al. 2009ivan Dongen, Voogd, Fentiman, Legrand, Sylvester, Tong, van der, Helle, 

van Zijl, & Bartelink 2000jVeronesi, Cascinelli, Mariani, Greco, Saccozzi, LUInI, Aguilar, & Marublnl 

2002) but distinct differences between the two options, (Arndt, Stegmaier, Ziegler, & Brenner 

2008iCIarke, Co ll ins, Darby, Davies, Elphinstone, Evans, Godwin, Gray, Hicks, James, MacKinnon, 

McGale, McHugh, Peto, Taylor, & Wang 200SiEarly Breast Cancer Trtalists ' Collaborative Group 

2002jlrwig & Bennetts 1997;Jatoi & Proschan 20os,Moyer 1997iPockaj, Degnlm, Boughey, Gray, 

McLaugh lin, Dueck, Perez, Halyard, Frost, Cheville, & Sloan 2oo9ivan Dongen, Voogd, Fentiman, 

Legrand, Sylvester, Tong, van der, Helle, van Zijl, & Bartelink 2000) differences in patients' 

preferences, and convincing evidence of the benefit of involving patients in treatment decision 

making. In the light of this study's findings and existing evidence, we suggest MRs per se cannot 

be considered accurate reflections of quality in patient care, and that the rates of specific surgical 

procedures should not be the focus for improvements in healthcare service del ivery and disease 

management in breast cancer. We suggest the focus should remain on the provis ion of choice to 

patientsj even though this may result in some units' MRs increasing . Echoing w ider societal 

changes, patients' expectations for decision control in medical care and their views of experts, are 

likely to change over time. Increasing accessibility of information t hrough the internet and socia l 

networking is likely to mean that patients diagnosed with breast cancer in the future, arrive at 

their diagnosis expecting to choose their treatment, and possessing more information to do so . If 

this happens clinicians adopting more directive or paternalistic consultations and decision making 

approaches may find their patients less satisfied with their ca rei where currently, due to patients' 

low or non-existing expectations of decision control, most feel satisfied and reassured by the ir 

experts deciding what is 'best' for them. 



Chapter 12 

Future research 



The findings of this study contributed to the development of BresDex, an interactive web-based 

Decision Support Instrument for women with breast cancerj providing patients given a choice of 

surgery with a supplementary and independent tool to aid the assimilation of information and 

guide those to explore their preferences and options. This research study was funded by Cancer 

Research UK and developed by The BresDex groupj comprisingj Professor Malcolm Reed and Lisa 

Caldon from the Academic Unit of Surgical Oncology, University of Sheffieldj Professor Glyn 

Elwyn, Professor Adrian Edwards and Dr Rhodri Evans from the Centre for Health Sciences 

Research at Cardiff UniversitYj Dr Joan Austoker and Dr Alison Clements from the Department of 

Primary Health Care, the University of Oxford; and Mrs Julietta Patnick from NHS Cancer 

Screening Programmes. The Decision Support Instrument will shortly be available through NHS 

direct. 

Expanding the observational audit performed in this study to examine individual breast unit 

practice at a national level, incorporating both screening and symptomatic data collected by the 

newly/imminently changing National Cancer Registries. Performing case-mix adjustment similar 

to that adopted in this study, with the addition of screening vs. symptomatic route of detection . 

This would permit the understanding of how much real variation in practice there is in the UK 

nationally; how much is attributable to chance (in units with low volume practice), cancer 

characteristics and route of detection. The analysis could incorporate other unit factors such as 

type of unit (screening unit vs symptomatic vs. mixed, teaching hospital vs. district general 

hospital), workload, patient-clinician ratioj geographic area/mean deprivation scores etc. 

provided such data is available. 

Expansion of the DCE to breast clinicians on a national level would permit the further elucidation 

of clinician beliefs and preferences; which this study has demonstrated are associated with 

clinicians' approach to consultations and decision making . One of the limitations of the study 

presented here is the relative deficiency of female doctors of all occupational subgroups and the 

non-consultant grade specialist clinicians as a whole . Including greater numbers of these would 

assist further understanding of the influence of gender and occupational role on clinic ian 

preferences. Such issues are particularly importantj as the female consultant group should 

increase over time consistent with changes in medical school applications women entering 

surgical specialitiesj and the non-consultant grade workforce may also increase in the future . 

If breast clinician belief and preference data can be linked with their units' breast cance r outcome 

data, then the data provided by these two studies woul d permit the analysis of consu ltants' case -



mix adjusted practice styles against their preferences. If possible, the data would be ana lysed at 

individual consultant level as well as clin ical team level by aggregating clinic ian preference data at 

each unit and exploring how this is associated with patients' outcome/surgery choice . For 

example with three clinicians at a breast unit we would have to aggregate their three individual 

DMS into a single style and use this in our analysis. By using multilevel modelling on groups of 

consultants with similar practice patterns and preference demonstrations the study should 

achieve sufficient power to examine these relationships. 

One of the limitations of this study is that though there was demonstrable variation in pract ice in 

the region and the units studied represented high, medium and low MR at a regional level, 

although our low MR unit represents outlying low MR unit practice nationally, the Trent reg ion did 

contain a unit representative of very high MR rate practice nationally. Conducting a similar study 

to the one performed but among breast units representing the very high end of the national MRs 

spectrum (following adjustment of raw MR data for the specific units' case -mix) would permit the 

exploration of the clinicians' and units' ethos, beliefs, preferences and routine processes wh ich 

might differentiate the very high MR unit pract ice from medium and low practice . 

It is recognised that the described programme of research rel ied on predominantly self- reported 

findings. The remit of the study did not include observation of the actual consultations between 

patients and clinicians. Therefore no information is provided on the subtleties of verbal versus 

non-verbal communication or intended versus perceived consultation messages in this context . 

Understanding decision making where there are options would benefit from further mixed 

methods research into what it is about commun ication which determines treatment decisions 

through the exploration of the subtleties of verbal versus non-verbal commun ication and 

intended versus perceived meaning of consultation messages. One way to ach ieve th is wou ld be 

to conduct a study involving a combination of direct observation of such consultations, together 

with interviews with both clinicians and patients participating in the consultation . This could be 

achieved utilising content analysis and the analysis of body language with in video reco rded 

interviews utilising tools such as the Medical Interaction Process System (MIPS),(Ford, Hall, 

Ratcliffe, & Fallowfield 2000) in combination w ith interviews stimulating reflexivitYi incorporating 

the consultation participants viewing specific elements of thei r consultat ion as prompt s to 

facilitate exploration of the content of communication and interpretat ion of mean ing . A 

longitudinal study adopting the combinat ion approach (includ ing immed iat ely prior and post to 

diagnosis/initial treatment discussion, during and following t reatment decision-making prior to 



receiving the results of surgery and follow ing the completion of treatment) would provi de 

information on the evolution of decision making and an understanding of how pat ients' feel ings 

alter based on their experiences. 

A current gap in the literature is knowledge of the long itudinal effects of more autonomous 

patient decision making and directed decision making on patients. With improvements in breast 

cancer survival rates information on th is would be beneficial in confirming whether a particular 

approach is superior in terms of medium and long patient outcomes; and the others facto rs 

influencing these. 
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Part 1 - Survey of clinicians (surgeon and breast care nurse) treatment preferences 
• Breast Unit Health Care Professional Invitation letter, designated Version 1 
• Breast Team Involvement Study Reply Fonm dated 24/10102 
• Heath Care Professionallnfonmation Leaflet Version 3 dated 24 January 2003 
• Consent Form for Health Care Professionals Level of Involvement Vers ion 324/10/02 
• Health Care Profess ional Survey dated October 2002 

MREC/02/411 14 
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The members of the MREC present agreed that lhere Is no obJeclion on ethical grounds to the 
proposed study. I am, therefore, happy to give you our approval under Section C of the DoH 
"No local researcher" guidelines (November 2000 version 2) for Part 1 only, on the 
understanding that you will follow the conditions of approval set down below. The proj ect must be 
started within three years of the date on which MREC approval is given. 

While undertaking the review of your application the MREC noted the research involves the 
establishment of a new disease or patient database for research purposes with no patien t contact. 
For this reason you are not required to notify any LRECs when undertaking Part 1 of the 
study. 

MREC Conditions of Approval 

• The protocol approved by the MREC is followed and any changes to the protocol are 
undertaken only after MREC approval. 

• The MREC would expect to see a copy of any finalised questionnaires before they are used. 

• You must complete and return to the MREC the annual review form that will be sent to you 
once a year, and the final report form when your research is completed . 

Legal and Regulatory Requirements 

It remains your responsibility to ensure in the subsequent collection, storage or use of data or 
research sample you are not contravening the legal or regulatory requirements of any part of the 
UK In wl'lich the research material is collected, stored or used. If data is transferred outside Ihe UK 
you should be aware of the requirements of the Data Protection Act 1998. 

ICH GCP Compliance 

The MRECs are fully compliant with the International Conference on Harmonisation/Good Clinical 
Practice (ICH GCP) Guidelines for the Conduct of Trials Involving the Partic ipation of Human 
Subjects as they relate to the responsibilities, composition, function, operations and records of an 
Independent Ethics Committeellndependenl Review Board. To this end it undertakes 10 adhere as 
far as is consistent with its Constitution, to the relevant clauses of the ICH Harmonised Tripartite 
Guideline for Good Clinical Practice, adopted by the Commission of the European Union on 17 
January 1997. The Standing Orders and a Statement of Compliance are available on the Internet 
at www.corec.org.uk. 

Yours sincerely 

Jill Marshall 
Trent MREC Administrator 
on behalf of Dr Robert Bing, Chairman 

MREC/02l4f114 
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'rl:kj 
Trent Multi-centre Research Ethics Committee 

Chairman: Dr Robert Bing 
Administrator : Jill Marshall 

Your Re!: 

28 May 2003 

Miss Lisa Caldon 
Academic Surgical Oncology Unit 
Division of Surgical Sciences (South) 
Section of Surgical and Anaesthetic Sciences 
Royal Hallamshire Hospital 
Glossop Road 
Sheffield, 810 2JF 

Dear Ms Caldon 

Derwent Shared Services 
Lau-ie Hause 

Calyear Stree t 
De 'by 

OE 1 1U 

Telephone: 01332 868905 
Fax: 01332 866930 

Email: J i II .Ma rsha lI@derwen tshared.crvices.nhs .uk 

MREC/02/41114 - please quote this number on all correspondence 
Patient and profeSSional factors Influencing choice of surgery In the management of breast 
cancer: A qualitative and quantitative study - Part 1 

The Trent MREC has reviewed the proposed amendment to the above application. 

The members of the Committee present agreed that there is no ethical objection to the proposed 
amendment to the study. I am, therefore, happy to give you our approval on the understanding 
that you will follow the protocol and conditions of approval , as agreed . 

Documents approved for this amendment: 
• Specialist Breast Health Care Professional Questionnaire Version 4 dated 28.4.03 
• Specialist Breast Health Care Professional Questionnaire Consent Form Version 1 

dated 22.4.03 
• Breast Unit Study Reply Form (Audit and Survey) Version 1 dated 3.3.03 

Since this study was approved under the Supplementary Operational Guidelines for NHS 
Research Ethics Committees "Multi-centre Research in the NHS - the process of ethical review 
when there Is no local researcher", November 2000, there is no requirement for you to inform 
LRECs of this amendment. 

Yours sincerely 

a
~/~~ 

Jill Marshall 
Trent MREC Administrator 

MRECI02/4/114 
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Trent Multi-centre Research Ethics Committee 

Chairman : Dr Robert Bing 
Administrator: Jill Marshall 

18 March 2003 

Miss Lisa Caldon 
Academic Surgical Oncology Unit 
Division of Surgical Sciences (South ) 
Section of Surgical and Anaesthetic Sciences 
Royal Hallamshlre Hospital 
Glossop Road 
Sheffield, S10 2JF 

Dear Miss Caldon 

Derwent Shared Services 
L(lu r ie House 

Ca lyc ar Stree t 
Deruy 

Do' 1 LJ 

Telephone: 01332 868905 
Fax: 01332 868930 

Em ai l: JiI I. M arshall@!derwentsll aredservices.nhs. uk 

MREC/02/4/114 - please quote this number on all correspondence 
Patient and professional factors Influencing choice of surgery In the management of breast 
cancer: A qualitative and quantitative study - PART 2 

The Chairman of the Trent MREC has considered the information/amendments submitted in 
response to the Committee's review of your application on 5 December 2002 as set out in our letter 
dated 16 December 2002 plus extensive email correspondence, Part 1 of the study (survey of 
clinician's treatment preferences) Is approved under a separate letter under Section C of 
'No Local Researcher Guidelines' and does not require LREC approval. 

The documents considered for Part 2 were as follows: 

Applicable to whole study: 
• Application form dated 25 February 2003 
• CRC Project Summary 25 February 2003 
• Protocol dated January 2003 
• Consumer Review 
• Method of Initial recruitment to study 
• Payments to researcher 
• Provision of expenses for subjects 
• Compensation arrangements for subjects 
• Indemnity for Investigators 
• Principal Investigator's CV - Lisa Caldon 

Part 2 Impact of clinicians' consultation skills on patient decision making and satisfaction 

2a 

• GP lelter Version 1 dated 22 January 2003 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Discussion Groups 
Patient Introduction Letter - Version 2 dated 17 January 2003 
Patient Information Leaflet - Discussion group Version 4 dated 23 January 2003 
Patient Reply letter - Discussion Group Version 1 9/9/02 
Patient Consent Form - Discussion Group, Version 4 dated 24 January 2003 
Discussion Group Schedule Version 1 dated 19!710 1 

MRE C/02/4/114 
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• 
• 
• 

Postal questionnaire of patients 
Patient's Introduction leiter to questionnaire Version 2 dated 17 January 2003 
Patient's Study Reply Form Vers ion 1 dated 3/11/02 
Patient Infonnation Sheet Re: Questionnaire and Interview Version 3 dated 23 January 
2003 

• Patient Consent for Questionnaire Version 2 dated 24 January 2003 
• Patient Postal Decision Making Choices Questionnaire Version 1 dated 14/8/02 

2c Semi-structured Interviews with patients, specialist breast care nurses and doctors 
• Cover Sheet (Prompt Sheet) for Interview Version 2 dated 28/1 /02 

Patient Interview Schedule Version 4 dated 27/1/02 
• Surgeon Interview Schedule Version 4 dated 27/1/02 
• Specialist Nurse Interview Schedule Version 4 dated 27/1/02 
• Patient Consent Form for semi-structured interview Version 3 dated 24 January 2003 
• Letter to Patient not being interviewed Version 2 dated17 January 2003 
• Sampling Frame for Interview Recruitment 

The Chairman, acting under delegated authority, is satisfied that these accord with the decision of 
the Committee and has agreed that there Is no objection on ethical grounds to the proposed study. 
I am, therefore, happy to give you our approval on the understanding that you will follow the 
Conditions of Approval set out below, A full record of the review undertaken by the MREC is 
contained in the attached MREC Response Form. The project must be started within three years 
of the date on which MREC approval is given. 

Conditions of Approval 

• No research subject is to be admitted into the trial until agreement has been obtained from the 
appropriate local research ethics committees. 

• You must follow the protocol agreed and any changes to the protocol will require prior MREC 
approval. 

• The MREC would expect to see a copy of any finalised questionnaires before they are USN. 

• You must promptly inform the MREC and appropriate LRECs of : 
(i) deviations from or changes to the protocol which are made to eliminate immediate 

hazards to the research subjects; 
(ii) any changes that increase the risk to subjects andlor affect significantly the conduct of 

the research; 
(iii) all adverse drug reactions that are both serious and unexpected; 
(Iv) new information that may affect adversely the safety of the subjects or the conduct of 

the trial. 

• You must complete and return the standard progress report fonm to the MREC one year from 
the date on this letler and thereafter on an annual basis, This form should also be used to 
nolify the MREC when your research is completed . 

Whilst the MREC has given approval for the study on ethical grounds, it is still necessary 
for you to obtain management approval from the relevant Clinical Directors and/or Chief 
Executive of the Trusts (or Health Boards/DHAs) in which the work will be done. 

Local Submissions 

It is your responsibility to ensure that any local researcher seeks the approval of the relevant LREC 
before starting their research. To do this you shou ld submit the appropria te number of caples of 
the following to the relevant LRECs: 

MREC/02J4/114 
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• this letter 
• the MREC Application Form (iflcluding copies of any questionnaires ) 
• the attached MREC Response Form 
• Annex D of the Application Form 
• one copy of the protocol 
• the final approved version of the Patient Informat ion Sheet and Consent Form 

It is important to check with the respective LRECs the precise numbers of copies requ ired as this 
will vary and failure to supply sufficient copies could lead to a delay. In addition , you should 
submit to LRECs only the revised paperwork reflecting the requirements of the MREC, as 
referenced In the Response Form 

Local Sites 

Whilst the MREC would like as much informaijon as possible about local sites at the time you apply 
for ethical approval, it is understood that this is not always possible. You are asked , however, to 
send details of local sites as soon as a researcher has been recruited . This is essent ial to enable 
the MREC to monitor the research it approves . 

ICH GCP Compliance 

The MRECs are fully compliant with "the International Committee on Harmonisation/Good Clinical 
Practice (ICH/GCP) Guidelines for the Conduct of Trials Involving the Participation of Human 
Subjects" as they relate to the responsibilities , composition, functiofl, operations and records of an 
Indepefldent Ethics Committee/Independent Review Board . To this end, it undertakes to adhere 
as far as is consistent with its Constitution, to the relevant clauses of the tCH Harmonised Tripartite 
Guideline for Good Clinical Practice adopted by the Commission of the European Union on 17 
January 1997. The Standing Orders and a Statement of Compliance, together with the guidelines 
and application form are available on the internet at www.corec.orq .uk 

Yours sincerely 

!f::.~~~ 
Trent MREC Administrator 
on behalf of Dr Robert Bing, Chairman 

Ene: MREC Response Form 

MREC/02J4/114 
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'~l:bj 
Trent Multi-centre Research Ethics Committee 

Chairman: Dr Robart Bing 
Administrator : Jill Marshall 

Your Ret: 

28 May 2003 

Miss Lisa Caldon 
Academic Surgical Oncology Unit 
Division of Surgical Sciences (South) 
Section of Surgical and Anaesthetic Sciences 
Royal Hallamshire Hospital 
Glossop Road 
Sheffield. S10 2JF 

Dear Ms Caldon 

Derwen t Shared Services 
Laurie House 

Co lyear SIres; 
DRrby 

DEl l U 

Telep lou"t . U1S3, ~bIl'JO~ 
Fax: 01332868930 

Emai l: J i l l. M arsh al l@derw cnlshorcdservices n llS.uk 

M REC/02/4/114 - please quote this number on afl correspondence 
Patient and professional factors influencing choice of surgery in the management of breast 
cancer: A qualitative and quantitative study - Part 1 

The Trent MREC has reviewed the proposed amendment to the above application. 

The members of the Committee present agreed that there is no ethical objection to the proposed 
amendment to the study. I am. therefore. happy to give you our approval on the understanding 
that you will follow the protocol and conditions of approval , as agreed. 

Documents approved for this amendment: 
• Specialist Breast Health Care Professional Questionnaire Version 4 dated 28.4.03 
• Specialist Breast Health Care Professional Questionnaire Consent Form Version 1 

dated 22.4.03 
• Breast Unit Study Reply Form (Audit and Survey) Version 1 dated 3.3.03 

Since this study was approved under the Supplementary Operational GUidelines for NHS 
Research Ethics Committees "Multi-centre Research in the NHS - the process of eth ical review 
when there is no local researcher", November 2000, there is no requirement for you to inform 
LRECs of this amendment. 

Yours sincerely 

M--?'v . i1P-~~ ~M /f ! ,-
. , 

; I 

/

' :Jill Marshall 
Trent MREC Administrator 

MRECI02l4/11 4 
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'~l:bj 
Trent Multi-centre Research Ethics Committee 

Chairman : Dr Robert Bing 
Admlnl~trator: Jill Marshall 

Derwent Shared Services 
Laurie House 

Calyear Stre el 
Derby 

DE1 1U 

28 May 2003 
Te lephone: 01 332 868905 

Fex: 01332868930 
Email : Ji ll .Ma rsha ll @derw ents hareds arvices.nhs.uk 

Miss Lisa Caldon 
Academic Surgical Oncology Unit 
Division of Surgical Sciences (South) 
Section of Surgical and Anaesthetic Sciences 
Royal Hallamshlre Hospital 
Glossop Road 
Sheffield , 810 2JF 

Dear Ms Caldon 

MREC/02/4/114 - please quote this number on all correspondence 
Patient and professional factors influencing choice of surgery in the management of breast 
cancer : A qualitative and quantitative study - Part 2 

The Trent MREC has reviewed the proposed amendment to the above application . 

The members of the Committee present agreed that there is no ethica l objection to the proposed 
amendment to the study. I am, therefore, happy to give you our approval on the understanding 
that you will follow the protow l and conditions of approval, as agreed. 

Documents approved for this amendment: 
• Study reply form - discussion groups Version 2 dated 3.3.03 
• Consent form - discussion group Version 5 dated 3.3.03 
• Study reply form - questionnaire and/or interview - Version 2 dated 3.3.03 
• Consent form - questionnaire Version 4 dated 9.4.03 
• Patient information needs and decision making preferences questionnaire (IDMQ) 

Version 2 dated 9.4.03 
• Specialist health professional semi-structure Interview consent form version 1 dated 

22.4.03 
• Consent form - patient interview Version 4 dated 3.3.03 
• 0 & NP Notes Version 5 dated 9.4.03 

A copy of this amendment should be sent to all the LRECs involved in the review of this study for 
information. If the issues contained in the amendment are local issues as deffned in the DoH 
Guidelines, then the LRECs' approval is required. 

Yours sincerely 

Jill Marshall 
Trent MREC Administrator 
on behalf of Dr Robert Bing. Chairman 

MREC/02l4/114 
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'l'l:bj 
Trent Multi-centre Research Ethics Committee 

Chairman : Dr Robert Bing 
Administrator: Jill Marshall 

Derwent Shared Services 
Laurie House 

Colyea r SHeet 
Der by 

DE11W 

Your Ref: 

Telephone: 01332 868905 
Fa x: 01332 868930 

Emai l: J iII.M arshal l@derwentsharedservices.nhs.uk 

8 September 2003 

Miss Lisa Caldon 
Academic Surgical Oncology Unit 
Division of Surgical SCiences (South) 
Section of Surgical and Ana€sthetlc Sc1ences 
Royal Hallamshire Hospital 
Glossop Road 
Sheffield, S10 2JF 

Dear Ms Cal don 

MREC/02/4/114 - please quote this number on all correspondence 
Patient and professional factors influencing choice of surgery In the management of breast 
cancer: A qualitative and quantitative study - Part 2 

Part 2 - Amendments to health professionals' semi-structured Interview process 

The Trent MREC has reviewed the proposed amendment to the above application. 

The members of the Committee present agreed that there is no ethical objection to the proposed 
amendment to the study. I am, therefore, happy to give you our approval on the understanding 
that you will follow the protocol and conditions of approval, as agreed. 

Documents approved for this amendment: 

Revised application form dated 11 August 2003 
Project proposal dated August 2003 
CV - Dr Karen Collins, Academic Palliative Care Unit (new co-researcher , rep lacing Dr Tony 
Stevens) 

2a - Discussion groups: 
• Patient introduction letter - Discussion Grou p (post-OP) Version 3 dated 13 August 2003 
• Patient introduction letter - Discussion group (pre-OP) Version 3 dated 13 August 2003 
• Patient Information Leaflet - Discussion Group Version 6 dated 13 August 2003 
• Discussion Group schedule Version 4 dated 14 August 2003 

2b Postal Questionnaire of Patients: 
• Patient's introduction letter - Questionnaire and Interview (post-OP) Version 3 dated 13 

August 2003 
• Patient's introduction letler - Questionnaire and interview (pre-OP) Vers ion 3 dated 13 

August 2003 
• Patient information sheet - Questionnaire & Interviews Version 5 dated 13 Aug ust 2003 

MREC/02/4/114 
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2c Semi-structured interviews with patients , specialist breast care nurses and doctors 
• Patient interview schedule Version 5 dated 14 August 2003 
• Specialist nurse interview schedule Version 5 dated 14 August 2003 
• Surgeon interview schedule Version 6 dated 14 Augus1 2003 

A copy of this amendment should be sent to all the LRECs Involved In the review of this study for 
information. If the issues contained in the amendment are local issues as defined in the DoH 
Guidelines, then the LRECs' approval is required . 

Yours sincerely 

.' Jill Marshall 
Trent MREC Administrator 
on behalf of Dr Robert Bing, Chairman 

MREC/02l4/114 
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Trent Multi-centre Research Ethics Committee 

Chairman: Dr Robert Bing 
Administrator: Jill Marshall 

Your Ref: 

1 October 2004 

Miss Lisa Caldon 
A,cademic Surgical Oncology Unit 
Division of Surgical Sciences (South) 
Section of Surgical and Anaesthetic Sciences 
Royal Hallamshire Hospital 
Glossop Road 
Sheffield, 810 2JF 

Dear Lisa 

Derwent Shared Services 
LnUTie Hou se 

Co ly eer Street 
Derby 

DEl l LJ 

Te le phonu: 01 :332 868905 
Fa x: 01332 868930 

Email : Jill :Marsh" II@dorwents haredservices,nhs ,uk 

MREC/02/4/114 - please quote this number on all correspondence 
Patient and professional factors influencing choice of surgery in the management of breast 
cancer: A qualitative and quantitative study - Part 2 

Thank you for your letter of 28 September 2004, It is usual for the duration of the study for which 
MREC approval is given to apply to all the sites where the study is taking place, and for that 
duration to be quoted on the old Annex 0 or new Part C, 

If it was just an error thai a lesser period was quoted on the Annex D for the former North and 
Southern Derbyshire LRECs, then perhaps the (now) Derbyshire LREC would accept rt as such, 
and note ,the change, without the need for a Part C, However IT they or their R&D Department 
feel thaI extending it for a further 12 months might have local implications, then I think you would 
need to complete a Part C if they request it 

As far as Trent MREC is concerned, the study is approved for the 36 months quoted in the 
application form, with effect from 18 March 2003 when rt was given final approval , I cannot see 
the need for an amendment being submitted to Trenl MREC because there is no change to the 
duration of the study approved by them. 

I hope this is helpful to you, 

Yours sincerely 

ill Marshall 
Trent MREC Administrator 
on behalf of Dr Robert Bing, Chairman 

cc Jenny Hancock, Administ rator, Derbyshire LREC 

MRE C/02.'4/ 114 
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APPENDIX 2.2 LREC & Research governance reference numbe rs a nd a pprova l dates 

1 * 24/6/03 * 2/6/03 

2&7 03/1/031 11/9/03 * 12/8/03 

3 °308/694(N&S) 13/8/03 0307/694 1/8/03 

4 SDAH/2003/076 8/9/03 SDAH/2003/076 19/8/03 

5 03/72 9/9/03 433/203/Surg/RH 22/9/03 

6 7143M 4/10/04 UHL/9024 16/10/03 

8 * 4/8/03 * 13/8/03 

9 C1110313 9/12/03 (N)030N 32 28/11/03 

10 RLREC/NLR/11/03 2/6/03 RD/03/06/01 2/6/03 

11 03/258 23/9/03 STH03/258 23/9/03 

*Approval granted, no number provided 
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Project Review for NTCRN Consumer Research Panel 

Project title: Patient professional factors influencing choice of surg ery in the 
management of breast ca ncer: patient and clinician perspectives. A qualitative and 
quantitative study 

Project investigators: Miss Lisa Caldon (Cancer Research UK Research Fe llow ); 
Dr Tony Stevetls (Research Fellow, Academic Palliative Medicine Unit, Uni\'ersity of 
Sheffield); Professor Malcolm Reed (Professor of Surgica l Oncology. Unive -sity of 
Sheffield) ; Professor Sam H Ahmedzai (Professor of Pal liative Medicine. University of 
Sheffield). 

Name of reviewer: Hazel Marshall Cork 

'" 0 \ ,: /' 1\ 'l Date reviewed: ...d. O. ' I, \.....L. . 

Please ansViler each question as tully as possible and tlen tick the box that :nost 
dosely indicates your strength of support for this project. Please use a contiluation 
sheet if there is not sufficient room for your comments. 

1 Is the project scientifically sound? Is it well des ign~d and realistic in its goals? Is 
the research question clear? Is the method appropriate? 
f\ " . ) 1 

trrS l\. , J~~.,L,~/~"~~~ -j~ ~J.lri L~frVu.-~-, ~ .~ \~ . . 
/\0S~r. ~ UV\~vJr L.o;}C~ f~/A,'i'f<)tVu'J..0~ --r~ d~S(Oh. i 
~'k~VA-l,J c~ Mi, .. fled ~,l\5 ''1 ' /( k..:L.. .~ / ~~ · \ <l- e;..", L11 ,14 . . 
A\Q1.c"-'\..fLI s, (,j 'iavJ!-'\,-// .src,-~'L.,j ~ J~ a(;·?--tf) <).{hA. .. -i-,-sd:t~1 
Q(k,Wc...hh/ r ,(~ r.'~c,- b-~ .. -R, vv\£.~,/:) C'v~.t C,4 L'l; (r" 
'vJa.Jd :g «(~ -k 6:JV(/L rG:, 'LD ~~_ly c~ .l C-<) !'fi (' ).~ ,y 
ts· j~JCr. /~ ~. ~LvodIS l.v6,, ~c~. ~) Clt--~( I, ,\ ~- 1 

~V'i.. 0--..·tL~Ll'--1 ctfYtA-~~ I c...f:c +1. Ie. A~~'?(}U\..<!J ..... 
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3 Do7s the project duplicate or conflict wi1h any o1her work that you are aware 
IS bemg done or has been done in the past? 

T ~ ~. ~VJ'J ~ 0 \~.~ ~"c.~ 

~ W~ cJ--vo t) <;;... Q r A{).. :r:A-I? LIV o~ 

C~)~ · )~Q(J.r~G' 

4 Does the project address important issues eg will the project enhance the 
care and treatment of patients with cancer? 

l ~, 
fu.D ~"-L'J-b ) (J.N:) 

~~~j\.,V ~ 
) 

\.0 ~r\ cJv.-0e"-GS0:) v :J' d~ 
. ~';-~';--:? ~ 

5 Are the tlmescales for the project realistic? 

b\..sUJJj.' ~ _____ LU 
4.-.~~,,-1/ O(~~> 

6 Does the project represent value for money? 

7 Any other comm&nts about this project. 

3: ~ \J0Jj \0-~\c..LO\;(. -\} ~ " \~v.fJ ~ r~ c,iv 

o..:"Cl lo o\-- ~c~ ~ \0 ~~ l)v:)uJ\J:f ~ 
()~'" ~ ~ ~,\tA~ .-:"y ~ ~-'--~ . l 

~;(}..~ 4~~ ~ ~~Q.~ \J_)~id~ d~\j-~0'::3 
~~')\ IY\.~'.:)<;Q~\~~ V Y-.v-,~--t tJv~~ 0\, 

T'Jf0I ~ ~'0l. bt. ~-v~ \-0 ~ . .I( ~ 
~.q.-~ \O¥_SS~ Q~ V-:J~\::: [Y,.C)r.,.,'c. \L? ~. 1 

Ple~se tick the bo)(~at m~t closely indicates your strength of support for this cut \ \-~)-l0l.9.. , 

project \" 

~ronglY support this project U Support th is project with res~rvations 

L' Need mere information n Reject 
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Project Review for NTCRN Consumer Research Panel 

Project title: Patient profess ional factors Influencing choice of surgery in the 
managems'lt of breast cancer: patient and clinician perspectives. A quahta:ive and 
quantitaiive study 

Project Investigators; Miss Lisa Cal don (Cancer Research UK Research Fe llow); 
Dr Tony Stevens (Research Fellow, AC<ldemic Pall iative Medicine Unit, Uni'/ersi ty of 
Sheffie ld): Professor Malcolm REed (Professor of Surgjcal Oncology. UniVErs ity of 
Sheffiejd); Professor Sam H Ahmedzai (Prcfessor of Pallia tive Medi cine, University of 
Sheffield). 

Name of reviewer: Gillian Speed 

Date reviewed: 'l\cJ 

Please answer each question as fully as possible and :hen tick the box that most 
closely indicates your strength of support fo r this proJe ·~t. Please use a continuation 
sheet if there is n01 sufficient room for your comments. 

1 Js the project scientifically sound? Is it well designed and real istic in its goals? Is 
the research question clear? Is tre method appropriate? 

A 5 ~ W-- o....J:) \ ~ 0-...L0 ~ 

\D ~ 

8°~ ' 
w0-l ~~ \-0 \-\-.cL \ v.-.Jl. ~ V u::0 

~~-\J...>- ~'O'tf:'~.~~~~. ~~ 
\.D~ ' .:::, OJ. c:.....;J::>-.....;::::::,rv--:,~t- 0vOV. 

2 Are there any ethical issues that are not fully dealt with in the protocDI? 

t\ O~"" O-DW OD \ (}Jl\ 0--~) Q.j..Q / 

Q.AA~~ ~~~ '\\~ ~ ~--Lb~ 
~ \~~~~~~"---~ ~l~ ~.~ . 

., 
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3 Does the proj~ct duplicate or confiictwith any other w ork t hat you are aware 
Is being done or has been done In the past? 

,( h '" I I . .u- ' t _ 'I'" L' 
~ fC _ ~~, ~ ~~~~12~'~J~_ I~ F~(j1Q( _ l~ :t.~S LD ( _ 

" '& f II U), - P-1 r' ~, ---;-{) I ( . J,c- ,'r '- ~ . LJ- 1 : . c::. . (11 1 .\ . 
i..';':/IV<~'" I .. , v l ~ V'-"-r.l 'C~ l/ i i J\t-'-ju (; \ f··A l/\... ) ( \)1-;..,:) 2>'-t~. ,r s 

4 Does the project address important issues eg will the project enhance the 
care and treatment of patients with cancer? 

1t~J ll-.\,()-~t ~-CV !,..jJJt , ~r-- A~ 00.: ~.,c:k: ('j.A '20-t~1 b'tj,,- \(l( -
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APPENDIX 4.1 Clinician information leaflet 

Surgical Management Preferences and Choices in Breast Cancer 

Health Care Professional Information Leaflet 

Please read this carefully 

You are invited to take part in this research study. Funding for the project 
has been provided by Cancer Research UK, and the Royal College of 
Surgeons of England is contributing toward the audit and health care 
professional survey elements of the study. Before you decide whether or 
not you wish to take part it is important for you to understand why the 

study is being done and what it will involve if you agree to take part. Please 
read the following information carefully and feel free to quest ion us if 
there is anything you don't understand or would like more informat ion 
about. To aid this process we are happy to visit your department and ta lk 

to your multidisciplinary team about this study. You will be given as much 
time as you wish to make a decision about whether to be invo lved in the 

study. 

Please turn over 
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Why is this study being conducted? 

We are familiar with the presentation of data describ ing the observation 
of differences in mastectomy and breast conservation surgery rates in the 
management of breast cancer. The annual publication of the aud it of screen 
detected breast cancers highlights these differences at both the unit level 
in regional reports and regional level within national reports . These 

observations are not unique to the Trent or the UK, similar patterns of 
variance being observed internationally. 

Published literature suggests that primary tumor characteristics fail to 
account for the observed variations, and points to a number of potential 
factors influencing the pattern of variance observed; ranging from patient 

factors (body image, conflicting fears, prior knowledge and experience, 

perception of chance of cure etc.), to professional factors (decision making, 
professional's recommendation and communication styles) and the 

interaction of the patient and professional (patients' perception of a 

recommendation). In the context of patients for whom there is a choice of 
surgical treatments, the decision making process is complex and likely 

results from a combination of the afore-mentioned factors. 

The aim of this research study is to clarify the extent of treatment 

variation within Trent over time, and identify the factors associated with 

it; investigating the decision making and consultation process from the 

perspective of specialist breast professionals (surgeons and nurses) and 

patients from Trent. 

Why have I been approached? 

We are approaching all specialist breast surgeons and nurses within the 

Trent Region. As with all studies, the larger the number of participants the 

more representative the findings; we therefore hope to recruit as many as 

possible breast units from the region to the study, and ideally need the 

involvement of all individuals from the units, in order to provide 

representative results. 

Who is organising the study? 

This study is being funded by Cancer Research UK and sponsored by the 

University of Sheffield. The principle investigator of the project team is 

Professor Malcolm Reed from the Academic Surgical Oncology Unit of the 

University of Sheffield. Professor Sam H. Ahmedzai from the Academ ic 

Palliative Medicine Unit will also be supervising the study. Work ing on the 
project will be Miss Lisa Caldon, lead investigator , and Mr. David Wilde , 

.. 
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Research Associate. 

The funders of the study will pay the researchers Lisa Ca ldon and David 
Wilde an annual salary to undertake the project . They will not rece ive any 
additional payments. No one else will be paid as a resu lt of your 
participation in this study. 

What does the study involve? 

The project brings together a combination of qualitative and quantitat ive 
methodologies, to examine variation in mastectomy rates at both the macro 

and micro level: Macro level investigation entails the statist ical analysis of 

extensive audit datasets pertaining to the surgical management of women 
with breast cancer. Micro level investigation comprises exploration of the 

treatment decision-making process from both the spec ialist breast 
professionals' (surgeons and nurses) and their patients' perspective. 

There are two main stages of the study. 

The first stage will be conducted across all participating breast units In 

Trent, evaluating individual teams' management of breast cancer, and is 

sub-divided into 2 parts: 

1. Adjusting mastectomy rates audit data for case-mix and identification 

of associated variables. 

2. Multi-professional team member decision analysis: Survey of specialist 
surgeon and breast care nurse management of individual case 

scenarios with respect to key primary tumour characturistics. 

The second stage, investigates the diagnosis and treatment decision-making 
process from both the patient and clinician's standpoint, to identify the key 

factors associated with the decision making process. For pragmatic reasons 

this stage of the project will be limited to three Trent breast units. The 

three units representing the spectrum of treatment rates observed (a 

high, medium and low mastectomy rate unit). Three methods will be 

employed within this stage. 

1. Patient discussion/focus groups 
Total 24 patients: 8 patients per group , 3 groups over 3 un its 
To inform the study and assist in refin ing the design of sem i-

structured interview schedules. 

2. Patient postal questionnaire 
Total 300 completed responses : 100 per un it . 
600 to be distributed , assuming a 50% response rate 
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A simple 2-page questionnaire to identify pat ient's dec ision mak ing 
style preferences (active, passive or collaborative) and recruit to 
further sub-stages of the study. 

3. Semi-structured interviews with patients , specialist Breast Care 
Nurses and surgeons 
Total 180 interviews over the 3 units 

Semi-structured interviews will be centred on the management of 
twenty cases from each unit; 10 mastectomy and 10 breast 

conservation surgery, in which there was a choice of surgical 
treatment options according to treatment guidelines. For each 
patient responder interviewed, their surgeon and specialist breast 

care nurse will also be interviewed, to achieve triangulation of 

impression of the process of information transfer and decision

making in individual cases. 

If we decide to be involved, what level of input would be required? 

That will depend on the level to which your unit wishes to be involved in the 

study. There are 3 levels of possible involvement. 

1. Audit only 

2. Audit and Professionals' survey 

3. Audit, Professionals' survey and patient-involvement stage. 
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Why are you doing an audit? 

We believe that good quality audit is a vital first stage of our proj ect . By 
adjusting for the characteristics of the cases managed by the ind ividual units 
we will be able to confirm whether the pattern observed at aggregate level is 
simply due to differences in the units' case-mix or not. 

What would involvement in the audit involve? 

Involvement in this stage of the study requires providing us with your unit and 
surgeon identifier numbers for the Breast Screening program and Trent 

Cancer Registry. We are not asking your team to request or search through 
notes, we will only be using information you have already provided. Information 
will be covered by a signed confidentiality agreement, and provided to us in 
individualised format but devoid of patient identifiers. This data will be 
stored in password-protected databases and remain strictly confidential. The 
main researcher (Lisa Caldon) and Stephen Walters, a lecturer in statistics at 
the Sheffield School of Health and Related research (ScHARR) will analyse 
the data. 

What would involvement in the Professionals' survey involve? 

Involvement in the professionals' survey would involve completing a 

questionnaire comprising 2 sections; the first involving choosing between 

treatment options in 25 case scenarios where key primary tumour variables 
are altered; the second answering a series of questions about yourself . To 

ensure that the study's results are representative it is important that all 

members of the unit take part in this sub-stage. The questionnaires will be 

posted to you and will take about one hour to complete. You will be provided 

with a freepost envelope to return it to us. We need to be able to identify 
who you are for the purposes of data analysis, but all responses will remain 

strictly confidential and any results anonymised. 

What would involvement in the patient-involvement stage of the study 

involve? 

This is the most involved stage of the project, the in-depth study of the 

consultation and decision making process of the surgical management of 

breast cancer in three units in Trent; one each to represent a un it with a 
high, a medium and a low mastectomy rate. We will be using the case-m ix 

adjusted rates , and are interested in units with consistent pract ice over 

time. 
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This stage of the study is divided into 3 parts , a patient quest ionna ire , 
patient focus groups and semi-structured interviews. The f irst two parts 

of this section involve the recruitment of pat ients only . As a profess ional , 
you will only be asked to take part in the third part of this stage , but will 
be asked as a team, to help recruit patients. Interviews will be conducted 
within 3 months of your patient's surgical treatment, by an experienced 

researcher using a schedule consisting of open questions. We are aware of 
the busy nature of breast unit work, and have designed a single page A4 

prompt sheet that we feel will assist you in the recall of the diagnosis 
provision and treatment discussion consultation(s). We would ask the 

involved individual nurse and surgeon to complete the prompt sheet for all 

patients undergoing surgery during the time of recruitment to the study. 

Interviews regarding patients are expected to take between 15 and 20 

minutes each. In each participating unit, interviews will be conducted 
around 20 patient episodes. This equates to a total of between 5 hours and 

6hours 40 minutes of breast care nurse time and surgeon time over a 

period of 8 months. Interviews will be arranged to suit you . 

Interviews with health professionals will be assisted by the presence of 

case notes and the prompt sheet filled in by the individual professional 

following the consultation. By exploring and triangulating the process of 

decision making from the patient and professionals standpoint, we hope to 

identify the most powerful factors influencing the process from all three 

perspectives. 

How will patients be recruited? 

We aim to recruit patients following their initial treatment surgery. To do 

this we will be asking the units breast care nurses to provide patients 

fulfilling the inclusion criteria of the study, with an information pack prior 

to their discharge from hospital. The information pack includes an 

introductory letter, information leaflet and a free post study reply card 

that the patient will return to us indicating whether they would be 

interested in participating in the study or not, and to what level. On receipt 

of the study reply form indicating interest, we will send them further 

information and a consent form. The information pack contains contact 

telephone numbers that patients can use, should they require more 

information about the study. 

Patients recruited will provide uS with consent to view their notes , to 

confirm the nature of their treatment and aid the interview process. 
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What will happen to me if I take part? 

Whether you decide to take part or not, we wou Id ask you to please 
complete the Study Reply Form and return it in the FREEPOST envelope 
provided. If you decide not to take part, please tick the box beside "No , I 
do not wish to take part in this study" and return the form to us after 
filling in your name. You do not need to fill in any other details on the form . 

If you wish to take part in the study, then please tick the box beside "Yes, 
I would like to take part in this study" and indicate the level to which you 
would like to be involved by ticking the relevant box below the main 
statement. Then fill in the contact details section and return the form to 

us. Once we receive your form, a member of our research team will contact 
you. 

Feel free to call us with any queries you may have and/or talk the study 
over with anyone else. 

The interviews may be audiotape recorded with your consent . Any 

information you provide during the discussion will only be available to the 
research staff working on this study. Tapes will be labeled with an 

identifier number, but will not be stored with any record of your identity. 
Tapes will be stored in a locked room at the Royal Hallamshire Hospital, 

Sheffield, which is only accessible to the research staff. The tapes, 

electronic transcript data and paper records collected over the course of 

the study will be kept until the end of the study and then destroyed. 

Tapes will be transcribed by a professional agency. 

Access to any data stored on the project wi II be restricted to researchers 

working on this study. Data stored on computer will be password 

protected. The same research team that collected the data will also 

perform the analysis of the information. 

The information collected will remain confidential and prior to publication 

all results will be anonymised. 

Do I have to take part? 

No. Your taking part in this study is entirely voluntary. If you would prefer 

not to take part, you do not have to give a reason. You may also withdraw 

from the study at any time. 

What are the possible risks of taking part? 

There are no specific risks associated with taking part in this study. 

.. 
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What are the possible benefits of taking part? 

The results of this study will provide us with a better understand ing of how 
treatment decisions are made, and increase our understand ing of the 
possible reasons behind the variation in mastectomy and breast 
conservation surgery rates we observe in Trent . Following data ana lysis , we 
will be offering individualised feedback on an individual professiona l and 
unit basis to those participating in the study. Again, confident iality is 
assured for this process. 

How will this information be used? 

Anything you say will be treated in the strictest confidence. Any 
information gathered during this study will be made available only to 
researchers working on the study. No names will be mentioned in any 

reports of the study and care will be taken to ensure that you cannot be 
identified. 

What if I am harmed? 

As there are no specific risks associated with this study it is highly unlikely 

that you will be harmed. If you have any complaints or concerns please 

contact the Principal Investigator, Professor Malcolm Reed, in the first 
instance - telephone 0114 271 3326, or the Director of the Division of 

Clinical Sciences(South), Professor HF Woods - telephone 0114 371 2475 

Will anyone else be told about my participation in this study? 

No. We will not inform anyone outside of the research team of your 

participation in the study. 

Who can I contact for more information? 

Miss Lisa Caldon, the Research Coordinator - telephone 0114 271 2225. 

What if I have other concerns? 

If after reading this information sheet you decide not to take part in the 

study, but feel you need to discuss any of the issues we have ra ised , or you 

have other questions about this study, please contact either the Principa l 

Investigator, Professor Malcolm Reed - telephone 0114 271 3326 , or Miss 

Lisa Caldon, the Lead Investigator - telephone 0114 271 2225 , or wr ite t o 
them at the Academic Surgical Oncology Unit , K Floor , Roya l Ha llamsh ire 
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Hospital , Sheffield S10 2JF. 

If you have any complaints about the way the invest igators have carried 
out the study, you may contact (insert local name, address, and telephone 
number of appropriate complaints department for each clinic site). A list 
of potentially useful contacts appears on page 10. 

Please keep this information leaflet for future reference 
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Useful contacts 

If you want to know more about the project 

Lead investigator Miss Lisa Caldon 0114 271 2225 

Research Associate Mr. David Wilde 0114 2711707 

If you have a complaint about the project 

Principal Investigator Professor M WR Reed 0114 271 3326 

Director of the Division of Professor HF Woods 0114 371 2475 

Clinical Sciences (South) 

Local Complaints Department <insert local information> 
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APPENDIX 4. 2 Breast unit study reply form 

Surgical Management Preferences and Choices in Breast 
Cancer 

Breast Unit STUDY REPLY FORM 

Please tick the appropriate boxes below 
Cl NO, as a Breast Unit we do not wish to take part in this study 
Cl YES, as a Breast Unit we would like to take part in th is study 

If YES , please indicate the level to which you are willing to be involved in the 
study 
Cl YES, to the audit section of this study 
Cl YES, to the audit and survey sections of this study 
Cl YES, to the audit, survey, and if approached , the patient-focused 

sections of this study 

If you wish to be involved , please provide us with the contact details of a member of 
the team with whom we can liaise (IN BLOCK CAPITAL LETTERS PLEASE) 

Name 

Contact address 

Telephone No ____________________ _ 

Email address ____________________ _ 

To be signed by the LEAD CLINICIAN of the breast unit please 

Signature Name Date 

Please return the completed slip in the enclosed FREEPOST envelope. 

Thank you 



APPENDIX 4.3 

«title» «fname» «Iname» 
«address» 
«postcode» 

Dear «fname» , 

Clin icia n DCE invitation letter 

Re 'Patient and professional factors influencing choice of surgery in the 
management of breast cancer: A qualitative and quantitative study ' 

Some time ago we wrote inviting your unit to participate in part one of the above study, involving 
specialist breast team members completing a postal questionnaire. You replied indicating you 
were happy for your unit to be involved. 

Having received approval to proceed from your local Research Governance process and 
Research Ethics Committee, we are now distributing questionnaires to the members of your 
team. I enclose a copy of the questionnaire for you to complete. A consent form is located on 
page 4. On completion please return it to us in the free post envelope provided. 

Any information provided will be treated confidentially: No one outside the research team will 
have access to your personal responses (including other members of your team). At the 
conclusion of this stage of the study we will provide you with feedback : The unit's data in the 
context of Trent-wide data, and if requested will provide feedback on your responses as an 
individual. In due course , when the full study is analysed , anonym ised feedback will be 
provided to all participating units . 

Participation is voluntary; however you will understand to optim ise the chance of accurately 
understanding this issue, we need to involve as many professionals from the team as possible. 
We therefore ask you encourage the involvement of your team members. If anyone has 
questions regarding the project we are happy to answer them. All those approached have been 
sent an information leaflet, the questionnaire and free post SAE. If we have neglected to send 
this information to any permanent members of the team who are involved in ta lk ing to patients 
about the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer, please contact us with their detail s and we 
will send them a questionnaire pack. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your involvement in this project, and look 
forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely 
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APPENDIX 4-4 Clinician DCE questionnaire 

UnitlHCP Identifier 

DDDDD/DDDDD 

Information Needs and Decision Making 
PreferencesSpecialist Breast Health 

Care Professional Questionnaire 

Thank you for taking part in thiS study. 

Please complete this questionnaire in your own time Th e questions are easy to 
complete and for the most part only require you to tick a box . So to complete all the 
questions here will probably take you about 10 25 minutes . All the questions are 
important so we do need you to complete all of them . 

All information that you will provide will remain strictly confidential. 

When you have finished please post the questionnaire back in the FREEPOST envelope 

provided - you do not need a stamp 

If you have any queries about thi s questionnaire or the study, please contact 

Lisa Caldon on 0114 271 2225 or David Wilde on 0114 271 1707 

Academic Surgical Oncology Unit, Division of Clinical Sciences (CSUHT), 
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About this Questionnaire 

This questionnaire is divided into two sections. 

Section one 
This section comprises a series of 25 clinical scenarios on wh ich you are asked 
to make a treatment decision . A worked example is also provided fo r you at the 
beginning of the section . 

Section two 
section is made up of six questions, five of which are a series of psycho log ica l 
measurement scales. These scales are included as it is recogn ised that 
decision styles can be associated with psychological response patterns. 

At the end of each section there is a blank page provided for you to write any 
comments you wish to make (please use additional sheets if necessary). 

What will the results be used for? 
The results of this questionnaire will be used entirely for the purposes of 
research . We need to be able to identify who you are, however your responses 
will be kept confidential. No one outside the research team , including your own 
breast team , will be informed of your responses as an individual. 

The signed consent form will be detached upon receipt of the completed 
questionnaire and will be stored separately from your responses. 

Any results of this questionnaire and the broader study, of which this is a part, 
will be anonymised for the purposes of publication and presentation . 

At the end of the study individualised feedback will be available upon request. 

If you have any queries regarding the study or the questionnaire please contact 
either: 

Lisa Caldon Office: 0114 271 2225/3326 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire and taking part in the study. 

If you have any queries about this questionnaire or the study, please contact 

Lisa Caldon on 0114 271 2225 or David Wilde on 0114 271 1707 

Academic Surgical Oncology Unit, Division of Cl inical Sciences (CSUHT), 
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1. READ THE ACCOMPANYING HEALTH CARE 
PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION SHEET 

2. SIGN AND DATE THE CONSENT FORM (PAGE 4) 

3. HAVE SOMEONE WITNESS THE CONSENT FORM 

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT YOU COMPLETE THE POINTS 

ABOVE, OTHERWISE WE CANNOT USE THE 

INFORMATION YOU PROVIDE IN YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE. 
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Study Number: MREC/02/4/114 

Unit/staff 10 number: 

Professor MWR Reed MBChB, BMed.Sei , MD, FRCS (Eng) 

Professor SH Ahmedzai BSe, MB ChB, FRCP 

Miss Lisa Caldon MB ChB, FRCS (Eng) 

Mr David Wilde BSe, MSe 

The University of Sheffield 

Section of Su rg ical and An aesthetic Sciences 

Academ ic Surg ical Oncology Unit 

& Academ ic Pa lliative Med icine Unit 

K Floor Roya l Ha llamsh ire Hospital 

Sheffield S10 2J F 

UK 

Tel +44 (0)114 271 3326 

Tel +44 (0) 114 271 3792 

Tel +44 (0)11 4 271 2225 

Tel +44 (0) 1142711707 

SPECIALIST HEALTH PROFESSIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE CONSENT FORM 

(Version 1: 22/04/03) 

Surgical Management Preferences and Choices in Breast Cancer: 
A qualitative and quantitative study. 

If you wish to take part in the study, please read the statements below, and initial the boxes to the right if y 
agree with the statement. 

To confirm agreement Please in itial the b 

1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet dated 22 nd January 2003 
(Version 3) for the above study. 

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time, 
without giving any reason. 

3. I agree to take part in the health professional questionnaire part of the study. 

Name of respondent Date Signature 
((Print in BLOCK CAPITALS) 

Witnessed by Date Signature 
(Print in BLOCK CAPITALS) 

Breast Unit name 
(Print in BLOCK CAPIlALS) 



Please turn over to Section One 

Before commencing the questionnaire we would like to know a 
little bit about your professional background 

Please tell us ... 

Your age 

21- 25 a 46 - 50 a 
26 - 30 0 51 - 55 0 
31- 35 0 56 - 60 Oa 
36 - 40 a 61 - 65 0 
41- 45 Os 66 - 70 0 0 

Your sex 

Male a Female 0 

Your profession 

Nurse a Staff Grade 

Consultant Surgeon 0 GP Clinical Assistant 

Associate Specialist 0 Trust Doctor 

What year did you qualify as a nurse/doctor 
(Please write in your answer) 

What year did you commence as a specialist 
nurse/doctor in the breast cancer field 
(Please write in your answer) 

a 
Os 
a 

In your experience what does Breast Conservation Surgery mean to you? 

(Please mark more than one box if appropriate) 

Wide local excision 0 

Segmentectomy 0 

Quadrantectomy 0 

Other (please state below) 0. 
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Please turn over to Section One 
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Section One 

The scenarios are concerned with the importance tha t you, as an individua l speciali st 
(rather than as a member of your breast team) place on various fa ctors det erm inin g 
the surgical management of breast cancer. 

In your responses to this section we would like you to Imag ine that f or rea sons 

unconnected with patient choice, that there are only 2 surgical opti ons availa ble; 

mastectomy and breast conservation surgery (i.e. any surgery more conse rvati ve 
than mastectomy), and that primary chemotherapy and breast reconstructi on surge ry 
are not available. 

In this questionnaire we are only interested in surgery to the breast. We are not 

asking you to state your opinion regarding axillary surgery; our assumption being that 
the axillary surgery you would perform would be the standard type for your practice. 

The 25 scenarios in this section are presented in a tabulated form, each in its own box, 

and differ according to the following five aspects : 

Patient age (years) Divided into the following age bands: 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Bra Cup size 

«40) (40 - <60) (60 - <70) (70 - <80) (~80) 

Divided into the following size bands: 

(<20) (20 - <30) (30 - <40) (40 - <50) (?50) 

NOTE: In multi-focal tumours, the figure represents the sum of all 

the individual areas oftumour present. 

Divided into the following bra cup sizes : 

A, B, C and ?D 

In this questionnaire the tumour site is designated as 

being within the: 

Upper outer quadrant (UO), upper inner quadrant (UI), lower 

outer quadrant (LO), lower inner quadrant (LI) or central area of 

the breast - see diagram below. 

Central 



Tumour focality Designated as being either : 

Unifocal - a single area of tumour 

Multi-focal, single-quadrant - greater than one area of 
tumour, lying, within a single quadrant of the breast. 

NOTE: For the purposes of this study, the central site is also to be 
treated as a 'quadra nt' . 

Please assume that other aspects of the scenarios are equal or not significant . 

Based on the information provided in each of the 25 scenarios, you are asked to 

indicate your preferred choice of breast surgery by placing a tick in the relevant box 

below the scenario description. If you prefer both options equally, please tick both 

boxes. 

Please turn over to see an example of what we would like you to do 



Example of Clinical Scenario 

This is how each scenario will be presented : 

Scenario X 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

60 - <70 

<20 

C 

LI 

Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 02 

the above scenario (X) , the patient is aged between 60 and 69 years old , they 
have a tumour of less than 20mm diameter in total , within thei r C cup breast. 
The tumour is situated within the lower inner quadrant and is unifocal. 

If, after reading this information , your preferred treatment option was Breast 
Conservation Surgery, then your response would be to tick the Breast 
Conservation Surgery box. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 

Please turn over to commence the scenarios 
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Scenario 1 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

<40 

40 - <50 

~D 

LI 

Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 02 

Scenario 2 

Patient Age (years) 60 - <70 

Total tumour size (mm) ~50 

Cup size B 

Site LI 

Focality Multi-focal, single quadrant 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by tick ing the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 
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Scenario 3 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

~80 

~50 

~D 

LO 

Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by tick ing the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 02 

Scenario 4 

Patient Age (years) ~80 

Total tumour size (mm) 40 - <50 

Cup size C 

Site UI 

Focality Multi-focal, single quadrant 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by tick ing the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 
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Scenario 5 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

70 - <80 

40 - <50 

B 

Central 

Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 0 2 

Scenario 6 

Patient Age (years) 40 - <60 

Total tumour size (mm) 20 - <30 

Cup size C 

Site LI 

Focality Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by tick ing the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 



i 

Scenario 7 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

40 - <60 

<20 

B 

LO 

Multi-focal, single quadrant 

I Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 02 

Scenario 8 

Patient Age (years) <40 

Total tumour size (mm) 20 - <30 

Cup size B 

Site UI 

Focality Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in th is case by ticki ng the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 

Iv 



Scenario 9 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

40 - <60 

40 - <50 

A 

uo 

Multi-focal, single quadrant 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by tick ing the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 0 2 

Scenario 10 

Patient Age (years) 60 - <70 

Total tumour size (mm) 20 - <30 

Cup size ~D 

Site uo 

Focality Multi-focal, single quadrant 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in th is case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes . 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

0 1 

h i 



Scenario 11 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

40 - <60 

~50 

A 

UI 

Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 02 
. -

Scenario 12 

Patient Age (years) 40 - <60 

Total tumour size (mm) 30 - <40 

Cup size ~D 

Site Central 

Focality Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 02 

Ivii 
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Scenario 13 

Patient Age (years) 70 - <80 

Total tumour size (mm) ~50 

Cup size C 

Site UO 

Focality Unifocal 

. Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 02 

Scenario 14 

Patient Age (years) 70 - <80 

Total tumour size (mm) 30 - <40 

Cup size A 

Site LI 

Focality Multi-focal, single quadrant 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by tick ing the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 

" iii 



Scenario 15 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

<40 

<20 

A 

UO 

Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by tick ing the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 0 2 

Scenario 16 

Patient Age (years) <40 

Total tumour size (mm) 30 - <40 

Cup size C 

Site LO 

Focality Multi-focal, single quadrant 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ti ck ing the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 0 2 

Ii :\ 



Scenario 17 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

60 - <70 

40 - <50 

A 

LO 

Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 02 

Scenario 18 

Patient Age (years) ~80 

Total tumour size (mm) 20 - <30 

Cup size A 

Site Central 

Focality Multi-focal, single quadrant 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by tick ing the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 

1.\ 



Scenario 19 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

~80 

30 - <40 

B 

UO 

Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 0 2 

Scenario 20 

Patient Age (years) 60 - <70 

Total tumour size (mm) <20 

Cup size C 

Site Central 

Focality Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes . 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 

lxi 



Scenario 21 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

70 - <80 

<20 

~D 

UI 

Multi-focal, single quadrant 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 02 

Scenario 22 

Patient Age (years) ~80 

Total tumour size (mm) <20 

Cup size A 

Site LI 

Focality Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 

1:\ i i 



Scenario 23 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

70 - <80 

20 - <30 

A 

LO 

Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in th is case by tick ing the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy 

01 

Scenario 24 

Patient Age (years) 

Total tumour size (mm) 

Cup size 

Site 

Focality 

Breast Conservation Surgery 

0 2 

60 - <70 

30 - <40 

A 

UI 

Unifocal 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally , please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 0 2 

Ixiii 



Scenario 25 

Patient Age (years) <40 

Total tumour size (mm) ~50 

Cup size A 

Site Central 

Focality Multi-focal, single quadrant 

Please indicate your preferred choice of surgery in this case by ticking the 
relevant box below. If you prefer both equally, please tick both boxes. 

Mastectomy Breast Conservation Surgery 

01 02 

Thank you for completing Section One. If you have any comments 
you wish to make, please write them on this page. Use additional 
sheets if necessary. Ensure any additional sheets used are clearly 
marked with the section they refer to. 

Please turn over to commence Section Two 



Section Two 

In this section we ask you to respond to a series of questions/statements about 
yourself The section is divided into 6 parts. 

Part One 

The table below contains factors that may be available when discussing a 
diagnosis of breast cancer and its surgical management. 

As an individual specialist, rather than as a member of your breast team , how 
important do you think the influence of each of these factors is in the decision 
making process with respect to surgery in primary breast cancer? 

For each individual factor tick the box that best describes how important you think that factor is. 

Very Some Not No Factor hlpata1t mpoda1t ~ il1JClIfa1t qiim 
< I, " 

Tumour size 01 02 03 04 05 
Tumour: breast size ratio 01 02 03 04 05 
Tumour site 01 02 03 04 05 
Tumour type 01 02 03 04 05 
Past medical history 01 02 03 04 05 
Avoidance of radiotherapy 01 02 03 04 05 
Patient's method of transportation 01 02 03 04 05 
Patient's treatment preference 01 02 03 04 05 
Patient's age 01 02 03 04 05 
Patient's socio-economic circumstances 01 02 03 04 05 
Menopausal/pre-menopausal status 01 02 03 04 05 
Other (please specify below) 01 02 03 04 05 

I 
Other (please specify below) 01 02 03 04 05 

I 
Other (please specify below) 01 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 

I 



Pari Two 

scale in the table below is composed of a pair of phrases separated by a series 
of boxes. Each pair represents two types of contrasting behaviour. Each of us 
belongs somewhere between the two extremes. 

For each pair of phrases, please mark a box between the phrases , which best describes you . 

+++ ++ + - + ++ +++ 

Not at all 01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 Very independent 
independent 

Not at all emotional 01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 Very emotional 

Very rough 01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 Very gentle 

Not at all 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 Very competitive 
competitive 

Not at all kind 01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 Very kind 

Not at all aware of 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 Very aware of the 
the feelings of feelings of others 

others 

01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 Never gives up 
Gives up easily easily 

Not at all self 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 Very self confident 
confident 



Part Three 

F~r each statement in the table below please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree 
with the statement, by placing a tick within the relevant box. 

Statement Disa9ae Disa9ae .. .. 
SIJtxVy ScmMta ScmIMt1It SInxW 

An expert who does not come up with a definite answer 01 02 03 04 probably doesn't know much. 

There is no such thing as a problem that cannot be 01 02 03 04 solved. 

A good job is one where, what is to be done and how it is 01 02 03 04 to be done are always clear. 

In the long run , it is possible to get more done by tackling 

01 02 03 04 small , simple problems rather than large and complicated 
ones. 

What we are used to is always preferable to what is 01 02 03 04 unfamiliar. 

A person who leads a well organised, routine life, in 

01 02 03 04 which few surprises or unexpected happenings arise, 
really has a lot to be grateful for. 

I like parties where I know most of the people more than 

01 02 03 04 the ones where all or most of the people are complete 
strangers. 

The sooner we all acquire similar values or ideas, the 01 02 03 04 better. 

I would like to live in a foreign country for a while. 01 02 03 04 

People who fit their lives into a schedule probably miss 01 02 03 04 most of the joy of living . 

It is more fun to tackle a complicated problem, than to 01 02 03 04 solve a simple one. 

Often the most interesting and stimulating people are 01 02 03 04 those who don 't mind being different or original. 

People who insist upon a yes or no answer just don 't 01 02 03 04 know how complicated things really are. 

Most of our most important decisions are based upon 01 02 03 04 insufficient information 

Teachers or supervisors who hand out vague 
01 02 03 04 assignments give opportunities for individuals to show 

initiative and originality 

A good teacher is one who makes you wonder about your 01 0 2 0 3 0 4 way of looking at things . 

1:\ \' i i 



Part Four 

The questions in the table below relate to your health over the past few weeks. 

Please indicate your response to each statement by placing a mark within the relevant box. 

H tl BeaertIBl &me... Lessthan PAd'lIess ave you recen y... usual usual usual llanusual 

Been able to concentrate on whatever you're doing? 01 02 03 04 

Lost much sleep over worry? 01 02 0 3 04 

Felt that you were playing a useful part in things? 01 02 03 04 

Felt capable of making decisions about things? 01 02 03 04 

Felt constantly under strain? 01 02 03 04 

Felt that you couldn't overcome your difficulties? 01 02 03 04 

Been able to enjoy your normal day-to-day activities? 01 02 03 04 

Been able to face up to your problems? 01 02 03 04 

Been feeling unhappy and depressed? 01 02 03 04 

Been losing confidence in yourself? 01 02 03 04 

Been thinking of yourself as a worthless person? 01 02 03 04 

Been feeling reasonably happy, all things considered? 01 02 03 04 

1:\ \' i ii 



Part Five 

The statements in the table below relate to your feelings about working as a 
specialist. 

Please indicate your response to each statement by placing a mark within the relevant box. 

Afew Afew Oncea Afew 
Statement e::: tinesa :a tinesa R1OI"M1 tinesa NIM!r 

v.eek R1OI"M1 orless 'Jf!IiJ1 

I deal very effectively with the 01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 problems of my patients. 

I feel emotionally drained from my 01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 work . 

I feel I treat patients as if they were 01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 impersonal objects. 

I feel fatigued when I get up in the 
01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 morning and have to face another 

day. 

I feel that at times I am callous 01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 
towards people. 

I feel I am positively influencing other 01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 
people's lives through my work. 

Working with people all day is a real 01 02 03 
strain for me. 

04 Os 06 07 

I don't really care what happens to 01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 
some patients. 

I feel exhilarated after working closely 01 02 03 
with my patients. 

04 Os 06 07 



Part Six 

The statements in the table below relate to how you feel about the uncerta inties 
sometimes involved in your work as a speCialist. 

Please indicate your response to each statement by placing a mark within the relevant box. 

The uncertainty of patient care often troubles me. 01 02 03 04 Os 06 
Not being sure of what is best for a patient is one 01 02 03 04 05 0 6 of the most stressful parts of being a specialist. 

I am tolerant of the uncertainties present in patient 01 0 2 03 04 05 06 care. 

I find the uncertainty involved in patient care 01 02 03 04 Os 06 disconcerting . 

I usually feel anxious when a diagnosis is 01 02 03 04 Os 06 uncertain. 

When a diagnosis I uncertain, I imagine all sorts of 01 02 03 04 Os 06 bad scenarios - patient dies , sues, etc .. 

I am frustrated when a patient's diagnosis is 01 02 03 04 Os 06 unknown. 

I fear being held accountable for the limits of my 01 02 03 04 Os 06 knowledge. 

Uncertainty in patient care makes me uneasy. 01 02 03 04 Os 06 
I worry about malpractice when a patient's 01 02 03 04 05 06 diagnosis is not known. 

The vastness of the information specialists are 01 02 03 04 Os 06 expected to know overwhelms me. 

I frequently wish I had gone into a speciality or 01 02 03 04 05 06 subspecialty that would minimise the uncertainties 
of patient care. 

I am quite comfortable with the uncertainty in 01 02 03 04 05 06 patient care. 

The hardest thing to say to patients or their 01 02 03 04 05 06 families is, "I don't know. 

When specialists are uncertain of a diagnosis , they 01 02 03 04 Os 06 should share this information with their patients . 

If I share my uncertainties with patients , I will 01 02 03 04 05 06 increase the likelihood of being sued . 

I almost never tell other specialists about the 01 02 03 04 05 06 
diagnoses I have missed. 

If I shared all of my uncertainties with my patients , 01 02 03 04 05 06 
they would lose confidence in me. 

I am afraid other speCialists would doubt my ability 01 02 03 04 05 06 
if they knew about my mistakes. 

If I do not make a diagnosis , I worry others will 01 02 03 04 05 0 6 
stop referring patients to me. 

I never tell other specialists about patient care 01 02 03 04 05 0 6 
mistakes that I have made 

I always share my uncertainty with my patients . 01 02 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 

1:\ :\ 



Th~nk you for completing Section Two . If you have an y comments you w ish to ma ke, please 
write them on thiS page . Use add itional sheets if necessary . Ensure any add it ional sheets used 
are clearly marked with the section they refer to . 

Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary 

Please turn over to find out what to do with the completed questionnaire 

Thank you for completing this questionnaire and taking part in the study. 



Before returning the questionnaire, please ensure that. .. 

• You have completed and signed the consent form on page 4 

• You have had the consent form witnessed by someone 

• If you have used any additional sheets of paper to write comments 
on, make sure that each sheet is clearly marked with the section the 
comments refer to 

• Securely attach any additional sheets to the questionnaire with a 
paper clip 

You can now return the completed questionnaire in the FREEPOST 
envelope provided to: 

Miss Lisa Cal don MBChB, FRCS (Eng) 
Clinical Research Lecturer 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD 
Academic Surgical Oncology Unit 
Division of Surgical Sciences (South) 
Floor K 
Royal Hallamshire Hospital 
Sheffield 
S10 JEF 

THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR HELP AND CO·OPERATION 

I x'- i i 



Thank you for completing Section Two. If you have any comments 
you wish to make, please write them on this page. Use add itional 
sheets if necessary. Ensure any additional sheets used are clearly 
marked with the section they refer to . 

Please turn over to find out what to do with the completed questionnaire 



Thank you for completing this questionnaire and taking part in the study. 

Before returning the questionnaire, please ensure that. .. 

• You have completed and signed the consent form on page 4 

• You have had the consent form witnessed by someone 

• If you have used any additional sheets of paper to write comments 
on, make sure that each sheet is clearly marked with the section the 
comments refer to 

• Securely attach any additional sheets to the questionnaire with a 
paperclip 

You can now return the completed questionnaire in the FREEPOST 
envelope provided to: 

Miss Lisa Caldon MBChB, FRCS (Eng) 
Clinical Research Lecturer 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD 
Academic Surgical Oncology Unit 
Division of Surgical Sciences (South) 
Floor K 
Royal Hallamshire Hospital 
Sheffield 
S10 JEF 

THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR HELP AND CO-OPERATION 



APPENDIX 4.5 Clinician questionnaire covering letter 

Dear 

Re 'Patient and professional factors influencing choice of surgery in the 
management of breast cancer: A qualitative and quantitative study ' 

Having received approval to undertake the above study by your local Research Governance 
process and Research Ethics Committee, we are now distributing questionnaires to individual 
members of your team . I therefore enclose a copy of the questionnaire for you to complete. A 
consent form is located on page 4. On completion please return it to us in the FREEPOST 
envelope provided. Piloting confirms the questionnaire takes a maximum of 25 minutes to 
complete. 

Any information you provide will be treated confidentially: No one outside the research team will 
have access to your personal responses (including other members of your team ). At the 
conclusion of the study we will provide you with feedback : The unit's data in the context of 
Trent-wide data, and if requested will provide feedback on your responses as an individual. 
This would be available only to you , no one else . 

If you have questions regarding the questionnaire or the project we are happy to answer them 
either over the phone or through email. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your involvement in this project. We look 
forward to hearing from you and to working with you on the rest of the project. 

Yours sincerely 



I \.:\ \ i 



Appendix 5 

Clinician correspondence and Interviews 

(3 Breast units) 
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APPENDIX 5.1 Clin ician interview consent fo rm 

Study Number: MREC/02/4/114 

Unit/staff 10 number: ----- -----

The Univers ity of Sheffield 

Section of Surg ical and Anaesthet ic Sciences 

Academic Surgical Oncology Unit 

& Academic Pa lliative Med icine Unit 

K Floor Royal Hallamshire Hospital 

Sheffield S 10 2J F 

UK 

Mr David Wilde BSe, MSe Tel +44 (0)114 271 1707 

SPECIALIST HEALTH PROFESSIONAL SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 

CONSENT FORM 

Surgical Management Preferences and Choices in Breast Cancer: 

A qualitative and quantitative study. 

If you wish to take part in the study, please read the statements below, and initial the 
boxes to the right if you agree with the statement. 

Please initial the box 

3. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet dated 22 nd January 
2003 (Version 3) for the above study. 

4. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any 
time, without giving any reason . 

3. I agree to take part in the semi-structured interview section of the study. 

4. I agree to the discussion session being audio recorded . 

Name of respondent Date Signature 
(CAPITAL LETTERS PLEASE) 

Witnessed by Date Signature 
(CAPITAL LETTERS PLEASE) 

Breast Unit name 

D 
D 
D 
D 



APPENDIX 5.2 Clinician interview schedule clin ician version (no prompts) 

DDDDD DDDDC 

Surgical Decision Making: 
Doctor's Interview 

Thank you for taking part in this study. 

The aim of this study is to find out how patients arrived at the decisions they made, 
in relation to their options for surgery for their illness. If at any time , you do not 
understand any of the questions, or you wish to stop the interview, please feel free 
to say so. 

All information that you will provide will remain strictly 
confidential. 

Academic Surgical Oncology Un it , Div ision of Cl inica l Sciences (CSUHT), 

Se ction of Surgical and Anaesthet ic Scie nces, K Floor, Royal Hallamsh ire 

1:\\:\ 



Checklist (Pre-Interview) 

Has the participant read the Information Sheet? 

Has the participant read through the Interview ScheduLe? 

Does the participant have any questions at this stage? (if YES, write down what they are) 

TaLk the participant through the project and what will happen during the interview 

Take the participant through the Consent Form and have them sign it 

About you and the unit you work in 

To begin with I would like to ask you a few questions about how you find working in the Breast 

Service here at <Name of unit here>. 

1 . How long have you worked in this breast unit? 

2 . What is it like to work as a specialist in this breast service? 



3· Do you feel that professionals have different styles and different ways of working, If so, what 
styles have you observed? 

Before a consultation where a diagnosis is to be given 

I would now like to talk about what happens just before a clinic begins where patients are to hear 

about their diagnosis. From this point in the interview I would like us to focus only on newly 

diagnosed breast cancer patients. 

4. When is your regular breast MDT meeting held in relation to the clinic where patients are given a 

diagnosis of breast cancer? 

5. How do you usually feel after an MDT meeting? 

6. If, at a prior consultation, it was suspected that a patient had a breast cancer, is there anything 

you, or anyone else in the team would do, or say to them, at that stage? 

7· 
What way, if any, are patients themselves prepared for the news that they have breast cancer? 



8. Prior to a consultation where you know that a patient will be given a diagnosis of breast cancer, do 
you have any expectations about what the consultation will be like an d what are they based on"? 

9· How would you describe your feelings before such a consultation"? 

During a consultation with a newly diagnosed patient 

10. Please talk me through what happens in a consultation where diagnosis and treatment options are 
being discussed with a patient with breast cancer. 

About patients' information needs 

11 . In your experience, what do patients tend to know about breast cancer and its treatment options 

before they come to see you? 

12 . What do you think are the most important pieces of information patients need or want to know 

about their diagnosis and when are they raised "? 



13· What do you think are the most important pieces of information patients need or want to know 
about treatment and when are they raised? 

What a patient is offered 

14· Within the context of your Unit's Guidelines and published research, please describe the fa ctors 
that would lead your team to offer a patient. .. 

Interviewer Note: 

Read out text in quotation marks 

liThe literature suggests that patients vary in the degree of in volvement they want when making 

decisions about what surgery to have. Some patients will want full control over the decision 

making process, some prefer to share that control, and others will prefer it if their professiona ls 

take full control. /I 

15. Do you think patients are getting the degree of choice they wane 



16. Thinking about your experiences with the patients you see [SHOW CARD 1} please look at the 
responses on the card and tell me, during consultations, who generally makes the final decision 
about what surgical treatment to have? 

• The patient tends to make the final decision regarding the treatment they will have 

• The patient tends to make the final decision about which treatment will they will 
have after seriously considering my opinion 

• The patient and I generally share the responsibility for making final decisions 

regarding which treatment is best 

• I tend to make the final decision about which treatment the patient has after 

seriously considering the patient's opinion 

• I tend to make the final decision about which treatment the patient has 

Communicating with patients who have breast cancer 

A t this point I would like us to talk about your experiences communicating with patients. In 

particular, I would like us to focus on patients in whom, for clinical reasons, mastectomy is 

not the only option. 

\.\.\.\ \ 



Interviewer Note: 

Read out text in quotation marks 

"Research has identified that patients with breast cancer tend to f all within 1 of 3 different 
decision making styles. These are: 

Active decision makers 

Collaborative decision makers 

Passive decision makers 

In this final section of the interview, I would like to ask you a few questions about how you find 
communicating with each of these types of patient during the consultation process that leads to 

a final treatment decision. I would like to start with situations with ACTIVE decision makers. 

[SHOW CARD 21 For the purposes of this study we define active decision makers as ... /I 

"Patients who tend to make their own final treatment decisions, either with or without 
seriously considering their specialist's opinion./I 

Definition adaptedfrom: 

Beaver K, Luker KA, Owens RG, Leinster 5J, Degner LF, Sloan JA. Treatment decision making in 

women newly diagnosed with breast cancer. Cancer Nurs. 1996;19:8-19 

17- Firstly, I would like you to think about a situation you have had with a patient who was ACTIVE 

about making decisions. Without revealing any confidential details, please tell me about your 

experience with them up to the point when a trea tment decision was made. 

!:\ .\\\i 



Interviewer Note: 

Read out text in quotation marks 

"{ would now like you to think about situations with COLLABORA TIVE decision makers [SHOW 

CARD 3] For the purposes of this study we define collaborative decision makers as ... 1/ 

"Patients who tend to share finaL treatment decision responsibilities with their specialist. /I 

Definition adaptedfrom: 

Beaver K, Luker KA, Owens RG, Leinster 5J, Degner LF, Sloan JA. Treatment decision making in 

women newly diagnosed with breast cancer. Cancer Nurs. 1996;19:8-19 

18. This time { would like you to think about a situation you have had with a patient who was 
COLLABORA TlVE about making decisions . Again, without revealing any confidential details, 

please tell me about your experience with them up to the point when a treatment decision was 

made. 

\xxx \ii 



Interviewer Note: 

Read out text in quotation marks as a lead in to Question 20 

"I would now like you to think about situations with PASSIVE decision makers. [SHOW CARD 4] 
For the purposes of this study we define passive decision makers as .. . " 

"Patients who tend to want to leave final treatment decisions to their specialist, either with 
or without their specialist seriously considering their opinion./I 

Definition adaptedfrom: 

Beaver K, Luker KA, Owens RG, Leinster 5), Degner LF, 5Ioan)A. Treatment decision making in 

women newly diagnosed with breast cancer. Cancer Nurs. 1996;19:8-19 



19· Finally in this section, I would like you to think about a situation you ha ve with a patient who was 

PASSIVE about making decisions . Again, without revealing any confidential deta ils, please te ll me 
about your experience with them up to the poin t when a treatment decision was made. 

Interviewer Note: 

Read out text in quotation marks 

liThe literature tells us that there are a variety of influences on patients making decisions about 
surgical treatment. .. /I 

20. Thinkingfirst of all in a wider sense, who or what do you think has the greatest influence on 

patients' decisions about which surgical treatment to have? 

21 . And thinking within the context of the breast team here, who or what do you think has the 

greatest influence on patients' decisions about which surgical treatment to have"? 

22. Is there anything else you would like to add to what we have been talking about today"? 

Checklist (Post-Interview) 



Does the participant have any questions at this stage;> (if YES, write down what they are) 

Talk the respondent through what happens next regarding ... 

The involvement of the participant 

What kind of feedback they can expect to receive and when 

Briefly what will happen with the rest of the study 

Leave contact details with the participant and thank them for their help 

Write up any notes from the interview 

xc 



APPENDIX 5.3 Clinician interview schedule interviewer version (wi th prompts) 

DODD 

Surgical Decision Making: 
Doctor's Interview 

Recorder Interview ID Code 

Thank you for taking part in th is study. 

The aim of this study is to find out how patients arrived at the decisions they 
made, in relation to their options for surgery for their illness. If at any time , you 
do not understand any of the questions, or you wish to stop the interview, 
please feel free to say so. 

All information that you will provide will remain strictly 
confidentia I. 

:-' CI 



Checklist (Pre-Interview) 

Does the participant have any questions at this stage? (if YES, write down what t hey are) 

Talk the participant through the project and what will happen during the inte rview 

Take the participant through the Consent Form and have them sign it 

Interviewer: Venue: Date: / /2003 

About you and the unit you work in 

To begin with I would like to ask you a few questions about how you find working in the Breast Service here at 

<Name of unit here>. 

1. How long have you worked in this breast unit? 

2. What is it like to work as a specialist in this breast service? 

Prompts 

Likes & dislikes 

What is the unit philosophy? 

Day to day running of the service 

Structure of the service, time after doctor, pre-op and/or home visits 

Constraints / facilitations 

What is this place to work in compared to others? 

How well do you get on with your colleagues ? 

Examples of these 

.. 
xc I I 



3. Do you feel that professionals have different styles and different ways of wo rkin g, if so, what styles have 
you observed? 

Prompts 

Impact on how consultations go and patient decision ma ki ng / satisfa ct ion 

Before a consultation where a diagnosis is to be given 

I would now like to talk about what happens just before a clinic begins where patients are to hear about the ir 

diagnosis. From this point in the interview I would like us to focus only on newly diagnosed breast cancer 

patients. 

4. When is your regular breast MDT meeting held in relation to the clinic where patients are given a 

diagnosis of breast cancer? 

Prompts 

Are patients discussed pre-op at this MDT (if NO, go to Q6) 

5. How do you usually feel after an MDT meeting? 

Prompts 

Heavy / light workloads 

Bearing upon following consultations 

6. If, at a prior consultation, it was suspected that a patient had a breast cancer, is there anything you , or 

anyone else in the team would do, or say to them, at that stage? 

Prompts 

Inklings 

Bring a relative or friend 

7. What way, if any, are patients themselves prepared for the news that they have breast cancer? 

8. Prior to a consultation where you know that a patient will be given a diagnosis of breast cancer, do you 

have any expectations about what the consultation will be like and what are they ba sed on? 
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9. How would you describe your feelings before such a consultat ion? 
Prompts 

Look for continuity / lin ks from QS 

During a consultation with a newly diagnosed patient 

10. Please talk me through what happens in a consultation where diagnosis and treatment opt ions are being 
discussed with a patient with breast cancer. 

Prompts 

Person who breaks the news 

Others in the room 

Do you have a preferred style or approach to breaking bad news to pat ients? 

If yes, please describe it? 

How do previously discussed work styles manifest in consulta t ions? 

Examples of this ... 

Who does most of the talking / questions and when asked 

What tools used? X-rays, diagrams, photographs, written information? 

Which of these do patients find the most helpful and why? 

Do you spend any additional time with the patient after the consultation? 

What are the specialist's feelings about discussing these issues? 

About patients' information needs 

11. In your experience, what do patients tend to know about breast cancer and its treat ment options befon 

they come to see you? 
Prompts 

Harder / easier consultation process 

Examples of this 

Look for continuity / links from Q7 
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12. What do you think are the most important pieces of in formation pat ients need or want to kn ow about 
their diagnosis and when are they raised? 

Prompts 

Confirmation of cancer 

Stage of disease 

Prognosis 

Survival 

Types of treatment 

Physical and psychological aspects of cancer 

Family risk of disease 

When discussing diagnosis, what do patients understand well about what is to ld to 

them? 

... And what information is understood poorly? 

13. What do you think are the most important pieces of information patients need or want to know about 
treatment and when are they raised? 

Prompts 

Likelihood of recurrence 

Likelihood of cure 

Stage of disease 

Prognosis 

Survival 

Types of treatment 

How to spot a potential recurrence 

Family risk of disease 

Coping with cancer 

When discussing treatment options, what do patients unde rsta nd well about what is toll 

to them? 

... And what information is understood poorly? 
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What a patient is offered 

14. Within the context of your Unit's Guidelines and publ ished research, plea se describe the factors that 
would lead your team to offer a patient.. . 

Prompts 

Only Breast Conservation Surgery 

Only a Mastectomy 

A choice between Mastectomy & Breast Conservation Surgery 

Other treatments - please state which 

Interviewer Note: 

Read out text in quotation marks 

"The literature suggests that patients vary in the degree of involvement they want when making decisions 

about what surgery to have. Some patients will want full control over the decision making process, some 

prefer to share that control, and others will prefer it if their professionals take full control. 1/ 

15. Do you think patients are getting the degree of choice they want? 

16. Thinking about your experiences with the patients you see [SHOW CARD 1] please look at the responses 

on the card and tell me, during consultations, who generally makes the final decision about what su rgical 

treatment to have? 

• The patient tends to make the final decision regarding the treatment they will have 

• The patient tends to make the final decision about which treatment will they will have after 
seriously considering my opinion 

• The patient and I generally share the responsibility for making final decisions regarding which 

treatment is best 

• I tend to make the final decision about which treatment the patient has after ser iously 
considering the patient's opinion 

• I tend to make the final decision about which treatment the patient has 
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Own description: 

Communicating with patients who have breast cancer 

At this point I would like us to talk about your experiences communicating with patients. In particular, I would 

like us to focus on patients in whom, for clinical reasons, mastectomy is not the only option. 

Interviewer Note: 

Read out text in quotation marks 

"Research has identified that patients with breast cancer tend to fall within 1 of 3 different decis ion 

making styles. These are: 

Active decision makers 

Collaborative decision makers 

Passive decision makers 

In this final section of the interview, I would like to ask you a few questions about how you find 

communicating with each of these types of patient during the consultation process that leads to a final 

treatment decision. I would like to start with situations with ACTIVE decision makers. [SHOW CARD 2} 

For the purposes of this study we define active decision makers as ... /I 

"Patients who tend to make their own final treatment decisions, either with or without seriously 

considering their specialist's opinion ," 

Definition adapted from : 

Beaver K, Luker KA, Owens RG, Leinster SJ, Oegner LF, Sloan JA. Treatment decision making in women newly diagnosed w ith breas t cancer. 

Cancer Nurs. 1996;19:8-19 
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17. Firstly, I would like you to think about a situation you have had w ith a patien t who was ACTIVE about 
making decisions. Without revealing any confidential details, please t ell me about your experience w it h 
them up to the point when a treatment decision was made. 

Prompts 

What happened - the story 

How did you get on with the patient and nurse? 

How did the nurse get on with the patient? 

Specialist's feelings about how things went 

How was the decision arrived at? 

What influences were apparent? 

Looking back, how satisfied were you with the experience? 

.. . and how satisfied do you think the patient was with the experience? 

At what point were you aware that you were talking to an ACTIVE decision maker? 

Did this awareness change your approach to this person? 

Interviewer Note: 

Read out text in quotation marks 

"/ would now like you to think about situations with COLLABORA TlVE decision makers. [SHOW CARD 3] 

For the purposes of this study we define collaborative decision makers as .. . II 

"Patients who tend to share final treatment decision responsibilities with their specialist." 

Definition adapted from : 

Beaver K, Luker KA, Owens RG, Leinster SJ, Degner LF, Sloan JA. Treatment decision making in women newly diagnosed with breas t cancer. 

Cancer Nurs . 1996;19:8-19 

18. This time I would like you to thin k about a situation you have ha d w it h a patient who wa s COLLABORATIVE 

about making decisions. Again, without revealing any confide nt ial detai ls, please tell me about your 

experience with t hem up to the point when a treatment dec isio n was made. 
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Prompts 

What happened - the story 

How did you get on with the patient and nurse? 

How did the nurse get on with the patient? 

Specialist's feelings about how things went 

How was the decision arrived at? 

What influences were apparent? 

Looking back, how satisfied were you with the experience? 

.. . and how satisfied do you think the patient was with the experience? 

At what point were you aware that you were talking to a COLLABORATIVE decis ion 

maker? 

Did this awareness change your approach to this person? 

Interviewer Note: 

Read out text in quotation marks as a lead in to Question 20 

"I would now like you to think about situations with PASSIVE decision makers. [SHOW CARD 4J For the 

purposes of this study we define passive decision makers as ... /I 

"Patients who tend to want to leave final treatment decisions to their specialist, either with or 

without their specialist seriously considering their opinion." 

Definition adapted from: 

Beaver K, Luker KA, Owens RG, Leinster SJ, Degner LF, Sloan JA. Treatment decision making in women newly 

diagnosed with breast cancer. Cancer Nurs. 1996;19:8-19 

19. Finally in this section, I would like you to think about a situation you have with a patient who was PASSIVE 
about making decisions. Again, without revealing any confidential details, please tell me about you r 

experience with them up to the point when a treatment decision was made. 

Prompts 

What happened - the story 

How did you get on with the patient and nurse ? 
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How did the nurse get on w ith the pat ient ? 

Specia list's feelings about how things went 

How was the decision arrived at? 

What influences were apparent? 

Looking back, how satisfied were you with the experience? 

... and how satisfied do you think the patient was with the experience? 

At what point were you aware that you were talking to an PASSIVE decision maker? 

Did this awareness change your approach to this person? 

Re-cap over last two prompts for any of the decision makers you may have missed 
out. 

Interviewer Note: 

Read out text in quotation marks 

"The literature tells us that there are a variety of influences on patients making decisions about surgical 

treatment... II 

20. Thinking first of all in a wider sense, who or what do you think has the greatest influence on patients ' 

decisions about which surgical treatment to have? 

21. And thinking within the context of the breast team here, who or what do you th ink has the greatest 

influence on patients' decisions about which surgical treatment to have? 

22. Is there anything else you would like to add to what we have been tal king about today? 

Prompts 

If you had the money and power to change one thing about the syste m he re, what would that be -;> 
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Checklist (Post-Interview) 

The involvement of the participant 

What kind of feedback they can expect to receive and when 

Briefly what will happen with the rest of the study 

Leave contact details with the participant and thank them for their help 

Write up any notes from the interview 
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APPENDIX 5-4 Clinician post interview letter 

«insert professional's name and title» 
«insert address» 

Dear «insert professional's name» 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for participating in the study 'Patient and 
professional factors influencing choice of surgery in the management of breast cancer : 
A qualitative and quantitative study'. As David mentioned during the debrief session 
after your interview, your involvement as a participant in the study is now over . 

Healthcare Professional Survey 
We have been pleased with response rate to this part of the study. All those approached 
from the unit have kindly completed and returned their surveys . The data has been 
entered and awaits analysis . 

Interviews 
All interviews within the unit have now been conducted. It was evident that all staff 
taking part had taken the time to read through the schedule as advised and prepare 
themselves thoroughly . The recordings of these interviews are currently being 
transcribed . With the completion of transcription , we look forward to starting data 
analysis. 

Feedback 
As described in the Healthcare Professional Information Sheet you received , feedback 
of results will be offered to the unit and the individual (upon request) . We will let you 
know more about this with time . 

We have been delighted with the professional approach, attitude, courtesy and help shown to 
us by all staff in the unit. We look forward to working with you all during the patient recruitment 
phase over the next few months. If you experience any problems associated with the project 
don't hesitate to contact us. 

Once again thank you for your participation . 

Yours sincerely 
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APPENDIX 5.5 Clinician finalising patient recruitment information 

FINALIZING LETTER RE IN DEPTH STUDY 3 UNITS PATIENT RECRUITMENT PHASE 
Dear, 

Re 'Patient and professional factors influencing choice of surgery in the management 
of breast cancer: A qualitative and quantitative study' 

As you are aware we have now received all the necessary perm issions t o commence the study, and are 
ready to commence recruitment of patients to it. I wanted to write to you at thi s stage t o confirm a few 
practical details and invite you to ask any questions . 

To confirm : 

• 

• 

• 

Inclusion criteria are: All women newly diagnosed with breast cancer who were/are elig ible for 
a choice of surgical treatments (breast conservation surgery or mastectomy) . 

The only exclusion criteria are : Women who were only eligible for mastectomy, and those with 
current diagnosed acute psychiatric illness, liable in the opinion of the patient's doctor to 
affect their ability to give fully informed consent. 

Information packs regarding the study should ideally be given to all eligible patients, as 
identified at the MDT, and recorded in the MDT notes by the data co-ordinator or clerk . We 
would like to be sent a list of those eligible for inclusion in the study and who has rece ived a 
pack etc. This way we will be able to keep track of recruitment . 

Please see the attached fax form which could be used for this purpose . The form could either 
be faxed to us or emailed, depending on your preference . 

• The first phase of patient recruitment is to the discussion groups. We need to rec ruit 8 
patients in total, ideally 4 who chose mastectomy and 4 who chose conservation surgery. 

• When the required number of women have been recruited to this phase, we will provide you 
with the information packs for recruitment to the questionnaire/interview phase . 

• The process of recruitment will be the same for both phases; only the patient information 
leaflets in the information packs will be different. 

• We anticipate that there will be more express ions of interest in the study in those receiving 
information about the discussion groups, than we are able to include in the groups themselves. 
We anticipate this occurring due to the proportions of those undergoing the different surgica l 
options at any point in time . These 'excess' individuals will be invited by us to partic ipate in an 
interview instead of the discussion group, that way they can still be included in the study. 

• If it becomes evident over the course of an interview that a patient has become distressed, 
David (with the patient's permission) will contact the appropriate unit team member to inform 
them of the event. 

• Following an interview David will contact the participating patient to thank them for the ir 

involvement and ask whether they have any questions or comments . Would you like him to 

inform you as to who was interviewed and when? 

If you have questions please either ring or email, and if you would like to meet up to discuss any of th is 

in person, please me know and we will arrange to come and see you. 

While I am on leave David Wilde will be conducting the majority of the patient elements of the fi eld 
work and we have clerical assistance to run the office . David will be available to liaise with you in th e , 
event of any queries and problems, so please do not hesitate to contact him (Mob ile 07810 656 075, 
office 0114 2711707). As David will be spending a proportion of his time out of t he offi ce interviewing 
he may not always be immediately available . If you have any urgent inquires Dr Karen Collins, a seni or 
Research Associate in the Academic Palliative Medicine Unit who is well versed in the project will be 
acting as David's immediate supervisor and will be available to speak to you (Office 0114 271 .... ). 
Malcolm Reed will also be available through his secretary Ann Duffes . 

We are looking forward to working with you on the rest of the project. 

As always, all the best . 

Yours sincerel y 
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Patient and professional factors influenc ing cho ice of surge ry in t he m anage ment 

of breast cancer: A qualitative and quantitative study 

Eligibility for approach for the study 

• 

• 

Patients eligible for inclusion are all women newly diagnosed wi th bre ast cancer that 
were eligible for a choice of surgical treatments (breast conse rvation surgery or 
mastectomy) . 

Exclusion criteria are : 

o Women who were only eligible for mastectomy. 

o or women with current diagnosed acute psychiatric illness, liab le in t he 
opinion of the patient's doctor to affect their ability to give fully info rmed 
consent. 

Recruitment procedure 

• Eligible patients to be identified by the patient's senior doctor at diagnos is and 
confirmation of local disease extent. 

• These patients' details are transferred to the fax form provided, to identify those to 
receive an information pack about the study. 

• All eligible women are therefore given with a unique identifier number (from the fa x 
form) which should correspond to the number on the information pack they are given . 
This will help in the event of illegible patient writing on study reply forms they return 
to us . 

• Please email or fax the form to David Wilde weekly to enable us to keep track of 
recruitment rates . 

• Study information packs should ideally be given to ~ eligible patients identified by 
the team, on the ward post operatively. (There is space on their pack letter to write 
their name and the date on .) 

• The first phase of patient recruitment is to discussion groups. When the requ ired 
number of women has been recruited to the discussion group phase, we wi ll provide 
you with the information packs for recruitment to the questionnaire/interview phase . 

• If this process works for the first phase we will use it for the second . 

• Please contact us early if you are experiencing problems with recru itment or any 
other aspect of the study, and we will try and resolve them with your help. 

Thanks . Lisa and Dave 

Patient and professional factors influencing choice of surgery in the 
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Appendix 6 

Patient Information needs and decision making 

Questionnaire 

(3 Breast units) 
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APPENDIX 6.1 Patient approach letter 

Treating breast unit letter head 

/ /2005 

Dear 

As a woman who has recently undergone surgery for breast cancer, we are writing to you and 

other women in a similar situation from across the Trent region, to see if you wou ld be 

interested in taking part in a new research study. The study is being funded by Cancer 

Research UK and being carried out by the University of Sheffield . 

The study is called "Surgical management preferences and choices in breast cancer" . You can 

find out more by reading the information sheet that comes with this letter. 

Reports published by the NHS show that in the treatment of breast cancer t here are 

differences in the numbers of women having mastectomy and those having surgery that does 

not involve the removal of the whole breast. We would like to understand more about how 

women make their decision about what operation to have for breast cancer and how they fee l 

about it . The study will investigate these reasons from both the woman's and professiona ls' 

point of view. 

Please read the information sheet and think about whether you wish to take part. Tak ing part 

or not is entirely up to you. Whatever you decide, you will still continue to receive the same 

care from your breast team. 

If you decide you would like to take part, tick the "Yes" box on the Reply Form provided. Fill in 

the rest of the form (as described in the information sheet) and post the form in the FREEPOST 

envelope provided. You don't need a stamp. When your form has been received, you w ill be 

contacted by the research team. 

If you decide not to take part, tick the "No" box on the reply form . Then post the form in the 

FREEPOST envelope and you will not contacted about this study again. 

If you would like to find out more about the study, the project secretary Mrs. Margaret Ja ne 

will be able to answer most inquiries, or put you through to M iss Li sa Ca ldon, the Lead 

Investigator. Margaret is based at the Trent Palliative Care Centre on 0114 262 0174. 

Alternatively you can email Lisaatl.caldon@sheffield .ac.uk. 

Thank you for your help. 

Yours sincerely 
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APPENDIX 6 .2 Patient information leaflet 

Surgical Management Preferences and Choices in Breast Cancer 

Please read this carefully 

You are invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide whether or 

not you wish to take part it is important for you to understand why the study is 

being done and what it will involve if you agree to take part. Please read the 

following information carefully. Discuss it with your friends and relatives if you 

wish . Please ask us if there is anything you don't understand or if you would 

like more information. You will be given as much time as you need to make a 

decision. 

Please turn over 
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Why is this study being conducted? 

The study has arisen from questions generated by reports published by the 

NHS, showing that in the treatment of breast cancer there are differences in the 

numbers of women having mastectomy and those having surgery that does not 

involve the removal of the whole breast. This finding occurs throughout the UK 

and internationally. Earlier research suggests that there are no sign ificant 

differences between the two treatments in terms of the length of time that 

people live after surgery. The differences in treatment are not related to the 

size of the tumour, the place in which it develops or to the spread of the disease 

in the body. 

The aim of this research study is to understand how patients make decisions 

about the treatment of breast cancer and why differences exist in the types of 

surgery women with breast cancer have. There are many potential reasons for 

this. Our study as a whole will investigate these reasons from both the patients' 

and professionals' point of view. 

Why have I been approached? 

This study is composed of several parts. This information leaflet tells you about 

two of them; a questionnaire and interview. We aim to recruit women from 3 

breast units across the Trent region who have undergone surgery as part of 

their treatment for their illness. The purpose of the project is to help us 

understand more about how women arrive at their decision about what type of 

surgical treatment to have for breast cancer, and how they subsequently feel 

about the decision they have made. 

We are asking all patients in this part of the study to complete a short, 

confidential questionnaire. Later on , if you indicated on the Study Reply Form 

that you would be happy to take part in the interview phase of the study as we ll , 

we will contact you and ask if you would be will ing to be interviewed by a 

researcher. 
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Who is organising the study? 

This study is being funded by Cancer Resea rch UK and sponsored by the 

University of Sheffield . The principle investigator of the project team is 

Professor Malcolm Reed from the Academic Surg ical Oncology Unit of the 

University of Sheffield . Professor Sam H. Ahmedza i from the Academic 

Palliative Medicine Unit will also be supervising the study. Worki ng on the 

project will be Miss Lisa Caldon , lead investigator, and Mr. David W ilde, 

Research Associate. 

The funders of the study will pay the researchers Lisa Caldon and David Wilde 

an annual salary to undertake the project. They will not receive any additional 

payments. No one else will be paid as a result of your participation in this 

study. 

What will happen to me if I decide to take part? 

Whether you decide to take part or not, please complete the Study Reply Form 

and return it in the FREEPOST envelope provided . You do not need a stamp. 

If you decide not to take part, please tick the box beside "No, I do not wish to 

take part in this study" and return the form to us. You do not need to fill in any 

other details on the form . 

If you do wish to take part in the study, please tick the box beside "Yes , I would 

like to take part in this study" and indicate in the section below, which parts of 

the study you would like to be involved in . You will then need to fill in the 

contact details section and return the form to us in the FREEPOST envelope. 

You do not need a stamp. 

If, on the form you agree to take part in the questionnaire , we will post you : 

• 
• 
• 
• 

A covering letter 
A Consent Form 
A short questionnaire 
A FREEPOST envelope to return both the Consent Form and 
questionnaire. 

We would ask you to complete the Consent Form and fill in the questionnaire 
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and return them to us. An envelope wi ll be provided ; you do not need a stamp. 

It is important that the Consent Form is filled in , signed and returned 
along with the questionnaire; otherwise we cannot use the information 
you provide. 

We will also be asking a certain number of patients who complete the 
questionnaire if they are willing to be interviewed . 

The interviews may be audiotape recorded with your consent. Any information 
you provide during the discussion will only be available to the research staff 
working on this study. Tapes will not be stored with any record of your identity. 
Tapes will be stored in a locked room at the Royal Hallamshire Hospital , 
Sheffield , which is only accessible to the research staff. The tapes , electronic 
transcript data and paper records of discussions will be kept until the end of the 
study and then destroyed. Tapes will be transcribed by a member of the 
research team . Access to any data stored on computer will be restricted to 
researchers working on this study and will be password protected. The same 
research team that collected the data will perform the analysis of the 
information . 

Do I have to take part? 

No. Your taking part in this study is entirely voluntary. If you would prefer not to 
take part, you do not have to give a reason . If you decide to take part, but later 
feel you do not want to continue, you are free to withdraw from the study at any 
time, and do not need to give a reason . Your consultant will not be upset and 
your treatment will not be affected . Your treatment and follow up will not be 
affected by your decision to take part in the study or not. 

What are the possible risks of taking part? 

There are no specific risks associated with taking part in th is study. If you 
decide to take part in the study we ask you to complete and sign the consent 
form, indicating whether you want to just be involved in the questionna ire part or 
whether you would also consider taking part in the interview stage as we ll . The 
questionnaire part of the project, will be posted to you and should take no more 

than 10 minutes to complete . 

If you take part in an interview, it will take about an hour to complete. For your 
convenience , the interview would usually take place in your home, but could be 
conducted elsewhere depending on your preference. If during the course of the 
interview, it is observed that you require furthe r support we would refe r you to 
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your breast care nurse. 

What are the possible benefits of taking part? 

The information we get from this study will provide us with a better 
understanding of the consultation and decision making process in breast 
cancer. At the end of the study a report will be written which will feed the 
results back into the breast service in Trent, and to you if you request it. No 
names will be mentioned in any reports of the study and care will be taken to 
ensure that you cannot be identified . 

How will this information be used? 

Anything you say will be treated in the strictest confidence. Any information 
gathered during this study will be made available only to researchers working 
on the study. 

What if I am harmed? 

As there are no specific risks associated with this study it is highly unlikely that 
you would be harmed. If you have any complaints or concerns please inform 
either the principal investigator of the project, Professor Malcolm Reed, your 
breast care nurse or a senior member of your breast team. If you are still not 
satisfied after discussing the matter you should ask to see a member of the 
Hospital Management or write to the Mrs Julie Acred (OBE) , Chief Executive, 
Southern Derbyshire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust, Derby City General Hospital , 
Uttoxeter Road, Derby, DE22 3NE. A list of potential useful contacts appears 
on page 10. 

If you are harmed by taking part in this research project, there are no special 
compensation arrangements. If you are harmed due to someone's negligence, 
then you may have grounds for a legal action but you may have to pay for it. 
Regardless of this , if you wish to complain , or have any concerns about any 
aspect of the way you have been approached or treated during the course of 
this study, the normal National Health Service complaints mechan ism is 
available to you in respect of your health care treatment. Your access to this is 
not compromised in any way if you take part in a research study. 

Will anyone else be told about my participation in this study? 
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What you tell the researchers will remain confidential between you and them . If 
you decide to take part in the study, it is advisable that your General Practitioner 
is made aware of this . We will only do this with your perm ission . If you are 
happy for us to inform your General Practitioner of your involvement in the study 
please initial the box on your consent form , "I agree to my General Practitioner 
to knowing I am taking part in this study". 

In order to obtain a full picture of the consultation and decision making process, 
your surgeon and breast care nurse will also be interviewed . They will not be 
made aware of what you have said to the researchers . 

Who can I contact for more information? 

The project secretary, Mrs. Margaret Jane will be able to answer most inquiries, 
or put you through to Miss Lisa Caldon, the Lead Investigator or Mr. David 
Wilde, the Research Associate . Margaret is based at the Trent Palliative Care 
Centre on 0114 262 0174 (extension 26). Alternatively you can email us at 
I.caldon@sheffield .ac.uk or d.wilde@sheffield .ac.uk. 

What do I need to do now? 

Whether or not you wish to take part in this study, please return the reply form 
you have been given. There is a FREE POST envelope included so you don't 

need a stamp. 

If you indicate that you are not interested in the study, we will not contact you 

further. 

If you indicate that you are interested in the study, we will send you a Consent 
Form, the questionnaire and a FREEPOST envelope . Please sign the consent 
form if you decide if you would like to take part in the study and return it 
to us. We also ask that you keep this Information Sheet for future reference . 

Feel free to call us with any queries you may have and/or talk the study over 

with anyone else. 

What if I have other concerns? 

If after reading this information sheet you decide not to take part in the study , 
but feel you need to discuss any of the issues we have raised , or you have 
other questions about this study, please contact either Miss Lisa Caldon , the 
Lead Investigator or Mr David Wilde , the Research Associate , through Mrs. 
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Margaret Jane on 0114 262 01 74 (extens ion 26) , or write to th em at the 
Academic Surgical Oncology Unit, K Floor, Roya l Ha llamsh ire Hosp ita l, 
Sheffield S 10 2J F. 

If you have any complaints about the way the investigators have ca rried out the 
study, you may write to: Mrs Julie Acred (OBE) , Chief Executive , Southern 
Derbyshire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust, Derby City General Hosp ita l, Uttoxeter 
Road, Derby, DE22 3NE. A list of potentially useful contacts appears on page 
10. 
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Useful contacts 

If you want to know more about the project 

Lead investigator Miss Lisa Caldon 0114262 

0174 

(extension 

26) 

Research Associate Mr. David Wilde 0114 262 

0174 

(extension 

26) 

If you have a complaint about the project 

Local Complaints Department All local complaints are 0800783 
directed to the Patient 7691 
Advocacy Liaison Service 
(PALS) or 

01332340 
131 

ext. 5156 

or ext. 6960 

Derby Independent Complaints Various advocates 0845650 
Advocacy Service covering different areas 0088 

Your own breast care nurse 

Please keep this information leaflet for future reference 
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APPENDIX 6.3 Patient study reply form 

Surgical Management Preferences and Choices in 
Breast Cancer 

STUDY REPLY FORM 
Questionnaire and/or interview 

Please tick the appropriate box 

o NO, I do not wish to take part in this study 

o YES, I would like to take part in this study 

If YES, please indicate the level to which you are willing to be 
involved in the study. You may tick more than one box. 

o YES, to the short questionnaire part of this study 

o YES, if approached, to the interview part of this study 

If YES, please provide us with your contact details (IN BLOCK 
CAPITAL LETTERS PLEASE) 

Name 

Contact address ________________ _ 

Telephone No 

Email address 

Date 

Please return this completed slip to us in the enclosed 
FREEPOST envelope. You don't need a stamp. 

Thank you 
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APPENDIX 6.4 Patient Information Needs and Decision Making Preferences Questionnaire 

Unit/Patient Identifier 

DDDDD/DDDDD 

Information Needs and Decision 
Making Preferences Questionnaire 

Thank you for taking part in this study. 

Please complete this questionnaire in your own time. The questions are 
easy to complete and only require you to tick a box. So to complete all the 
questions here will probably take you about 10 minutes. All the questions 
are important so we do need you to complete all of them. 

All information that you will provide will remain strictly 
confidential. 

If you have any queries about this questionnaire or the study, please contact 

Lisa Caldon on 0114 2712225 or David Wilde on 0114 2711707 

Academic Surgical Oncology Unit, Division of Cl inical Sciences (CS UHT), 

Section of Surgical and Anaesthetic Sciences, K Fl oor, Royal Hallamshire 

~ -
~ 

. . ~ 
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UniUPatient 10 number: 

CONSENT FORM (questionnaire) - Version 4 : 09/04/03 

Surgical Management Preferences and Choices in Breast Cancer: 
A qualitative and quantitative study 

If you wish to take part in the study, please read the statements below, and initial the boxes to 
the right if you agree with the statement. 

Please initial box 

5. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet dated 23rd January 
2003 (Version 3) for the above study. 

I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any 
time, without giving any reason 

6. I understand that it will be necessary for research staff attached to the study to 
access my medical records . I give permission for these individuals to have access 
to this data. 

7. I understand that sections of the research materials may be looked at by 
responsible individuals from regulatory authorities where it is relevant to my taking 
part in research . I give permission for these individuals to have access to this data. 

8. I agree to my General Practitioner to knowing I am taking part in th is study. 

5. I would like to know the results of the questionnaires once all the data has been 
analysed. 

6. I agree to take part in the above study. 

Name of respondent 
(Print in BLOCK CAPITALS) 

For office use only 

Date Signature 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
D 
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BEFORE YOU CONTINUE WITH THIS QUESTIONNAIRE, HAVE 

YOU ... 

4. READ AND UNDERSTOOD THE SURGICAL 
MANAGEMENT PREFERENCES AND CHOICES IN 
BREAST CANCER, PATIENT INFORMATION LEAFLET, 
QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEWS 

5. COMPLETED THE CONSENT FORM ON PAGE 2? 

6. SIGNED AND DATED THE CONSENT FORM? 

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT YOU COMPLETE POINTS 1 & 2 ABOVE, 

OTHERWISE WE CANNOT USE THE INFORMATION YOU PROVIDE 

IN YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE. 

IF YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE CONSENT FORM, PLEASE GO 

ONTO THE QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE NEXT PAGE. 

Please note that in the interests of confidentiality, once 
we have received your questionnaire, the consent form 
will be detached and stored separately from your 
questionnaire 
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Your Information Needs 

In this questionnaire, we would like to find out what information you would want to know when 
making decisions about your illness and the treatment you receive for it. 

A number of statements are given below that describe the information someone may want to 
know about their illness and surgical options. Please tick the box to the right of each 
statement that best describes how you feel at this time . 

What all the possible side effects are. 01 
What the surgery will accomplish. 01 
Whether or not it is cancer. 01 
What the likelihood of cure is. 01 
Which parts of the body will be involved? 01 
Exactly how the surgery will affect my body. 01 
What the daily (or weekly) progress is. 01 
What the specific medical name of the illness is. 01 
Whether it is inherited. 01 
How effective the surgery has been for other patients 01 
Examples of cases where the surgery has been 01 effective. 

Examples of cases where the surgery has not been 01 effective. 

02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 

02 
02 
02 
02 

03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 

03 
03 
03 
03 

Please turn over 
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Your Decision Making Choices 

After they have all the information they need about their illness and possible surg ica l options , 
some patients prefer to leave these decisions up to their doctor. Some prefer to share these 
decisions, whilst others prefer to make their own decisions about what surgery they rece ive . 

Please tick the box next to the statement that best describes the situation that you believe would 
be IDEAL. 

I prefer to make the final selection about which treatment I will have. 

I prefer to make the final selection of my treatment after seriously considering my doctor's 
opinion. 

I prefer that my doctor and I share responsibility for deciding which treatment is best for 
me. 

I prefer that my doctor makes the final decision about which treatment will be used , but 
seriously considers my opinion . 

I prefer to leave all decisions regarding my treatment to my doctor. 

Please tick the box next to the statement that best describes the situation that ACTUALLY 
HAPPENED during your consultation(s) . 

I made the final selection about which treatment I had. 

I made the final selection of my treatment after I had seriously considered my doctor's 
opinion . 

My doctor and I shared the responsibility for deciding which treatment was best for me. 

My doctor made the final decision about which treatment was used , but seriously 
considered my opinion. 

My doctor made all the decisions regarding my treatment. 
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I 

· . Please turn over 
Which doctor did you see during your consultation regarding your surg ical options? 

Consultant 01 
Associate Specialist 02 

Staff Grade 03 

Speciali st Reg istrar 0 4 
Basic Surgical Trainee 0 5 

Other (please state) 06 

If you can remember, please write in the name of the doctor you saw 

Please write in BLOCK CAPITALS 

What operation did you have for your breast cancer? 

None 01 

Mastectomy 02 

Wide Local Excision / Breast 
Conservation Surgery 

Other (please state) 05 

Mastectomy + Breast Reconstruction 03 1 &... ________________ ....... 

Feedback of results 

If you would like to know the results of this study, please tick the box below. 

Please let me know the results of this study when it has finished D 

Please note: This study is scheduled to run for 18 months, therefore it may be a while before 
the data is analysed and the results are available. 

That is the end of the questionnaire 
Thank you for your cooperation 

. . 
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Appendix 7 

Patient correspondence and Interviews 

(3 Breast units) 

. . . 
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APPENDIX 7.1 Patient Pre Interview Letter 

Interview: .......... . at ... .... .... . am 

Dear 

Further to our conversation on the telephone, please find enclosed a copy of the 

interview schedule for the above date. 

Please do not fill this in, this is just for you to have a look at before I vis it you so 

you have an idea of what we will be talking about during the interview. 

If you have any queries in the meantime, please don't hesitate to te lephone on 

0114 271 2225. 

Thank you again for your interest in this study and I look forward to meeting you. 

Yours sincerely 

David Wilde 

Research Associate 

e.\.\\' 



APPENDIX 7.2 Pat ient Interview Schedule Patient Version - No Prompts 

Patient Satisfaction with Surgical 

Decision Making Interview 

Thank you for taking part in this study. 

The aim of this study is to find out the views of patients about the choices they 
had, and the decisions they made, in relation to their options for surgery for 
their illness. If at any time, you do not understand any of the questions, or you 
wish to stop the interview, please feel free to say so. 

All information that you will provide will remain strictly 
confidential. 
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Checklist (Pre-Interview) 

Has the participant read through the Interview Schedule? 

Does the participant have any questions at this stage? (if YES, write down what they are) 

Talk the participant through the project and what will happen during the interview 

Take the participant through the Consent Form and have them sign it 

1. Can you tell me a bit about what you knew or understood about breast cancer before you 

realised something was wrong with your breast? 

2. Please tell me about the time from when you first realised there was something wrong with your 

breast to the time you went to hear about your results . 

3. And what happened when you went to the clinic and were told you had breast cancer? 

4. What were you told about your diagnosis? 

5. How much did you understand about what you were told about the cancer? 

6. Did you spend any time alone with the BCN after seeing the doctor? 

. . 
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7. And what happened while you were talking about wh at opera tion you could ha ve? 

8. Can you tell me more about the times you were talk ing with the DOCTOR ? 

9. Can you tell me more about the times you were talking with the NURSE ? 

10. Did the breast team give you any cancer / treatment / support informat ion ? 

11. So, please tell me what operation(s) you had for your breast cancer? 

12. Looking back, from when you were first diagnosed until now, what do you feel about the care you 
have received? 

13. Now that you have been through this experience, what do you think are the most important 

things someone with breast cancer needs to know ... 

b d· . ? 14 .... A out lagnosls. 

15 . .. . About the operation(s) they can have? 

16. Is there anything else you would like to add to what we have been tal ki ng about today? 
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APPENDIX 7.3 Patient Interv iew Sched ul e Inte rvi ewer Version - W ith Prompts 

Patient Identifier 

DDDDD/DDDDD 
Recorder Interview 10 Code 

Patient Satisfaction with Surgical 

Decision Making Interview 

Thank you for taking part in this study. 

The aim of this study is to find out the views of patients about the choices they 
had, and the decisions they made, in relation to their options for surgery for 
their illness. If at any time, you do not understand any of the questions, or you 
wish to stop the interview, please feel free to say so . 

All information that you will provide will remain strictly 
confidential. 
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Checklist (Pre-Interview) 

Has the participant read the Information Sheet? 

Has the participant read through the Interview Schedule? 

Does the participant have any questions at this stage? (if YES, write down what they are) 

Talk the participant through the project and what will happen during the interview 

Take the participant through the Consent Form and have them sign it 

Interviewer: Venue: Date: / /2003 

1. Can you tell me a bit about what you knew or understood about breast cancer before you 

realised something was wrong with your breast? 

Prompts: 

Patient's own medical history 

Patient's family's history of breast cancer 

Previous knowledge of breast cancer diagnosis and treatment - Family / friends / 

media / GP 

What was going through your mind? 

2. Please tell me about the time from when you first realised there was something wrong with your 

breast to the time you went to hear about your results. 

Prompts: 

Timeline from start to clinic 

What was going through your mind? 

C\\\ 



Feelings / fears / anxieties 

Did you talk about your initial thoughts to anyone - partner / family / f r iends? 

Did any of the doctors / nurses give a clue or hint about what the diagnosis might be? 

If YES, who was that? 

Talking to a male doctor / change of doctor? 

Had you thought that it might be breast cancer? 

Any thoughts about what you might do about it? 

3. And what happened when you went to the clinic and were told you had breast cancer? 

Prompts: 

Anyone else went with you? 

Feelings immediately before clinic 

Expectations about what you might be told / happen next? 

4. What were you told about your diagnosis? 

Prompts: 

How was the news broken to you - who told - any aids or tools 

Hearing about the results / diagnosis 

Was the patient in normal clothes or a gown? 

Was there anything about the doctors / nurse in the clinic? 

Was there anyone else in the room at time? 

During this time, how did you get on with the doctor / nu rse ? 
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What were your feelings knowing you had breast can cer? 

5. How much did you understand about what you were told about t he ca ncer? 

Prompts: 

What did you understand about what was said to you? 

Was there anything you found difficult to understand or take in? 

If you didn' t understand some things, do you think the doctors and nurses picked up 

on that? 

If YES, did they help you to understand? Who did? 

Did you have any thoughts about what treatment you might want at that stage? 

Did you get the impression that there might be one treatment better than another? 

6. Did you spend any time alone with the BCN after seeing the doctor? 

Prompts: 

What did you talk about? 

Did you have any further contact with the BCN? When? Where? Any other times? 

7. And what happened while you were talking about what operation you could have? 

Prompts: 

Who talked to you about what operation(s) you could have? 

What aids / tools were used? 

What did you know about breast cancer operations before th is? 

Throughout the consultation, who asked most of the quest ions? 

Who did most of the talking? 

. . 
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8. Can you tell me more about the t imes you were tal ki ng with the DOCTOR ... 

Prompts: 

When talking about what operation you would have, do you feel the doctor li stened to you? 

Do you feel the doctor understood your needs? 

Do you feel the doctor understood your concerns? 

Did the doctor seem to have a particular treatment in mind? 

9. Can you tell me more about the times you were talking with the NURSE... 

Prompts: 

When talking about what operation you would have, do you feel the nurse listened to you? 

Do you feel the nurse understood your needs? 

Do you feel the nurse understood your concerns? 

Did the nurse seem to have a particular treatment in mind? 

10. Did the breast team give you any cancer / treatment / support information? 

Prompts: 

Who gave it you and when? Did they go through it with you? 

Could you take this information home with you to look at? How useful was it? 

Only ask these if it has been established that the patient understood that they had a choice of 

treatment options. 

• Were you told when your options might be? 

• Were you told you could change your mind? 

• Did you ask if it would be possible to change your mind afte r opting for one or 
a nother treatment option? 

• How long did it take you to make up your mind about what surgery you might 

have? 



11. So, please tell me what operation(s) you had for you r breast cancer? 

Prompts: 

Influence of doctor / nurse / family member / friend on the decision made 

Was there someone to speak to from the team in between talking about your t reatment and 
having your operation? 

Were you given or did you look for, find or were given any other information about breast 
cancer and its treatment? 

GP 

Relatives 

Friends / Neighbours 

Support groups 

Books 

Magazines 

Video (5) 

Internet 

Telephone help line 

Only ask these if it has been established that the patient understood that they had a choice of 

treatment options. 

• How was that decision made? 

• Time to make a decision? 

• Do you feel you had the amount of choice you wanted? 

• What was the most important thing you were told that helped you make your 
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12. Looking back, from when you were f irst diagnosed until now, what do you feel about the care you 
have received? 

Prompts 

Has it met your expectations? 

In what way did it not meet your expectations? 

If you were told you could change something about the service, what would it be? 

13. Now that you have been through this experience, what do you think are the most important 
things someone with breast cancer needs to know .. . 

Prompts 

.. . About their diagnosis? 

... About the operation(s) they could have? 

14. Is there anything else you would like to add to what we have been talking about today? 

Checklist (Post-Interview) 

The involvement of the participant 

What kind of feedback they can expect to receive and when 

Briefly what will happen with the rest of the study 

Leave contact details with the participant and thank them for their help 

Write up any notes from the interview 
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APPENDIX 7.4 Patient interview consent form 

CONSENT FORM (patient interview) 

Surgical Management Preferences and Choices in Breast Cancer: 
A qualitative and quantitative study. 

If you wish to take part in the study, please read the statements below, and initial the 
boxes to the right. 

Please in itial box 

1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet dated 23rd 

January 2003 (Version 3) for the above study. 

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at 
any time, without giving any reason 

3. I understand that it will be necessary for research staff attached to the study to 
access my medical records . I give permission for these individuals to have 
access to this data . 

4. I understand that sections of the research materials may be looked at by 
responsible individuals from regulatory authorities where it is relevant to my 
taking part in research. I give permission for these individuals to have access 
to this data. 

5. I agree to the discussion session being audio recorded . 

6. I would like to know the results of the interviews once all the data has been 

analysed 

7. I agree to my General Practitioner to knowing I am taking part in this study. 

8. I agree to take part in the above study. 

Name of respondent Date Signature 

ResearCher Date Signature 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

D 
D 
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Appendix 8 

Framework Example Patients 
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n 
;..-: 
;..-: 
;..-: 

;..-: 

59.7 

interview 

(days) 

ideal vs 

percieved vs 

coder imp,& 

Coder info 

seeki ng imp = 

ACTIVE 

34 !Pt ideal= 3 

Pt actual= Z 

Coder DMSlmp= 

I Coder info 

seeki ng Imp = 
ACTIVE 

Background 8. HCP style 

General i ,e age, [priOr epectations & experience ' lpatient Journey (how long and 
mari tal status, e1l1ni ci 1)' Re di sease, own symptoms, Rx(lnc, who saw) 

I( ... ommunlcation & interpersonal skills Iconvnunication & interpersonal skills 

DOCTOR NURSE 
employment, PHMx source), 

Lotof prior experience: FHx : mum, 2 I SYMPTOMATIC lump(2). GP next 

aun1i es & 3 cousi nsCI), Mum M x @ 42 , day(2). OPA 1017 later(2), H 'band cari ng ' , 'vsi ncere'(6). DIRECT bo1l1(6), DA come to see ptat admi ssion(7). 

Mum,42, 2 of mum's 

aun1i es & 3 cousi ns(I), 

PATIENT 

DETERMINED RE OP 

CHOICE FROM 

OUTSET(4 ,7), 

present(3), DC , voi ced suspicions(3), LANGAUGE USED(5), BCNS LIsTENED TO NEEDS & 

'wi 111 a vengeance' , deceased shortly IPtknew wonted M x(4), Sow BCN(3), THOROUGH(4 ,5,6 ,78). SUGGEsTED Mx CONCERNS, ' v , much so'(8). Everyone was 

). No friends have it(I), Br Co Results 1/52(3), H'band, BCN, & was a 'v.big op'(5). 'defi nitely' LISTENED reassuring(6), 

clinic nu rse present(5), DC confirmed TO NEEDS & CONCERNS(8), Everyone 

regular checks(I). Abscess in 01l1er ICa(4). pt chose Mx(4 ,7 ,8). In haspi tal was reassuri ng(6), 

breast 2/12 prev, checked 'every 45 hours postop(7), Uneventful 

day ... obessed wilh it'(l). Knew not just recovery(7). Grode 3, Ln clear(8), 

and abscess, s1i cki ng lhrough, qui te DXT(8). Seen oncologi st, v. 

hard, 'hoped I 'd broke a rib'(Z), Read aggressi ve Co, having chemo(9). 

s10ries in media(9). AWARENESS Awailing apptfor 'gene test' (12). 

OF CHOICE , OPS & Rx's(I,4), 

MARRIED(I), Br Co = a lump , somelhing abnormal(l) Regular mammo(I), Xmas03 noliced 

TEACHER(8), Regular Iry or 2ndry(I). If Iry expected a dimpling , no lump(I), Showed 

mammograms(l). FHx : Mx(I).' More di ffi cult' if a 2ndry(I), h'band(I) , lhought i t was a muscle as 

Aunt(I). Neighbour = a GENETIC & NON-GENTIC FHx Co large breasted(I) , didn 'tlhink itwas 

confldent(Z), 'So we were very .. ,alert'(I): Aunt(Br rnu ch( IO). March 04 , Iarger, GP 

Co & Lung)(I). Husbond 's sister Br Co REFERRED(I). OPA : Decl,Z), 

DC: OPEN , THOROUG H(2 -3 ,6,7 ,8 ,9 ,1O), 

SIMPLE LANGUAGE(3 ,9): 'preClse'(3) & 

c1ear'(3 ,9). OPEN CHOICE GIVER, NO 

PREFERENCE(Z ,8) 'v , nice .. kind .. good 

bedside manner ' (Z ,6 ,9). 

'gentle ... helpful '(4). GOTON WELL , 

(Mx , tamoxi fen , di ed 7 yrs later from REsULTS IN 1/52(Z) + H 'band(2 ,3) & 'cou ld talk to hi m' , DIDN'T feel 

bone mets)(I). Husbond - I cousin , Br BCN (MB)(3), CHOsE Mx(4), IP inlimidared(4) & UNDER S TOOD NEEDS & 

Co , hod Mx , gave pt i nfo(5), another 417(10), BCN vi sted pre & postop , CONCERNS(8), 

COUSin bowel Ca(l). EXPECTED CONS broughtlnfo(5). PoS'top: bitpainful SH: ' '' 'JustasnlCe '(3 ) 'I fe lt reall y 

WOULD TELL HER WHAT TO HAVE under arm(l). OP REsUL TS Z/5Z confldent'(3), ONCOLOGIST, no bedSide 

(Mx)(4) & PREPARED SELF FOR (DC)(8): rests clear I ni tally , but manner, didn ' t mI nce words, felt 'she ll -

IT(4), oncologl S't SOld 'somelhi ng at lop of sho cked' ofrerwards(4), 

femJr '(IO). MRI scan , awol ~ng 

results(lO ). SH FOR follow up(3). 

Bolh: v . good & v . kind(3), Reall y helpful , ' I 

give lhem 10 outof 10'(3), 'I fe lt really 

confidenf(3), UNDERSTOOD NEEDS & 

CONCERNS(8) MB KIND(6) & 

REA SS URING(5 ,9 ), Ca lnned uS down , 

soo thing , helpfu l(5) DA, 'did the sonne 

thl ng ' (5 ,6), KIND ' gove nne a ther thl ngs 

f or my both ... really appreclOted thot' (6) 

BOTH EXPRESSED NO OP 

EFERENCE(8) 

"'T1 .., 
OJ 

3 
I'D 
:E 
o .., 
A 

S 
OJ 
.-+ .., 
X 

I'D 
X 
OJ 

3 
"0 
I'D 
.-+ 

:E 
o 
"0 
OJ 
.-+ 

I'D 
:::l 
.-+ 
VI -.., o 
3 
3 
I'D 
0... 
C 

3 
S 
::0 
C 
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Looked on Internet, gota lot of inf o, a little 

helpful(9). 

IN FO SEEKI NG S TR A TEGY: H' tond come 

to consulta n on SO, to !h could p, c k up Inf o , 

pu t toge !her a t home . get fu II pI c ture(2 ) 

Hu stond's cousIn (Co), gave INFO(5) 

Acessibility: general perce~tion" 

team vs other (who &·what". 

infortmtion) 

BCNS: could get !hem all 

DC : VOICED hi s suspicions, 'prepared me' FOR 

BAD NEWS(3). CONFIRMED Co, SIZE, 

DESCRIBED OPS & SEs( 4 ,5,8), went into 'a lot 

of deloil'(6), EMPHASISED ptchaice(4) + small 

co & Mx = bIg Op, Dlscussed(5,8). CHECKED I F 

PT CHANGED MIND RE OP(?). 

BCN: WENT THROUG H WORST CASE 

SCENARIO, 'Way she lolked .. made me !hlnk 

even mare .. cancer'(3). ENCOURAGED TO BE 

+VE , REASSURED 'notdeflnite'(3). POST DIAG 

SPOKE LITTLE WITH BCN(?). 

TOOLS : CONS: drew dlagrams(5) & famIly 

tree(8). BCN: conloct card(?). 

CON S : confI rmed ' lump ' (@ Bx)(l) & 

EXPRESSED SUSPICION OF Co( I.2), 

CONFI RMED DIAGNOSIS . GAVE OpnONS(2) 

& EXPLAINED IMPLICA nONS INC ADJ . 

Rx's(2 -3 , 7 ,8.10) & POSTOP SYPMPTOMS(6). 

NON· DIRECnVE(2 ,8 ,10) & EMPHASISED 

CHOICE(2). OPEN , HONEST, STRAIGHT 

FORWARD , KIND , 'good bedSIde manner'(2). 

THOROUGH(2-3 ,6 ,7 .8 ,9.10). USED SIMPLE 

LANGUAGE(3): 'precl se'(3) & c lear '(3,9). CONS 

dId most of !he 1oIklng(6). 

BCNS : REASSURING(5 ,9): Colmed uS down , 

soo!hlng . helpful(5). STAGGERE D INFO: 

D nmescales , postop pragmancs(5 ) 

VIS IT, ga ..... e Info on exerc1se.s(5) . po'n 

connrol(6) & prosthesl s(6) 

TOOLS : Dlograms(2 ,3). WRITTEN INFO RE 

ANAE STHETIC , PAIN CONTROL(6) 

DM process 

DC: v . suspicious(3), Knew at!h is paint 

wanted Mx( 4). BCN: not to worry, Rx has I test(5), Reconstrucli on(12), 

advanced, early steges OR' ... mig ht be 

oo!hing'(3), @ DIAG: 'definitely' Co, 16mm, 

found early , .. . ei ther have ' lump removed' or 

'w hole breast off' , ... YOUR choi ce(4), ' I 

!hink he .. preferred ... !he lump removed'(4) 

COZ saId Mx 'v . big op·'(5). Take out all Ln & 

explal ned RE numbness & post op 

sensatlon(5) 5 wks DX T WITH BCS(S) adj 

Rx's(8) . Dlscsused 'genes test' , strong 

chance carryIng Br Co gene(5,8). Just 

before op a sked I f wanted to change mi nd(7). 

POS T OP: Grade 3 Co , good Job we moved 

qUlckly(8), 50:50 chance of chemo(9), 

Talked RE reconstruclion postadj Rx's(12) . 

BCN : didn't lo lk a lot WI !h . wanted to go 

. Gave contact card(?). 

: II . aggressive Co , chemo . sa id 'I 

know It. .come from nowhere '(9), 

: @ Bx :' 90 r. !hat It wa s Ca ' (1 ,2) @ 

INFO(l ,4). CONS INFO: DIRECT 

ILANGUAGE(5) & went Into a lot of 

delool(4 ,5 ,6 ,78). PERCEIVED CON S 

PREFERENCE: 'I !hink he .. preferTed. !he 

lump removed'(4) . COZ sa Id Mx v bIg 

op(5), 

Use of arm postop(6), IMPORTANCE OF GOOD UNDER S TAND ING OF BA S I CS RIO 

SELFO/E&EARLYREFERAL( IO). TO BE CA&Rx( I,3. 4 )COZ : FHx(8), Hu stond &p l 

ng , I would need el!her WLE or Mx, he GIVEN bo!h opn ons( 10) SOME pI cked up Inf o (app l) & pul Ioge ltoe r a I 

do op(2), 'DIdn't tell me whI ch one to GUIDANCE FROM CONS SO NO NEED home (fu ll pl c rureX2 ) & CONS US ED 

.. up to me to declde'(2) , explaIned to!h FOR 2ND OP LATER(IO) PRIOITY SIM PLE LANGUAGE 'We under srood '(3) 

lIy(7 ,8.10). If WLE : how performed, NEEDS: ' BedSIde manne r' IS Imporlnnl(ll), ' I !hlnk we understood 0 11 of who l he 

n CAL IN FO: how long In hosp,lnl , 

p f cau Id usc hands. do JObs a t ho~(5) 

. VISIted pr ga .... e Info on e.xerc 1se.s(5) 

n conTrol(6) & proS'Ttlcs, '5(6) 

sold'(4) 



n 
X 

Options given (inc implications of 

options) 

as soon as DC said he was suspicious, 'if 

offered the lump or full Mx' , pt knew she 

wanted Mx(4). DC gave options WLE & Mx 

& i mplications(4,8) INC 5/52 DXT WI-m 

BCS(8) 

WLE OR Mx (2 ). DIDN ' T EXPRESS A 

PREFERENCE( 2,8 ,1O), -mOROUGH RE 

IMPLICATI ON S OFOPS AND ADJ. 

Time to rroke decision & feelings 

about amount of time 

As soon as DC sai d he was suspi cious, 

ptknew she wanted Mx(4) Ptchose 

Mx(4,7,8) & didn't change mi nd(?). 

Straightaway'(8). KNEW WANTED 

Mx AS EARLY AS GP VISIT(8). 

CHOSE Mx(4): ' 100% certoin ' 

(recurrence fears)(8) . DIDN 'T 

CHANGE MIND(8) . 

EXPERIENCE(I,4), SO Not surpri sed @ havi ng 

choice(8) As soon as DC said he was suspicious, ptknew 

she wanted Mx , 'I wasn't playi ng at it (WANTID .. . all 

gone'(4 ,8), never have peace of mind if BCS(5,8,1O) 

NO DM DIFFICUL TY(4,5,7,8.10) HAD AMOUNT OF 

CHOICE SHE WANTED(IO) 

It.:.-Irl-.. ..+ influence O~ DM 

What would youadvise?,.. Reply & 1(& o'!her influences) 

reactiOrlof HCP if aSked'for '!heir 

DIRECTlY, BUT 'I think he (Cons) ' ... 1 EXPECTATIONS/FEAR: STRONG FHx(I). 

think he would have preferred me to have Nothing specific thatptwas told(9). ' from 

the lump removed. INT: WHAT MADE YOU when he fi rst told me that he was 

THINK -mAT? Patient. He said itwasa suspicious, I'dalready made my mindup 

very bi g operation havi ng a full Mx , ... 1 got that, if I was offered the lump or the full 

the impression he thoughtI didn't need to mastectomy, it would be the whole ... 1 

have the whole Mx ' ( 4 ,5). wasn' t playi ng at it. It'd be all gone .. . 1 

could never have ... had as much peace of 

mi nd if I" d just had the lump remo ved, 

.. thinking , .. whatif they've mi sseda IIt't1e 

bitround itand .. 'Q(5)+(4-5,8 ,1O) 

-mOUGHT CONS WOULD TELL HER WHATTO HAVE: Idid not ask , & RECEIVED NO-DIRECTIVE IEN SURE COMPLETE REMOVAL & AVOID 

'but it was up to me really'(4). PRE-CONS -mOUGHT: INFO, BUT -mOUGHT SOME GUIDANCE 2ND OP(8 ,9 ,1O) ' that the lump was Co I 

'It'll be a Mx .. must do that .. must choose that'( 4). 

' .. wanted to getridaf it. what's the po i ntaf vanity(8). 

PT THOUGHT SOME GUIDANCE COULD BE GIVEN 

FROM CONS SO NO NEED FOR 2ND OP LATER(IO). 

COULD BE GIVEN FROM CON S SO NO 

NEED FOR 2ND OP LA TER(IO). 

dn ' t see any other opl1 on really' (9 ) 

wonted to be ' 100 ,),. certoln ' (8 ),' n d of 

1t'(8). AESTHETICS = 2N DRY ' what' s 

the pOl nt of van l ty ' (8 ). 



1 thing to change 

been better If I 'dgone private(IO). 

DISSATISFACTION : Hospital food(IO.lI). 

FACTION : Sc reenIng unI 1(2 ). TEAM INO CHANGE TO 

MUNICATION '" INFO GI VI NG S TYLE CONSULTATIONS(9). 

.3.4 ,6 ,8 .9). BCNS( 3 ,5 ,6 ,8 ,9) TEAM HOSPITAL: bu sy ward, 

AS A W HOLE: 'r felt really confldent' (3). 

SPEED OF J OURNEY(8 ). W ro tten Info 

usef ul(9) OVERALL CARE (9) 

DISSATISF ACTION : Onco logl st 

COMM UNIC ATION STYLE( 4) Busy hospItal 

ward . dIdn ' t sleep(9) MRI scanner 

'c Ioustophobl C ' ( 10) 

About Cancer diagnosis, living 

with cancer, family / sodal 

aspects of havi ng cancer, etc, 

than the cancer: 'terrif ies 

IDIAGNOSIS: ' .. itwas like history I me' , fr iends mum died in 

ting itself ... 1 was .. . 20 when my theatre FOR MINOR OP(4). 

think I had fit .. . crying and sobbing 

and , I was posi ti ve and I knew 1'd get 

through it. I was more worn ed about 

being put to sleep , the anaesthetic , 

than actually the cancer.' (4). 

J-tJsband's mai n concern was I was sti II 
here(3). Di dn ' t have any feel i ngs, 

numb , v . qUlej(6 ,7) , thoughts RE 

practical matters. adj Rx , haIr 105s(6). 

IConcerned RE daughter . th i nkl ng of 

As Soan as DC sa id he was 

S\Jspicl OUS, pt knew she 

AT HEARING NEW S 'shattered'(2). FEAR OF RECURRENCE 

J-Usband has COPED worse THAN PT WITH BCS(8 ,9): ' 1 didn ' t 

THOUGHOUT EXPERIENCE(6 ,7): see any other opMn .. .'(9) 

They 9Jffer 112 the pa ln(7) V. ' .. . wanted ta be ' IO O,)," certaIn 

dlffl cultta tell friends & kids .. rldof it ' (8). AESTHETICS 

teaches(8). '(friends) thought I was '2 NDRY' .what' s the pO lnt of 

on the death list ... As soon as they hear vanity ' (8). 

bIg 'c they th ink that 's the end '(8). 

DXT & endocri ne 

NO COMMENTS . 

Mechanisms Extra information 

Anything interesting, 

but which doesn't fit 

elsewhere l 

TRU ST IN TEAM & I Bedside manner ' I S 

BEING importanl( ll ). 

IN FORMED(2 ,3.4 ,5 ,6 ,8 ,9 

SUPPORT H'BAND . 

Field note info CocI"r 

DW 15/ 10/ 04 

W 11 10 / 04 

& J 01 nt c heck 

271 10104 
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Framework Example Clinicians 

cxliii 



cx li v 



personnoly upset. Finds DelS easier 10 tllk 

about COl ' i ts bJd .. but .. .' (4) 

prepares - beforehand. 

ABLE IN ROLE. 

2 112 yr s a s consulbnt , 1 yr a s S pA. In 

Worked In No tts bef orehand(S). MDT. 

& Thu rS oft (3) . W ORKLOA D 

OM & HCP style 

ing mechanisms re Job. bod new<. ek. Perception & environment) COmmJnication & Interpersonal SELF 

Don' tge t too involvedlclose(4). Very busy unit. TeamNorking , cross cover, no heirocny. good RECOGNISES SELf-UMITA lIONS ' ... 0 bit' 'progrrotic ' (7) , 

SES WIn-t Nursing AssiS10nt (NA) & gelS bunch. like-minded. relaxed(l). MDT rrakes feel ' confi dent' 'dcgrra~ <'(15) .. .. doc1or knows besL' (hopes not that bod)(7). 

to give POSTIVE feedback (re:consul'kition) 'organised'(2) ' .. we.'re .. lnJch tt-e sorre age group but there ' s 'prooobly biosed ... biking down 10 them in ... patient's eyes .. 

' .. say so~thin9 you want to hear .. .'(6). probably 0 I5-year spread with tre being the olde:stand I Q certain point(in consultltion) then con 'go no tuttler ' 

RESIGNA TION if went body . .. oh well thais 1 think the way they hove developed ... means that they do spend QQQ(l.4 X15) SEEMS RESIGNED : if went body ... oh well thais 1 

in .. .' (6) . RELIANCE ON BCNS(1.4 .5,15) TO FILL rrore ~"" biking 10 pa~enis whereas I 1ry and judge how the in .. .' (6) & RELIES ON BCNS 10 'pick up the pieces" QQQ(1 .4) & 

IN n-tE GAPS & ' pi ck up the pieces"QQQ(l). 

nt c read notes. 

slots , e .... en if It rreans s10rnng eli ni c loier(2 ,10). 

EXPERIENCE ' You leorn ' (errontional side. of 

breoking bod news). COM FORTA BLE IN ROLE & 

canf ide.ntaf team s1ondards(lO). 

hent's 'bking things or accepting things , and go on as 

lropriarely I think, with sr"l>01hr or fact, to a certcin 

ntand then I think I can go no furfher really and .. . that's 

I tro .... e 'them on to ~ breast care nu rses to pi ck up 1he. 

I ' m only the S1ortof the infortronon , dont lea .... e "",i th my lost 

cotMlen1(4 .5) they 're (BCNs) the ' Iet out clouse ' QQQ(1 .4)( ... . O.101i 

unlucky for us ooth to be ha .... ing a bld day(6). Sorre exciterrent 

before a consultation coz ha .... e: ' pri .... eledgr.:d inforrrotion'(4) & 

so 'there are different styles certai nly • I ha .... e:n't I ' there' s a sort of exci1'e~ntoboutgetting bad news ' (6) . 

them. .. but'they do spend 'twice as long wi th them as I DISCOMFORT WITH C. ... NCER easier to tllk ooout DCIS coz its 

very good ~m, contortoble( 

rrore positi .... e(3.4) . No e:xpec1otions of how consulJJtion wi II go: 

'ofiEn cantrerretrber them' till i see their face , then ' ItrNghtcorre 

bock 10 1re .. .' (3). 

MESSAGE. CONFIDENT. BALANCED(25· gen 

obs). n-tOROUGH prepares·. beforehand(2 .10 .11). 

PERFECTIONIS T: go through things 10 my so~sfac~on(l1) . DON'T 

.... SS UME pt info/ reaction(5)/ info giving by colieogues(l1). OPEN. 

HONES T(4 ,5): if asked directquestion(4) , but sorretirres fudges 

OF TE ... M. 'Can do people' do e x tr'o to achive lanswer - i .e . am i going 10 die? I certainly hope no t. '(12). GOOD 

1orgeis(1). En-tO S: CONS ISTENT MESSAGE . pr01ocol COMM UNICA TION SKILLS(3.4,7 .8 .9 .10.12 .14). KIND . 

I ndividuali ty . and I tf, j nk probably across the: 

board 'the: ~st care nurses are very good at reinfor Cing our 

team rressoge and .1 personally don' t"ttli nk th:J t they n-cke a 

tdea l of difference to de.CISJons because I "ttIlnk they 

just sing wi "ttl the sarre hyrm sheet as .... e do: (S5015 , high 

MR unit. pl -2)BCNs REITERATE MESSAGE @ VARIOUS 

With co nsultonts ... so careful to docurrentaccuro1ely what 

d iscussed with pts(6 ). 

SENSITIVE . EMPAn-tIC & HOLISTIC (DESPITE TIME IN JOB) 

BUT KEEPS BOUNDARIES . RESPECTRJL OF PTS . COMFORTABLE 

TIME The: ' clock j s irrelevant to rre ' spend as long a s the: 

pt needs , even if It rreans overrunning(2). 

cation & interpersonal ski lls other DOCTOR 

wi "ttl patients , so presume they soy rrore(1) 

.... ery good with pts . but ~re rrotter o f fac t: give s ~ baSIC 

, rest filled I n by the nursr:s(2). 

ng my Jo b to 1he best o f my DI FFERENT PERSONAUTIE S/S TY LES(2 ). SO """ .,1. 0 

& work hard to ~p It very pro f esslonal (4 ) & 91 ve them of In fo( 2 ). a nd o thers give ",,,"''''..1 ", In( 0 leave rest to B 

. BUT CONTROLLING (general obs. over Int) NO HH). so rne drv~ lop . good rapport" &. 'c rrt>O thl Sir: ' ( 2 ). olhcrS ' keep II 

iE APPRO ... CH & LANGU"'GE(4 ,5 ,6 ,JI ) HONEST(8 ). on 0 .... e ry pro feSSIonal ba SI s ' (2) 

I). ?TAILOR5 CONSUL TA TION(4 .S ) & APPRO ACH. OR 

'"(Jt I ho ve ~id(6) · BUT Be Ns not ln 1'te Info ) If 'you wont to JJkAe i t , Its up 'Ia you '(6 } & CAN MA KE 

~IED5 NO T TO . BUT GE TS EMO TIO N"' LLY \ ~) If a really d IffIcult consul 1tJh on . but Othr.rwl$r. 

INVOLVED 9f! ts erro tt ona l1 y do men'=tUy RESOLU TION ' ne x t' (a s no hrre )(6 ) · S EEMS 

c .. ho us'Cd@ end o f a re9 • .tItS c linI C COl tryi ng CON W ADITCTORY WITl4 S ENTInVE , 

to ~p I I vt:.ry prof e u-o no l do 9 1""1: the.m I NVOLVED 

hl .... e Indj..,.ducl s1yle(2). BCNs role IS to rei ~ro~ INOT" I ts my Job to 91 ve, you Infor rn:ltl on (pt co"", lalns too rruch 

i on(5) , UNIT LAYO UT NOT IDEAL , cOn"ldor walk "'SSUMPTIO NS RE PTS RA n-ER THAN INQUIRING I I: c ldrrly . 

'probably not the best'(5) 'SOCial probll:m' / tlln.ess (orttrtt'ls ) & Mx dl r"Cc h on(l3 ) USES 

BODY LANGUAGE: eye contcc T(5 ) & CO UNSELLING S K..I LLS(5) 

~duco~ those With Incor-re c t pre.conc leved I dens (Mli do no 

r"f!. curre.ncc)( l3 ) RECRUITS pr s PARTNER TO 9f! 1 rhIe: pa tt en ' to 

rrcke ' The rI9htdr:CI~ on ' QQQ(l4) 
hopc(4) F! \.JCi~Y1:- C, (Lf ... S O PFtJ Ir.J F-(1 

.1.1 L.'t 1 I j P I'»QOQ(\I)) (ONf1DftJT 

I J..,I 1 ~ J" J TI j . \ ,~ \\, \ c\ u: .-r J ;4 t • c.,C',D 
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The 'girls'(BCNs}(2} get more 

and patient'semotions(4}. TI<USTS BCNs SKILLS: INFO 

,SUPPORT(I,4 ,5 ,6}, ENSURE PT UNDERSTANDING : !hey 

conversntion on a trore si milor 'level'(15) & pati ent troy better 

express 1'hemselveslosk rrore questions etc .(6) 

Sing from 'the serre hyrm !Vario ble. : 

thy . sorre keep It 'profcSSlonal ·(2). BCNS 

own or o1hers' exper iences, younger rroy have be.en on the ne:t& 

know 'or think 'they know everything ' (ll), Info more occuro12 if 

have 0 friend or relative 'treated for br co(11 ,26) , esp if recentiy 

1re.oted(1l). Most know they wontnecc need Mx (13} 

varies depending on age(6) , PT INTERPRETA nON OF 

geography - NCH vs DCG H & no . inremetpoges (>@ NCH ){6 ). 

Elderly 'pre-conceived notions' (6) &-1 ha ve to ' bra in-wash ' 1'he.m 

inl'o forgetting the way thing we.re do~ in the pos1(6 ,7). Info from 

fiends . family , pcrsonal c xpcrlcnce , net(6) . MEDIA CAN 'distort 

thI ngs ' (7) . COMPARES corre.ctVs incoM"ectinfo(6}), MYTHS : 

& ",or 10ss(B). TIME/ENERGY CONSUMING IF ' KN OW ' 

, eaSicr 1'0 deal WI'" thoSf: wno know a li t1k: (7). Ta.kcs t ime 

check correc tness and 1"'f: - c4Jcote & e.xploin ."'y certain 

not fec.siblc (csp net surfers)(7 ) 

I
HONEST1r( notlo moke promises I cantkeep(4}. TI<Y TO 

TNTI'QPQI'T PATIENT REACTION & TAILOR ... go on 'wi lh 

fact'. CONTI<OLLING: swe.p!he slare clean(7) & 

PT TO OWN (INFO GIVING) AGENDA: ' .. Justforget 

(prior info) .. .' (7) ge.tthe:m bock to the bit in quesnon if they'~ 

oft(asking qus}(6} - SEE PRIOR INFO COLUMN. Focus on 

unless ' too di~.ssed' . then 1urn to h' bond(5). Keep checking 

unders1ond(5} BUT FOCUS QUES TIONS on o!hers in !he 

}. REACTION TO OWN LIMITATIONS (PTEMOTION & 

: can 'go no futher ' and move ftoemon to the BCNs to ' pick 

!he pieces' QQQ (1 .4) . TOOLS : pen lhing(5 ,6). 

' .. . giw. a wry balanced view(options 

. .' (25). If suspicious 'hints ot' & a sks 'anyfttin9 else you'd like 

"..,?'(4). GENTLE APPROACH Slondard 'patrer'(12 ,20) 

HuuROUG H EXPLA NA TION IN SIMPLE . CLEAR LANGUAGE & 

TION(3 .4 ,7 ,B,9 ,10 .11,12 ,14), TAILORED TO PT 

I nothwn vc:)( 4) . on rare oecasl ons if v .srrcll co and v large breast or 

need quick Op under LA (16 ,22). ' s1eer !hem (BCS)' Q(16 ) 

exp lains via ddailed crowing s &. reefers rock/shows@ 

whatwe . .' (9) , Invl~ s qus@ S1tlrtand 

Tn es to keep ' loose conan' re lo'" ve' s in check (checks pt 

.10). IF PROBS OM : use e xo""l.s & 

BODY LANGUAGE eye con1OcI(5 ). DRIP FEED INFO UNTIL 

OF DIAGNOSIS(3 -4 .?). DONT VER BAUSE OUTI<IGHT 

PT AKS DIRECTLY COZ TIME CONSUMING & busy 

TIVE : 'ageist' with older warren (i f finding choice di fficult 

10 what is 'easier for me ' . Mx) & if Pterring to Mx. 

ti-em' by mentioni ng reconstruction . .l.CCEPTII\IG OF 

DMS DESISIONS EVEN IF FOR NON-STANDARD Rx . 

STI'NT 

TENT/CONFLlCT 

CO UNSELLING SKILL APP~OACH VS CONlllOLllNG 

CHOICE GIVI NG VS DI~ECTIVE PE~CIEVE S S ELF AS OPE N 

wi ll ~ > """,(3 ,4). NO NO NSENSE APPROACH & IINFO GIVE~(6 . 1 2 ,13 . 14 , 1 5)QQQ( 1 5) ' hope 11>0, J 1«>,< 01 '" tl-cm 

ILANGUAGE(4 ,5 ,1l). never dlrect1y dl 5Ogr« With R. dontogru! 

w;lh(l1). >? TAILORS CONS/INFO(4 ,5,12) O~ NOT: .my Job., 

91vC you I nfo Cpt co~lolns 100 rn.J c h) I f ' you want to 'bkc It, I ts up 

It> you·(6). HONEST(B). Recap <to.." . GIVE TIME(5 .11) 

(COMPOSURE &. QUS) walt f o r thr.m to m:1k.r. thr 1st trove (5) 

OUTLINES CONSUL TA TIO N & R. (5) GIVES RE ASSURANCE 

(pr ognoSIS &. diagnoSlsX4 ,5) USES REITERA nON(5 ,8) &. 

EMP HASIS . _c SIde: (to gi ve hope)(5) cholcc(9,J 4) & time f or 

DM(I3J4) OFFERS CHOI CE (IF APPROP )(9) OUTLINES R. 

WANTS TO BE NON-DIRECTIVE BUT CAN DIRECT DM 

BY. INFO RELAY/RE 5111ICnON(6 ,1I .1J) SCENARl OS(9 .I UJ) 

Q(l 2) BUT SE EM S TO GUIDE PATI ENTS TO BCS WHERE 

P05518LE(9 .11.1 3 .14) - ' I probably guided them. ~ m:1JOI'I ty (flO 

BCS )' QQQ( 13){.9 ,11 ) & Tl-lE PA SS IVE WOMANwho ' wo n~d 0 

l( , who~ husband ",anlled hE r to ho ve 8CS(I)) ' r ond flO c o nv lnc~ 

fhat the. M . wa sn ' t neus"ory & probabl y tht husband ' $ 

helped ' Q(14) &. coliabaf"'Otl vc patlent "ho In the 1S1 

~yS' I " nofa M . , I .toy ' no . no , lets JUs, 90 through rh,S 

Ni!:~ducallr: hm I f the y ho vc a prcconc lc: vr.d Ideo M " mr:.an t I I 

III N:v~r COI'I"Ir. bac k and g lvc e ttw.m ~ ) ylUl rs scor.no ro o( l l ) d 

e yang wormn WMtlng M . QOQ(9) 



doctor? ' 'so .. ,atsome pointI feel i 've got to mention the word 

' ... (4) . PATERNALISTIC LANGUAGE/STYLE. RESTRICTED 

FO GIVING(5) & DIRECTIVE WITH OPTIONS : might say 

.. perfectly roosonable' to ' .. toke away !he bod bi t... '(WLE)(5) .. . dant 

ha ve to loose your breast/ can keep your shope .. . and not mention Mx 

i n ... unless they (pI) ' bri ng up !he top, c ... ' QQ(9). DXT to 'stori Ii se ' 

rest of breast(5 .8). WL=as goad as mx or wouldn't gi lie a choice(S). 

Mention 'all the facts' including 'thenegative'(l3); 'surveil lance 

thereafter ' & recurrence(13) = tricky coz you're 'sortof saying ... it 

",ghtnorwork (BCS),(8). TRY TO REINFORCE PERCIEVED 

PREFERENCE if ptedging to M x ' ... might encol"Oge them by mentioning 

reconstruction . 'QQ(l3). Info given 'depends on how rruch they keep 

ng·(5) . Encoul"Oge time to deCide &. to discuss/question With 

). TOOLS : my own way ' ... pen-thing' 

B.,d sumrrory then ' ... i IS a broost cancer. '(7 .12) NO EUPHAMISMS 

(avoi d confusi onX12). 'I wi II gi ve you all the i nforrrotion i can to try and 

rooke "1"h:Jt choi ce'(?). Explain whotabout to e x plain next, but fi rst 'any 

quostians? '(7). Ca info (" zo , si to)(3 ,8) , need and OP(8). choices & 

e ' pla,n why(8 .14): the Istaption is ... (BCS)(3,8,25), ' .. !he 

alternan ve .. . (Mx} QQQ(S). The 2 ops = surlli vo l. 1 not superior or 

wauldn'tg ivea chaice. ' QQQ(8). EXPLAINS re margins. poss 2ndap , 

& why. +talks re IY"llh nodes, crains , arm exercises. occ need DXT 

th Mx(8 .l0). dt scuss surgery date(3) . Always recomtlYled wri re thei r 

dawn sa dant forget(8). Adj . R • . depends an results & why(8 ,1O). 

BCNs will see ne. t(8 ,IO) 

IF S USPIQOUS dont vo lun teer ,unless pto sks direc tly ; then soy ' my 

SUSpl Clons or qUI re hlgh '( 3), PRIO R TO CONS : PREP .... RE S PT 'bring 

to nex t ,0nS(7), @ DIAGNOSI S . ' . ts 0 concer '(q ,5) & tell 

them The op 1'l on5(5), pros & cons{ 14 L BUT 9( 'ole "ve $ 1 de . not -ve(S). 

EX PLA IN 01 m of OP to r t d Co & adj . Rx , s prevent com"9 b:lck(5 ,7). 

Talk re adJ s, do <ffoclS(7) IF CA N ' T MAKE DECISIO N tell Ihtmnot 

to worry . PLENTY OF n M E. TILL tT'I') rn l" g of 5u;9(5). W ON 'T 'conve y 

cha ' cc'(9 .10 ) BUT SEE MS DIRECTIVE TO BCS IF POSSIBLE 

O N (SEE INCOr~SISTENCV COLUMN) , I F ASKED say 'yau, 

d'OIc c " '1 don ' T kno w ' (9) ' you hove to c hose who t's r ight f or yo u . SO 

ho ve no rc.grt.ts(9 ) If a yOu~ .... OrTOn says I'll he ve a MJ( (fo r pwce of 

OM and Pt OMS when recog,descript.& it1'9ression 

Collaborative DM 

to 'rease itout' ro!her thon having a 'hit list'(7). Safe 

ment(unit) (7). RELY ON BCNS TO IDENTIFY AND DEAL They just want 10 know 'the facts , Ixtth sides, pros-<ons, where. 

conventional Rxs work bet1'er, but a posi ti ve atti tude rroy give her a I thi nds might go wrong/further surgery(13). If 'f'hcy're erri"9 I way 

Are you sure its Co? I10w long ~s it been there.? (l2) is it 

ng fast?(9,12) . TREATMENT am I goi ng to loase my 

HH? Daughter's risks?(9) 

chance(i rrvruni ty &. cancer) so cant discounf(12 ,B), If there's 

somethi ng they want me to do 'that's reasonable . that's the; r way of 

dealing with their illness , then i ' II da thot .. '(12) 

CLEAR EGS . One congruent wi th opi nion (had a choi ce) -Previous 

br Co wanted Mx ... before ' ... I'd even go the word Mx out'{l7}. 

Other eg. Inconguent nod BCS then refused DXT (cosmeti c fears) . 

COMFORTABLE WHEN DM CONGURENT WITH SAFETY 

. . ,. theres no reason for me to try and 10lk them out of it ... ' coz 

chai ce o DISCOMFORT WHEN INCONG WITH SAFETY no 

chaic«23)/ca.",lmenfary theropies(18). Tend to Ix highly 

educated. too much inforrronon(lS}. Aware of DMS stra ightaway ; 

they say ' .. r want .. Tlle dec ided ... ' early in my standard poth!r(20). 

CURE I PROGNOSIS(7 .S). HAIR LOSS(S) - se.e..m pre£>cupi ed WI th IClear eg. Surfed net . b--ought pape rs . Locally advanced ca needed 

nai r loss &. chetTW:)(8) chetTW:) and refused . pt nod o ...... n bust ness - no ttme. for our Rx . 

operott ve wi th twrT(ll ). Really di ffl cult(ll.l 2 ) notht ng I sa l d 

r1ght unless it sounded rt9ht to ~r-( 11). CO"llrom SLd whet d d 

told her (thL panent) I don' t It kc to treat a patlent .... 1 th my 

hands h<d Ixh,nd my ba ck ... '( II ). ACTIVE DM ' 5 : FEL Tf-ELPLESS 

WHEN PT DOES N 'T FOLLOW ADVICE(lI ). RECOG NI S E: en r ly on 

thi S p~n 1 5 ' gOing to g l lle you a herd ttme .. ' ( 12) , ARE 

.... D .... M .... NT(12 ). VE RB .... L(12) . no r very ope n( l l) Ca n spUld . fl~ 

. convi nClng ' them I f wrong I nfo or wa nt RJt tho , '5 no t r ight f or 

thvT-(1 5) & nu.d . fl /1"'lC to go Tfyough cvU)' fi-,'"9(l2 .15) Try & gc , 

I might encourage them (Mx wi th reconstructionX13). 

EG & SPOKE GENERALLY. they're the 005i<5t(2 1), masr 

son sfying(22): shared d iscussi on & you can take them 10 a 

dt fferent level · they weigh up what i s soi d and rroy seek your 

I for their choi ce(2 1) ' .. . you g l ve the inforn-ati on a nd it' s 

upon and sensi ble que stion S are a sked ' DR~ W S 

ICOMPARIS ON WITH PA SSIVE & ACTIVE Q QQ(22 ). May nor be 

of DMS (passive Or collaboratt ve )at the time. . as ta ke time to 

a dec i si one 22 ). S tress the re IS tl me.(2 1). 

~ . EaSier St rua fl on( 13) some make deCISion there and tf '<.n(I3) . 

10 ke longer (tf 2 ml ndcdX l 3) RE COG NI S E. eoil y, rrokc Oec.'Slon 

fh!:r resu lts a nd explained pros & cons( 14) 



HCP no. 

cant think of any. Try to move !hem from passive to collaboro~ve .. 

Think I convertmos1(14), if not try to involve !heir rela~ves(14) . 

If !hey leave !he decision to me 'gotto be sure they understand 

. ons - fac10rs underlying opnons given 

withoutmentioning Mx in case. of a 

'totally vacant' o!her ~ mes 'right !here with you'(6). AWARE THA T I nervous di sposi ~ on & ' .. . want 10 be rid of i tdoclor .. : (9). BUT CAN 

EUPHAMISMS CREATE CONAJSION 'Iump .. shodaw .. things hove GIVE LIMITED INFO RE OPTIONS, ONLY MENTIONS AS you 

wnot!hey are doing . ' (13). Dont Ii ke it when i 1'5 my choi ce 'hangs Icome bock posi ~ve'(4) .. . !hey af~n reply 'does !hot mean I've got a ldont nove to loose your breast .. .. . unless !hey (pt) 'br ng up !he 

me '(14) if recurrs(BCS) or i f regre1(Mx). 'I try & sense wnot growth doctor?' P1s dant understand choice well , esp those with on topi c ... ' QQ(9). Age mi ght come into it, but doesn' t excude !hem 

!hey would like'QQQ(14) i .e . old folks - si mplest(Mx ) over & done 'old-fashoi ned frame of mind' (8). Kup checki ng !hey from WLE(9). Gui delines: standord reasons: accep~ ble cosme~ c 

wi !h(14) .. . butrray be wnotitsimplestfor me SEE WHA T WOULD 

YOU ADVI S E COLUMN. 

ma~ .. not you soy !hey reply ' .. .. not do you 

(23 ) & keep bounc ing bock (BCN & Dr)(22). May notbe 

understand(Pt& relsX6). Confers with NA 'do you think she 

underslood? '(6) .. hope!hey pick !hot up with !he nurse (poor 

understandi ng)(9) . 

result .. ith reasonable margins, prox to nipple etc .(9) 

Understnnds why at tunes don' t lisren well (stressful SI 1uati on)(5). I Team deci si on @ MD T based on gui delines & i nl tial c li ni cal & rod 

"The ' red mist' can come inl'shutters come down ' when the word assess(box 'suitnble for choice ' )(6). E .... erybody who doesn' t need a 

10 make decision & feelings about amount of nrre 

a lotdeci de !hot momi ng' 2-3hrs min I hope. rray go home & think 

aboutit. Mend of clini c BCN ~II him ' .. she 's decided .: (15) 

(Ac~ ve & collaboroli veDM s) nove probobly deci ded bef ore 

leave !he room'(25). A small proporll on undec ided - esp if not 

of DMS (passi ve or collaboroti 'ole ) at the 1'1 me , know wren OP Icancer is menti oned know not going to get much in(11}. Even if not IMX .. ge ts a choi ce Q(l5 ,16) & if they really want one (& its not Igot parmer there(25). Even most p<lssives mode a dec i sian by end 

& sl1l1 no deCl s. on(22 ) - then go through aga.n & get nurse taken much . n, BCNs REITERA TE INFO @ VARIOUS POINTS(ll). of f ered) team w.lliook really nord 10 See i f can cnonge !hotQ(16). of PAC af~r ex tra lime wi th BCN(2 4) 

.nvolved ago. n(2 3,24). S tress !here. s ~ me(21 . 23 ,24). one not Mastundersmnd 'breast cance.r ' & wi II need on OP: sameti rre.s need IONLY MX: >5cm Independentof Ca :8r=M x. BCS only· anecdotnl 

better than other, use examples ... some. women 110 clarl fy cancer I S always moli9nant(13). Poor understondi n9 that 

choose ... because ... (23 ,2 4 ), try to persona Ii se & pi ck up reasons why hove a choi ce and I won ' t dire.ct(14) . 

they r11Jght choo", one or !he 0!her(24). Tend 10 be older , notvery 

conf. den t(2 4). 

EX AMPLES US ES ARE WHERE PARThJER MORE ACTIVE IN OM 

THAN PA TIE NT RA THER ~N PA TtE NT NECE SS ARILY 

SlVE( 14 .15) 2 examp les Par tner can ei ther be a help or 

N nde.rence.( 14 ) Correc TS fa mily I f f eels they are fT'y lng to toke the 

upper hand{1 4 )(UNLE SS AGREE S WI TH THE M - one ego he",,) 

one e.g ·passl .... e · patlt~nt(S\J1 lcblc f or BCS ) wno · w an~d a 

to rny ' , ~sbond want\!:d her to hove a W LE ' I had to 

O'Wl ncc her That ~ the MJI( W05 nO Tnu~ry & probably the 

rusbands ~c: t. t+v.re: he lped f or her TO deci de In fa .... aur o f the 

W LE QQQ( 14) ,nfto,s c: asc tt.t: rusbond l-.c lpc.dThc.poTlc.n fma kL 
,-~ ..... " .. ~ ~-- - -

Pati ent only tokes I no srT'W'l11 amount ... 30 "0 (re.ff!J""S to non

specdl ca lly to S1\JdlesX7 .8). Symp'torroll c patients toke more. In 

then screerll ng . as more prepared as f ound a symptom and been 

thl nkl ng abou t I t(4 ,8). 1ne dtognosi s ' cancer ' HINDERS INFO 

BSORPTt ON QQ(7) i IS the reason suggest bring another set of 
WI th you for the results(7), M o nvoos( 5 ) & Pl c 1ures drown In 

COnSlJ lfO Tl On can help ~nd t+-.en whatbeLn soy, ng(6 ,7) Poor 

undestandl ng re: odJU .... Ul t R.J,c : DX T- Will my no l r f a ll out(8 ) 

cases on ly: old . unf. t WI th small Co & woman WI th enormous breast 

and very small UOQ Ca(14 .15). I wouldn ' t soy (10 a pall ent) ' .. you 

shouldn ' t nove a Mx because i 1'5100 small (the Co).' Q Q(15) BUT 

MIGHT ' s~er!hem (BCS), Q(16) by stress.ng srrallness(22). 

' Don ' t .: (9). W here there • s cho. ce , off er " (9). 
to all ex ceptM "I( on c ltnl calgrou nds: O NLY MJI( )3cm '1 

to the nI pple . Co :Br size ra'tl o . casmell co lly 

lunocceotoble ' resu l t(9). 

So~ 9' 'It. the: deCI SI on there. ond then (@ dl agnas, s)( 13). c. .. p 

co lla bora 'tl .... es( 15 ) & Wi ll go ttv-ough the c onsen t ( orm @ I~n(?) 

BUT encourage the ac h 'Ie and collobora h .... t. to ~l l y consldP'i l ')) 

The . 2 -fT\I nded' may .... 0 1 t h II the OP day( 13 ) ·1 do 91 ve ,hf:.m rho I 

hlT'ltt: andlg, .... t. l'ht.m thc c hGll ct. f l fl fh(: y· .... t. <kc: ' dedon o 

por-h cular O pf!J"'O Tt on. do~' t me.on tho t 1 Wil l ho ld thr.m to I t l1vy 

could S1'III the opct'a Tt on or "", he I they won I r 1ght up ' fll ~ mt)r-n.ng 

the surgery SO They kno w rho f they hovt! tho I h mr. to dteclCko • 

14 . "- gh M R un" pI JK IJ ) 
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More dl ff i cult ones: explai ni ng why tt.ey have a choi ce .. wi II oflen 

say 'whatdo you tllink·(5). Like to think we offer a choice where 

appropriate(1O) its a team deci si on (what to offer) whi ch tokes tt.e 

dogrro.ti C , biased approach 'I mi ght rove as an i ndi vi dual out of it' 
QQQ(10). AMENABLE TO CHANGE pa~ents can 'reverse our 

dec ision (MDT) '(10) would notda onything would notcondone(12). 

butdo onythlng thats reasonable. thats tt.eir way of dealing with 

t(12) & notrefuse/presude too hard (M x ) as long as understonds 

tt.e rl sks & tokes responsi bi Ii ty for the deci si on(1O). 

itisn'twhatI think, its what you want . .' Gota choice . don't 

have to deci de now(5). We wouldn't 9i ve a ehoi ce if one was 

better(8). '1 lry & sense whattt.ey would like'QQQ(14) Get the 

feeling thotold folks wantsimplest(Mx) done & dusted(14) & dont 

like do ing Mx in younger women QQ(14) that probably makes me 

ageist(14). ButI may do whatiteasiestfor me (Op/Follow 

up/DXT). and not what wi II sui t them best(14). Dont Ii ke it '(14) but 

wi III ng to make tt.e decisi on but 'got to be sure tt.ey understond 

whattt.ey are doing.'(13) . 

No problem(l7) & I f no real choi ce but Pt wants BCS wi II reevaluate I Some~ mes is age related (older pts more 1ru~ ng of doctors & go 12 VS Collabaro~ ve 

(as a team) Q(16). a long WI th you). STEPWISE GUIDANCE : 1. SlresS there i s ~ me(21 . 

23.24) & explai n why a chaice: equal Rxs. & people have personal 

preferences etc .(14) 2 .i f sluck use examples .. . some women 

choose' , .. & whotmightinfluence their feelings' 

QQQ(14)(14 .23 .24) & lry to personolise & pick up reosons why tt.ey 

might choose one or tt.e other(24). 3. I contremember when i had to 

As a ream, and se l f I nd, VI dually offer chol ce where. sUi roble(9 .lD }. 

Ca l po 11 ent'S nove dl ffere..nt reasons for d 'lO l ces make(9). 

PERCIEVE S SELF AS OPEN I NFO GIVER(6 ,1 2 .13 .14 .IS) 

Q QQ( 15) BUT CAN BE DIR EC TI VE( 13 .14)· (If nol SUI "' ble f or 

WLE. 901 des '" MKX I3) Hope the BCNs 'o llow the po"en"" make 

rht l r dec I $ 1 on ' 

· .. OK then i'lI decide. we'll do blah-blah .. .' QQ(24). i f I had to i 

Id err toward BCS(24) butlry -to ovoid di rec~ng(23 .24) 

wi ll help them to come to a deci Sion . EMPHASISE 'your choi ce '. 

not sure. how I would react I f SI t1lng on that sirl.! .. .' (9) & WO N 'T 

'c on vey my c holce ·(9 .1O) OR make DECISION f or then<10 .13). 

Emphasle5 ~me '" c ho~(5 . 11) . BUT CO NFlICTING PICTURE 

OVER INTERVIEW - COMP"RE WITH WHA T S AI D -

INCONI S TENCY WITHHOW " DVIS ES Tl-IO S E WITH " 
CE WHO DO NOT "SK FOR OPINI ON C" N BE 

DI RE CTIVE(13.14 ) BY; I NFO RELA Y/ RE S TRICTION(6 .11 .13). 
SCENARIOS(9 .11,13 ) I ,e. yong .... oman wanhng M.x Q Q Q (9) & USE 

1 VS . NO T S TA TED DIRECTLY "collobarohe the ma jority 

(lMPUE D BY DMS & TI EM TO MA KE DECI SION ). 

influence over DM 

·tt.eir bias if there is one. could be ~pping the balance ' (1S) 

Breast team (UNIT. NA TIONAL LE VEL) . CO l .tt.ey dec ide tt.e 

proportion of women who oren't. . su itable for a cholce .. .' (2 5 ) (+-26) 

& if s .... tt.e way you tell it& how you se ll It .. .' (balonced Vs. 

unoolanced info), '1 suppose we all do it subconci ously, we always 

men~on BCS first.' QQ(2S). in cases where sma ll screen-detec ted 

cancers think 'by stresSing smallness ' pts feel happy having BCT 

(22 ). NON-TEAM INFLUENCE S: Persona l experi ences of f ri ends 

family(2 6 ) 

MAIN I NFLUENCE ' the , urgeon ' (l MM EDIA TE 

dec. Sian. I hope. tt.:I: t I don' t pus h the.m I n any p!l rtI euler dl ru " on 

[bu t] I thl nk the maJor. ty do ~f1d to be: gU Hic.d by w ha t IS fO ld to 

the:rn. "( 16) ~Is sorrc:n mc.s those who an: l:M ose.d toward M " 9t "' ': 

ded 'nf om'lO fl on( 16) rof'hu t+vJn The. '2<tdes of rhr: cOln '( 16) 

NON · TE AM f Of"T\j hu 6 por1'n e.rs c hi lch:n( J6) 



HCP no. 

n 

contact & outcorre 

'understands & mkes reponsibi lito; for deci si on. If gi ven 

infonrotion "ell BUT"HOW BOn-iERED AS if bad one ' .. 

... . DISSATISFACTION lorgets - =so"", S1n!ss. 

1 thing to change 

ti me to rroke chci si on & 

not ge the c~nce to talk 

on 0 di ffenent level 

SATISF ACTION, PROFESSIONLISM (OWN & TEAM) & TEAM I The obi Idy to offer all 

ETHJS , FUNCTIONING . DISSATISFACTION: worklood , women who requrrea Mx 

resources , to~ts (butachiell'e) & LACK OF CONTINUITY 

(INDIVID CASES). 

ACTION, Tearr(1 .2 ). OWN PROFE SSI ONA LISM(4.12). 

immediate reconstruction 

wi #lout i taffecti"9 their 
OP dore(27) 

Workload - IOadequa h! 

Extra infonnotion 

. nothi"9 surpn ses me -

expected, even if seen wotnJn 

before(5) 

PERCI EYE S NON CHOI CE 

DISSATISFACTION ; j nadequo~ time slots f or pt I tune to see eac h pt for a s ISURGEONS .... S THOSE W HO 

onsultoti on(lb}. Pr-efer to ro ve BeN In WI th her{ 5 ), UNIT L .... YO UT 1009 a s won t . Ca l of 1"ht DIRECT TO MJI: . NO T NECC 

S1resse:d patients ro vl n9 to walk do wn '\'he cOfTl dor X5 ). WHEN va lum!!: f or work (91 ven a T}-() S E W~ DIRECT TO 

DOESN' TFOLLOW ADYICE(Il) . 5.,.,n s lot 10' 2 new pIS BCS( 16· GEN !MP) lui 
15 mnu tr.s f oro 

IS ptX 16) 

LM ,JGU .... GE BA RIHER OR 

ME .... NI /'JG .A S S A I D 

Field note info coder 

amm.,nded 

LC&DW 

LC '" DW 
SEPARA TE 



Appendix 10 

Coded interview transcript example 
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It' ,l.r ~'9hr , C¥ SICij't th ·J fl ks ref' beI ng Ird e. r v1cv:cd :. we ' d In ~ ~ ':.ir I ;.'J · 11 qUi':' 1 (n c r! , ~ I I , ' I 

' cH m(:; n I l~t \(: bi t abou t lV~'IU I YU'J kncv>, c r L!11':J t":r ::;1ood i.:-.L·C'ut b r C:JST { OIlCC " o c.:'cr't: \-'.U r l- r ~ 1 1S(( 1 
\.t;O $ ~<):nr. t h 1:'19 ~~,I r()I)9 v,n ·t h y our' b!'"'~o S '1 :.. 

1' ,(1,_ 

RE: 5 F" The.r'e wa s no lump , I d 901 no lump or' nn'y thing und I r lV(l ::i. [ - h0ughl ~ch.o ll Y Co ~ In l~' h cj ]tj 1l1 ~ , 

':c:' :;(rcuHl';~j r.:1 sr:<t y - hvc 

REsr. So .... ~, t cours/? ll·vc tYi and hud it d,: nr. ond I th oug h; , "Oil thet's fw,C'. now. J InC y ~1e 1 c no~ h fr '1'1C 

t)Chr'e Y'm s .'vcnI,., I ml 9ht nl) r ' f:'m, and th e n of ( t'ur se h ,I! do) -; lat e,. th e )' SCM fc. r me' 'tr, 0'.' Tv ' k 

(1 +: be(\:;u~:C. 1 d :'H~ e t tl t I ll,"' mobilE n l~e 01 1he GR .~ 

I i\i r Uh -tluh 
;' 

/' 

f.< Fsr). And the l ( ~; C1i ( Of' me bock c nd u:5 I StlY. I lv ent l td\) <: ('.C Di' T Ur' '1 bu !: ond 5 ~"'; e .: ~~~'~~~~~~~ ih(, 

plc ts.~ the left Side 1' he o ld p!o '- e~ ond th ... ~ nri.·,' p lott~S ond lh .. : q The :;.Jrnr v/ , t h t h (' n0 ~\T s ·d ,:: IJ n ~: nn 

1~';t~ )"flld d le. f'kile -: hcrc wa.::, Y('U could see 1h :$ S0 1't· of v~·hi ie . J,-S1 0 W '11 1p rn n<:;~ o nd s h" 5;1 1(1 \ hGl 

w!)Ql W(;:' I .. c .... ~O!)~~!.~g .5:1 .t.. .'~ . 

, 
, I 

cliii 



Ii 'H , That ' s l'I ','jh l , Y, (;oh , e CI I" 1'11 " r I b d ' , 
:;) oJ ~ f; , '1 0$ any. C y In yo ur- Gwn t Ol'r"\iI). 

ccnccr' 

RESf' I\Jo , 

Ti ,IT: iJo OK P,nd yr;~ srJ ld , have, yO U had uny frlencis Or' 'J 

RESP A!) I SOy . 1':1 Y dGi.lgh t .. 2.r '- ln-low 's !nU 111 , 5h(~ had br eos t cancer' cn (j m\' cauqh ter In - IGV'>I 's nOJ !\\(" 

iwnps r r;)1'\()ve.d b~ Jt t hey t..ve r e ben'gt1 , And rn 'y $Isl er d:d , my e loest $ I S 121~ vc o r·-5 QGO ) (J r' :; OI I<J ,LfJ I 'i 

no\'; I t hl!1lc she hod i wn lumps r'e tl\cved blri IhEV v;e"e br,I",)n , ~ , 

'< ESP 50 th er-2 's no body I' ca l ly in th e f ("nily , 

r>f! ' fo ur' daughter - In ·lavy' s er in , mum had,;, yell 50 lei ', 

INT, 'Y eah, C '1a whot did ~ h e h (lve, did !>hc have a maS 7ec t0!'T1Y 0 " , 

RESF' , N'J , J 'tfl!nk sh e hod t he " v';~ie local ) 

l NT : R' ghi, Ok , 

'Qi f'U::A5f: TELL ME ABOUT THE TIME FROM WHEN VO U FIRST REAL '[ s ED rJ·-iERE WA :. 

S (~IMF.THI 1'-lG WRONG WI TH YOUR 8RE AS T TO T HE TIM E YOU WeNT TO H EAR A8LJUT yl:>UL

RESULTS) 

It\JT : And er m, so when , when you go t t he iel 1e r bock f .. om the, t he urn , 'th ~ mo"."nog r ophv, 1',c, 
~~I(.\bde Ull !T TO 9() e nd . t o 90 to th.~ h ()::~ Pl f GI, Whl1t ~~.I en t rhr'olJ gl1 ,/()ur :n jnd I he n) 

C;:E5F' I thou9i11, you know, T dnn 'r r' eol ly t h ink I t hough t t hc r'c we::; onythlC!0 v/ rc ~9, lo u l I "new , .. ,hc'l I 

~vn ~i tlOvlng It c1Qne 'n"l~ girl hod 0 bit of a JO~ one Sl d2. to Jus t 9c;. t It r Ight c nJ 1 sUJ-i!J() st: I rl m'~ {H\ H 11 11 'IU 

~ t h0 ~qht , "Wei !, erobnb ly the plo 'res hadn' t take n proper' ly " 8eca~s(, normally If yo u <)C In th .c L I, 
breast 'O C!" Ee nll19 \'OLl - ~;0-~' w a;1 u;;td YOl' kno'Cvfhclj't fieploTe'sar'e OK , we lt of co ur 5~, 1'1 Ihe ""J:,>l2 er,r. 

el i \' 



QESP: So , I SO I't of though t, "Well ," you hiOW "I", Enl) , Ii' S pre bably n ~ t hlfl9 , " 5 rr (,;:,~l;" 
sc~ ~neth'n9 ' $ no t ~<l v.eq .... Igh t O l~ Some"l h1ng." 

It .JT ' H r[\iT: 

Ih:' 

::icSP, And tell wh 8n r went to see Dr TUI'noc ll , I t l1l l1;< I th'Jugh t , 'W",II , Ih ~I ' ~ , no lump" Y0 J ~n8 1'/ 
ond s h~ sOld rnorc or'lr-.ss str'o l9h t ovJOY , "\lv211 , It'S not 0 cy st ' And r J' I';" thO 'J,lh l , 'It , PI' 0DOl' l, 
t ISSUe. 0 1' SO IT',t? lh lnfj ! .------. - -.---

'1" j . ~ . - , -- - ' 0/ :-. ',. -

It,ll, Rig ht 

R[::;P , h'::I' the op l ll n l ~: l l c l I th 'ni<, well yo u do I Think you vc got t o , yc'u ""(Wi, "Tt enn l' b (~ on"l h" 19' 

I i'I1" H:ntn hill 

PE5P: So, whe n I wen t bock. 

P[SP, Bu! she d ,dn "t sort o f soy onY/11 or e. EI' II1 , she Just >o ld , "1 con ' t ," wei ! slle was gO ln9 TO , ,he ,(lId 

T I1I 91)'~~9' t~~-9 Iv-~-;;-~~;colcn;:;es1h£, t l c and no , he need le bIOpsy" gilt Then she 501d , "A r c YO U on on. 
rnf,d ,cotron" And T SOl d , "Yes , I'm all Wadol'ln," [')1 " Ah , t ha t 5<]1.I0 <;hes l'h(ll I cleu , I ( "n ' t de P, ut 

L'elcl 'J5e )'U LI II bleed teo muc. h " --(~) 

~,--'. 

PESD: Erm, bu t ~ h e s<JId , "I ( (111 ,uke sO llie ce ll s of f " S c she t h(~ l1lo o k(d ogo ll) 0 n 1h " sco n 10 KIlOW JU ST 

1,\,h ~ I 'C she was 9°"'9 ill >:1 ' 1'\ , Cl nd she d rew Ihe cells o ff A 1l)C>'ll) t hot WU$, Ihal WOo reol ly ': I(J n t 1'( ,] I)' 

hur t , ~ G I11OI'e than Iwv II19 Q bloQd test , C I' I,) , and sh e Jus t , you k~ow , sr. ld , " Rl qln , The)"lIglve yo u W I 

appo 'nt'me,l)t /'0" whe,n you come back t o c' ee ihe consu ;t on't to geT you' ",~su l ,$ , " Vv'h1ch ',vo ~ on ly n wee:!' 
- .-~~ ----

RE SP 5 ;) crT 

ch 



~F: S? ' \j au knovJ, 1. J uS1 

ch ghi ' 

TNT, A,d $0 \";h('.(\ V ,JLl ca in e hOln8 from 'thoi' , that co(\s l.. ltol 'o n '.'/ ith Dr T L1 rn to ll , hed \O U s""c t cd i r 

th ink o:ly t hlng else. 1"ho"t r.1!ght be $ornethin9 c bit· more ::.er·'Ol/S cr~ .. ? 

RESr) Vv€.! l I suppose It S cr'o5sed th e bock o f your' mind , €.I'm I th ink , bC:L U US(~ ~J or'rno n "'I,enl L.'/I:h :',)(? 

1'0 fh ot OY1t:' , [ju t he dI9~~1~2.:.~~~-.::'~.!. ~~._~ of c o ur's~ , he Just wO f t ec/ . c ;-rn nnc we J~s-t~\~j(I~
kn (i l~J ~-vc ' d just gol 10 l:'Joit ~nd see , d's only 0 week J"I ' s noi gOing TO be th a t wng 

I I"] ] '/r.-,oh . 

R(:'Sf' , you know, I t , Just Il opc. for I he. best and you know, w('. dls " usscd I r , r1crura l ly I I son )'0 " ,- "' " ,0 
YOU' I' Co H"nk11l9 ·,bc'ul It, 50,' 1 of at the back of your /n ,nd vc u1r'y t o do 1'.'Jcr'y l hl f1 g that wdllokc I I 

away 

n,n Yeah 

'Q2 fd-..ID WHAT HAPPENED WHEN YOU WE~! T TO THE r,u:,n( fIloJl) W :: >;t TOLD '/00 ,; PL' 
8RC Ac,T CAt-JeER) 

RESP : .</n T I:hdn ' l , because I know on the, t1\ rif'rllIi9 \ve went , ,",vent boc k t o sec , fo r r l H ~ r' 2s: Jl t·r.:. In ) 

~..':'2.~~c r ' sCld t o me , she went v)! th me'. th en and she conned her' cluci '(11 0 do",,! so me wo llpope. r " '9 t n,' 

US so os sh e c~~ d c(')tne~J.h!~e And ern) , she soys, "Oh , well kno wing you d ' i l be c CyST '\\ l W""I , or 

SC)ilH,:.HI 'rl9 .'f Beca use. so tne yeo/"S ogo I had pr 0b le tn s v.nth (.1bscc 5 585,,'1 t"n y g ro in hut tou(h V:OO<.-l 1 h>' y 
o! 1 cleer'cd up , 

TNT Yeah 

RESO : Enn, I sOl d. " \'v'e l l It !11!9h1" just be t l ':>SLlC , koren .1i I :1"0 (; 0(1 th is was (: d '::;c L's:::lOn tl" u1" ~Ia~ ~/O : n9 e , 

we 1,.vui k ~d up i h ~:; bre\.l st L(H'e unit. And then SCi we went In and we JuSi .sa l and t hen the y cO lne (lnd 

c.oded me end s he SOld, HS hofi I come In Wl tn you) " I said. 'rhl c . I' ll be c l:~:9hi 'A _~d -r-hc nUI- s e_:3 o l£.!.::_ . ' 

he r , 'Y".:' " y,('--"-SgrHjc!,U_,y~,_te~<;U~I:'.£ .. t~, " And I said eJe l l, "I I ' 5 my dow '1 ht e r " She $Ol;;',-" Cl;f~, rho I ' 5 ( ,11.: " : 

50 (If CO l.w se she come In Wi t h me and s h e s o t end she listened b ~~c\JUSI? .. 

kESP No, T 50W D,' Vv1hehcodncx 

I1-.J T LJI' Wheheodne:' surr')'. 

clvi 



I:\l T C'h. T see. Iii ,he GOy of Ihe c :,uai,,)() . 

INT: 0< So when yo u SO~! M,ss Vv':1'·hecdn,er I'.' h· Oy' .c./op/p ·e'~ ~(l· 
0;... /" 'I "''- then) V.'hen you v"pn t n i 0 <;·cc hl-:'-") 

/./ 

RI:'SP Slw 501 0 . ~ nn . "we ve go t yo ur rC$ul t's h()1n th e cells tha t I"'~I E i oh,n df ~ '1 C1 I 'n crl·n.j 'Il,. 

i1;~ C ~~.c a So , tl~o t ' s v,h en I w':.~B- ':' hen . Er m ('!nd 5~',e ~clci $hc $<')~ o f wcn :-Zn (JJ~I~-;:I" j ... 

because I f 1 SL~PfJSe If -: WGsn t her p:: t I€.r'\t ;n Q \llny hu t '5he ~' cld s r( scr · (If go t G Pi(::\.: .::,. ;,:>u:';l! -;'~"I -- -
:_~.~_~.£!.q ... ~._You.2~.? '· tL'J~~~"_~~0..~..: There 's th e f~_~~.~!S~TOE!l'L~ the ~·.'c (L n d~\-·~'d.: l .7I j;: r'J ~cT 
'.-vhc\·, :A'e wll i take off 0 I!nde oret) r'C ~j!1d t! ,A,.\c V~'E: s~cl l t)i S0 toke :.orn€ f l"' :':'I1) t he l yrn:Jh ~o,:;;:;~\., 
I· h~.n s h ~ se.nr on . you knell..' . So r' t o f (cr rscd on 0 hd mC r'e ~:Kl Ve.'·o fH CC fb i> hrr.os1 C G~C "ur~Z 

C!ESP: Ye.s . She was ;n with her A.nd I , I s(; ld we ll. "Do :: have t o make.. my ll"li nO up 10W~) " ~ nd s ll e ~ a , ~ 
"f'.J_o_._.'10 no no, there s no need ~o maKe yew· mind lip ,w ·~I.J , ~~~~e·qo~~-Y~k~cVJ. ;Y~l~ ' V C ce. ! t InL ' ')"'\ 

---"---5h", I I'. "'It govP. me , sh e sa id , "O h 1i" 11 be Apr-d rice 30th thei 'v0<l ( ,ome .n 

Hn· f<19ht . Wh :c h was how , how 10119 a fter t hoP 
.. ' !- 1._---. 

KES!' : tn" l th ink It \'1U,; the Tuesdoy eftc l' Ec: st el' $0 Oboul LI f or' tn lqht 7tlOt W(l, ,,11. tw') ,,,.:;d· ~. ,>", 1. 

Yes b(:CO US2 we was gOi ng t o Lo nd on on th e F I"lda y. SO·,~t~s ~hc ~~:~·e ncJ o f th e '·.-,01' 0') - "1 :)(1 \ CJ h ~ rm 
so therl was, that was r'lght . It \NC.~ 0 Tuesday aftc~' Ea ste r . W!1cte '.'CI· dote tha t t.\·ou !d ~.) ( <1 r, d = IA- e nl " 

',,1J0 5 onty ;it ero ky a f ct~ tn l ght , -: l-Vou !dn ' , hove th oug'')1 It was .J.n y tT~On;-~. 

I t<IT: Right , OK 

RFsP. I jWI (o ddn' I ch ink cf on,.th' /1g 

INT: f'..lc, .. S G bit dif fi cult . Isn ' t iP 

REsr/. li nd Iny daughter SQ,d 10 h" r , wel l, wel l then she said obr) UT h('l'/ Ing . ' YOU ITlOL h ove t~_':'.~.":::.. 

r h emother op\', yo u moy heve ro hov " r(ldi o_~~,Y" And Kare n \'/05 a bit concerncd with rhe 
;',;dothe"G P~'it h 1·f~~\.v~;::-{;;r;n-but t hey In ,x O K. lind 5hr, s(JId . 'Yes . that 's {;ne" A '1(1 snc sou')r I r, ' 
c ~;" cd. sor' '! of one or t wo quest io n:; !Jecou"e sh e 'd <Jone thr ough 0 s<ln der th ing r f.' nl ly bccGu.'e ~he d 

got " bnol'l lwl cells (I na hod 10 hove (l hv st e l'cc t omv 

RES?: Wh ,:n :; he wa s th:r iy-seven 50 J thinK s he \'/os /TI ore geo ,' cd fo r q<J eS t l0nS as I $"Y r JI.:51 

b 'onk . . : (Qli lan' t I hll1k o f nnyl h In9 

11-': T: Yeoh I"S U huye ~,h ock , Isn't I t? II h1l ge shock . 

Rr: ::p· Of cou"se It was n't whot I WllS.C>!pcctl>:l9_.!Q.bee" . not rf.ol lv, : mos t ' ldm l ---- .. _ -_._- .-... - -.. , -- ._ - ' - -_-.I' 

\: . 

c h -jj 



_f .: ,-

Rt: .:X. T('Y I~9 t o t h ,r, l~ . Yeoh I th ink I hr.,..,' WCI'C poss ib ly (> nc d ;h e UIIl , nu ,- scs A por t I r (;l " ' n ( cnr 

t hci oc t ~ a; ly you know, ( o lkd r\l~ 'n. 

[<E SP To 9;; ond .sec he,f' Yes, I fe,~ l sU"C t hcr' t~ W \.l~ But Vf~ f ' (; q !(u tV(j''; f[l (J Y.tr lS/ fl U e-S l/ : I IIIF ) r 
IVh e lH'.oclner VJos ta lking a lld th at. you know . 

l ~' I . Yeah 

~ ~ SP , And th e sh(;. ::ut d, we,ll , "If you cio t tl; " \<. of Cl ,yy,'th J n~ I'tn her e 0 !1 1\ \O :'n lrl y, 'yo~ h W VJ 4nc l!!.1 II 

') c~ Y()!,,1 0901 11 ." , IOU know, "But 90 V,I 111 Ve r onlco nO\-':I ond . " S r) V</ l:: \'.' c th en Wl:. n 'f' vn "' h V "T ..I n ( '1 ) ( ' hr 

0 th~ r [, ONn 

I NT Th t~ qtll e.! [' oom') 

pf SP The :lll iet ('o om . 

ihJI' . W, ih "(Out s and ~;ofe 5 on.) " l uf f') 

// .QF:A ' J-~ I:) 1n Anrl 5he ':;oy'5. "We ll f " 'S T of 01' m':lkc y'J lII ' ~ c "' e$ a cup o f (o ff .o(' , llJs t . ~(, " " rim';, ' !lUKe / 

your:ic lvc" (J dnnl< end I' II be- be~k ','.~ ~;,;-~;;-;; ~~t~~'~ Ar-;d$h~-~-;;;;-;;- ",oc k ";,0 r. he SOI-t ~ h (' wcs 1l\Or 'J clI ,)u: 

I'coll), becow;c ~;he ,: u,,·t sot Gnd went tl1f'C'ug h II all ogcln wi th me $O CS It Iit c roll y, s t of' t cci t~~------
--~ . --- --r-- _._ ... _---- - --------

\ 
',-Ir,l Yc oh 

.~, 

~ E 51' : I n 0 bi t then -- - - - ------ - " 

Re Sf" The· 's r igh :, yea h 50 , e n :1. but si te VI/OS she wo~ ::>~.':ll ~01 (l ~ 1(l C '.le ~('en he r I) r')( t wo I " / ( -.; r "n 

VZiO r1I C(.' tVi:( C end 1 ~~ O\'i K.0 1' CIl when I went b OLk 1-0 Nof' Sl b~nn9's cli n i C Ko(c n t'.'(Y"; th e r e n' l :) T - i' I"" 

I s'w, J ill, 1 t il ", 1< 1'\ WGS .fdl when J "Jen !' to se c Dr p 1>-1 .00 J t ( , C 0 '" C IOglST 

., 

) 

ch'i ii 





;;~ C~'lP 'l ... 'ell l hof s v;ho1, os [ (:'-: 10 I f It ccrnr: hoc \--- e r' tfl \'"ht n - he':' d Jr:,nc t:-IC \\'1 '.-1.- 1,'( 1! I f I" ."-1 '. 

bo ( ~ -rh v ! 'r~~ r~~ ~~~:" ~ , I ~~~_~' ~ , ~_~: IJ $ th e r't: , t r~y wo~19_ t nE/\ nC 'iE _~ 90_o r;·:j1d t:0 .t2.t;:Jl.~~'.·_~ ~ u\ 
n~~:lc.c~f?my S O l 'r !NOS knc VJ ill g . r' lgh t·, 00 1. 9 0 oneod c' ld i-.o-Ye' 1hE. f l __ 11 Qne an:i I-: c 0 0 ne: w i t h I f 

Ir\l l, How do Y0U f ee l y ou got (,,, with M, ss Whehecdne l' 

>~ ES? : She was oll 'lCjfn, 'tech, ~; h e was , 

H JT, Dc you t h ink ~; h e. !,s l'ene·j t o YOU I' ne ed s ono you,. co n:: c" "S G'1 d , ~ 

PFS" = th ink S ':' , r lh ,nk, VO IJ knc,w, If I coui d hov e C:O I:1C ("I"I v,.. th ~1 r' r 8 ques t 'ons 51", <v OL lj hm e r.c e ll 

11, ,,",'C i or' me 

REsP i: ["11 , and sh e would hov ~ (" ' ~we r' ed th em ana I t h ink wit h t he. ,:01" (,: \l} lI kn0w, ' i: t you d,) I fW d, 

of ortyt i1 mg, ple(I$Z cOl11e beck becQ us(' I m hE.f' c. all Ilv:=:r nl ng, fJ l c(~~e !:.~~Hn(' buck o ~l <:~ ,I U J !.~Y. (lna onSV,, ( f 

';~:, ;r- ;;~~- 'l l,,?s t l o n s thot )'0" vc go: " So :- ;~;;;~;;I--~h-; d l d -9-, v~- II~-~ t he t l;~ e and ;'~L know Bur O ~ 1 :11\ 

'll,t T mll s~ adm it 1 'us l (o uldn t to ke It .n 0 1 t:1C 11;11 13 :,0 " -~ - ' 1 ~ -
.. --~~---.,--,-----.--. -.-~. --_ •.. _-_.- ~- - .,. '. . - - - ---.:::.-- .- , / , ) 

It ... 1T : /u ,d ~d lli e sne was te ll1f19 yo u Ct ,Q U7 yc·ur d lt! Y" OSIS fJfl d YOLW I r~C::, (1 t nv?'lT o pt ions , h C l~ ... rnlJ(h \,11d :,,"' 11 

urr dcl' st and ~b oll t "Jhot VOL wr,,' E', h ~, rrllj t co ld ) 

I~ E S P : [ ti'w il< 1 undc /' s'l o0ci Inos i of It , I l'nEen, [und (;l - s l ~,' d )' .:: ~ I'lgill 11 _ ")~ .::(~':,':.'" Er' l:1 an," 1 

uncle ,- ~' to·~d 1'1;0 1' , 'd, I'cl 9o r the two (ho l c e~ t lrol er " urI'. , yea h , 1 th lnl, = t ooK, ,U 'j Kno \', I II ) 

u1lc/ t l's lood I'he maJorr t y o f It , I dicr t;;J;;- tho l In , I l':leon (Id ml I' t r,d n< J S OLO , 1 d 9,) t , : d 90' '1(' 

q,,(;T,a;]s bC ':CU$e-;1o n~ was r ol't h ~ o rn lnq aT IhO I t ime 

II"': T: H rn l11 , no, Is t here uny In for mat ion 1" lI t h ln~ YOLI d idn ' t und crs1and o t a I, [, 1- i-c, u' ld ccn( lI ': ln9 

101 Lr on or .. ) 

c\\. 



kE.SF' Tnl;: 15 . flu l Tho t . er'r this IS boslcally , pfl_Y.$/(j , :-eoh 1ht?y gOV (; n' t? t he :;LppC.:!.·2-fj C'2..~ 1J or.(~ ('0'".- r'I,~ 
Ttle t:Wt!os t un,t · lr ~_~ .. ~~!~~.'2.~~_9-.!..~;~:Y v:h !ch ha s got \O lJl' cx(=;rCi~e~ C'18 i.. ':Er':-, ~: 1i n(i Gnd: CjJIc1.:.. i () '~O;-L:,I 
~e! '\, i(:: S : 1! Det',b-:-' Enn . l'V n lch I'v~ .scrt \)nd reOd thrCJ9h~~~ vn,:.w - , 

RE SP: Yes 1 , I d id fi nd qui te 0 lot of It beca u~,e J thougr.t , erm, II I Th e I r eu t:llent booh. I :'leo" yo~ "., 
Sd , y CiJ know, if YO :.J ' d hx! fo rgo t len who : t he phys!o hod t old you I ""eeo , yeu c'J 'JlcJ k ok UI))0L' 

C/.~ I' C ses end ~h;1h(j:;e-:~;~;d-';-~':;; , , I ex pkl! ned to YOIl abouT , ycou how th'" d l ff c"c~l, Zt\',<"ef\ t 1,,'-' 

WId e local (<rid th e. n10$ 't ectOlf1 'f wh ich I d'd Sit GnU , I 11"I(:on I li1U$1 admit 1 ' Vf' ":c1 t and I' cad tf ,en -
- J 

1I'J I': 'Iee h 

«ESP: And i t ducs ex- pl um. you knoVJ , who l 10 expect cf t er' th e operal lon end c'l(' r 'v t hlng :;, .) 1_~I(! i~~ i :~J I 

:hcm el l ye ll know, "o:-t of ve.CL.':Jscful u'tn , let me sec , oh yeah , Ihot was , 't ho l ''; "'T ,"",or e o f 1\ t ne 

;:;/, ;'~9Y hll fll.l t cr:" YC(lh , ~~, T I~I , I (OInC aVJov v, it h l het ond r IiH,en , ~~'~oo i C;:;)JGV"- Inc he,' cor'e, 
If I felt I sho uld (Iceo t o to ik t o he r and s~:.~os r~.9.~1'':, "he rons /'nc on FJ'l doy to ~cc hee: I wa~ 

90'119 on and 

RESP, I r e<1 1lv <i ld , vou know , be ca u,':e I d idn ' t expect thot , I th ought " '/ve,11 I she ll pr0 bu[,ly S f;~ he , 

whe,,, T evcnl:JOlly h(we t o go Dock t o cll'~~'~-f(l r ~~h~~--;;-ppol " i menl" 

TNT' Yeah, 

i<fCSP: But enn , no, she says , "I ' ll ('Ins yo u , l ' lll'In9 yeu GgG!llln c few weeks when yC'u've s tort u l ) V'Jr' 

t r eoTme(! t " You !<now , so, I JuSI founci Hl(:': m all VC! 'y CO:'lnq ond 'v'Ci,/ cog u ' 10 he lp, I ~:; t he I/JI) I' l~ , .---...... ----.. --.-.. ----....... ------,---~~-S .. 

I NT. Whul yeu were speokill9 to M ISS Wheh eodner I1hout the treotme n'! yo u t'Je ,'e 9o ,n9 10 get ye ll 

'-'".Jere gQinq tc hove t he WIde. loca l or most ec tomy .. 

RE SP. Hmm 

TNT ' [ 1'111 , ,11 ci yo." ge t , ct ony t nne did you get the ""presS ion ~ h 0. t t h €, I'C' :n'ght be CI"I:', ~;hr I;)IIJI1 r " ov ,' 

r: I""d~rr, nc( for onE: k" ,d (.f t,' eotrncfl i or onC' 't 1'e,o t ll1f,n t VJ(lS hnt cl" thOr! Ih e othe
e

? 

' I 

clxi 



h:(: 5 ;-' t~1) - h ET C VJO S " 10 S O:'''' or P (T ~" jG~ I() n l h el' c t: fI ,j '-he. :).:!t'l( c _ \·.hcn 1 _~ a:. ,V"' :". 1. .... ..-111(.1 ' '11 '" 

F :~ l C!\:ly m .... ". ('n tn9 , "hc!"r~ wes n·), "e ll I thln~ yo u k'1c VJ, If ~ nt9h1 b e: t. e"lfT If '~ (JU h C / f' i h ,j~':IIK ':,.- 1 

I'n 'gh l' bIZ' ~)~ 'tt e r tf YOu huY€: 1' 1'1 0 1 done " I Ineon t;-,c ,:- ~o s l":Q ll y ~ c. : d " \II./e. ( on I '7"lG kc .:O U I~ 'n,no' 1J[1 (r [' 

y ou ' 

k.t SP \-Vh :(h I S I.TP(\="~ th e', Lo n 'I b C(" GlIsr> pc op!;:, l,! dl ':;(Jo n 58':' 'Oc) h l',.l l 

d O li(: 

RE S" Yeoh 

' 1 [~t:U " 1 ((, \ .... 'l r.l III r 

RE S? : V\'/t: 1I sne sor i' c f st c r'" e.d fr' om sero j ch OgGl ll end l'Jcn t Thr'o Ll q :~~~ l:2 h ~,~ , (:, m ena :; l1c :~'} r " 
('/ SOld \,ou kno,,, . t hot the- prer;~z,;-c;;--ih~'i-\'ou've so t el-;n- (J'~d SClci bo sl co ;!\ · . sh e e ~ I.:I o lnc d , I all t-; 

me ogoll) wh ich by t h~ 'l It-s 1c;r;:~:at;-s'-;:;-k 1/1 (\ blf - ----

Ii',,n ' Hmrn 

RE SP' At Hi ~1t p\,in 't ~';t:. Wf~re fjurte a l itt le tAih ·l€.' and as!. su,:-, KG""" as ke d h er- mor e '1l1 (" l j ')n $ I'Hld 

I hen Vb ...... 5':11 " 1' 0 f 'f alkf'd WI ()c rH':' r' o 1 ~;O ~; h e Wd 5 pu t t tfl g 'y O :J ':! t 'vo ur ' 17 d ':; (', ,,; 0 Ll Y: lO l'\.' L'c f 0 ' r ,, <,., U .; ' ,,I'" i ":' ( J 

<'golf) ~Jn d s~; T f el'1, yo u k~,m~ ... , ~hat i t W(.l S 0 h c !~r~-S""~ ~~~I ~~8'b"~thc r ~-:Cv.lo s bC91 rUl l fl 9 ';: 1 ~~~b-::'~ I ' l '~ '-)'J 
': ::, T,,;k c i' In ~:.. :..--... - ~ ,~ 

TN T Yeol] 

RESP So Cr'" I i h111 1' t h!:!....!_~ OE f llllt e i Y_~~~f:'~~\V11h that unci \'o u ": ere sor t of ~,::':,r~ r~~~ ~ h l : t:I 
I'l it 0$ ..veil ! rl thot r' O(H T' Y0 U [<now ---- - --

.- _.. ---..... -- - -. ---~ \ 

Ir-,JT 'l eoh b l'j' rn 0 r'c pk05.J,~ '1' / Isn' 

;:NT 'f es 

1'1 

: 1--: 
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PI'"- ' - , 
. , I . t rlT', . let me 52.e . . wi,er'c ar e. VIC > \Nc ve bce n t al~ '19 Iho - mJch 

Rfs[\ Y ~ch . sorr y 

'NT ' '' I ' f 
,1. , ', v'" "l en CIO )'0 1..1 I 111'-11< , n o, '1 (; '1" $ fI/1 C': . ~'~~r:0u9n u ut tb~_ ccnsu :tc1 Io n (r~r ~'/ h (, v/ p h ,"'/,1:;.-' 

'lJnencad n('.r who o 'd you I hink c1~ked "':,.-::_o f_ lhe ~ u e.stl(";SCV-id Vlie " ,j d I~(' ,I d 1'1C ~I"",S: 
- - --- -\ -- - - - ' 

I hlT : p,nd Ai.lss Wheheadne r d id 

/ 

RE .::,P . She un5wcn,d her . yes , she. answer ed h e l- er'l (l b~co L se I t old her I r '!,uS Ifl V dr.l,-o!t kr 
f ern . e nd she on~:wered , oh )'CS -~'~;-~-;~'5 v!e:'ed-'h~r Gnd Wrlc t hcvc yCl u ..J 

(_~ ,r) 
n' lT And you SOlei a bO UT n wee k late r- y OU I'l e.nt In fel' yo ur . two weeks in t er' 

RE5P: Two we.eks I went, I we rrl for ' pre-clark Ul in, e.nn , oh , we ta lked abouT stoppi ng illY Wc-fa,1I1 C~ 
th o:: Manday . .r hod the lest doe on The N,onao), because L was haVing t he ~ pero t lo n on th e. I'-r ldo) ~ o I 

wen t for f> f'<!-clork In. on I he Wedne Sd ay . And t he flr' st thing th e nurse SOld t o rne , "Ho'le yuu >b fl j.Jcd 
your W arfann" I sa id , "Yes. I had my losl dose on Monday" "Oh well . T ~ h ll1 k you'll nove to (orn e In 

today " L soys, "Pm'don i " Th iS woslwel'.'c o'c lock , lunch t l 'l1€ . 

TNT' Vi/hoi , t o have t he operoT '() ' 11 

I 

RE S? No, 't hey want'cd me t o go In l'ho t doy sees t hey cou ld get me hepcl- ln conver t ed[ ) ). 

Ii'-! T Oh I'l ght, OK 

Qt:5P: Awi ~;h e ~il i d , "We won t you nere f or f our o' clock. " Bu t tha ~ .I,-,s t hit me 1 1 ~, e C bomb I t hll1 Y II 

INT: Yeoh . 

Re SF' . And . onywav, she con-Ie.d on. she did sa mi'. b lood t r.5:5 o<l d wha t have YO Ii . Th e I hod 109" , , he 
SO ld . "Weii, would yo u li ke t o go l1nd Sit tll1 th (; W(II I trig "oom becouse Ihe ph ys lo wtll come und re i ch 

you ,n a I'n lr'lu t c and tnc.n you' ye 90t t o se e IhE. breast cor e nur se cgoln." A nd enn , 50 I we nt out 10 til .:. 
wOltlng roo ll\ Clnd ~~a r en was snt t here and she 50),S , 'Who I ever" 5 I he mot t e r , Mum)' I says, ., I' YO go t 

: () co me. ' I) tndny. ·' She ,:oys, "Pardo'I " she ~;oys , "And you' I'e not 11(l'< ln9 yo ur op itl Frlocy . t hot 'J 

r' idiculous ." So, we so t HI(''l'e , anyway and , and the.1\ we wen t wl-rh th e bl'eos l co r E' flurs E. er-r phys Ic, 

c.tnd I:\/e v,/i::nl up to t he qu:e t room ond she wa s 90ln9 over one or~ tv:o th ,n9s e nd t he n 011 (I f C1 <tloce!) 11 

Jusl hd me whal th '5 nurse had SG IO . I JLI.~t t,cQkc down And S 'h~ SO ld . "Vvho~(:vei ' 5 th E. mOT t "." 

[!.rr:.nda)" And Ko r'en 50 1d . "Th Clt ' s Th e f l l'57 tll'l1 e I've 5C ( .n ln) '11'.1111 ,: I-Y' And s h ~ oC ld . It ': hur-w,. e 

t hey vc l old her s he. s go t t o come In t oday" 

I I 

c 1:\ iii 



INT. OK. cign t 

RE Sf> . So then I S(H~,1 

k- [~l..J Ohl Th en Ve r Ot1 lto ( Dml: ond 05 I ~:c)' , :~, r;e' d got en 1·J N',!' SIGt.t~ln; C"18 ~ (' !"I ' I ~ ... , ;'1'y \', ") '- -: I',r 

;] 0,:''1" we n! hCl~ ,11 iodCly rJo. r f lC.1 ~ ~; S 1~.i pld ·' Sc she sO ia 'Torr,u r''' ,:) \..': bu t " ~~ h r ::;(:;ri fnt. II hr:\·( " I' n(j 

ufi 10 r ,noolJ l who ; ; l lne l h~.y want ),o ',J " So enn , unywo)', [' el'·' '.! (l bC- U I I ,'/(;I"L f)" lo, e I I" " d- I hn , I e 

be. lh2 r e b etween TWO ond 'Ihn;!? , 50 I\1c t h"'19 l i k E: t l1n l 

'C:4 50. PL FA5[ TeL ., ME Vv' HA T OPEru\no~. I ( S ) YOU HAD FOR YCUk BPeAST CM ICEP' 

RFsr Bul ihen Veroni ca , th e l,h ),5 10 we nt 'J l1 d VU'OIlI CC ("nle m 0<:'01 '1 onc she meek 11 C f ~' I "1/ ('lIi 

"",,!l UI' t o 1'1",; (' nc . P:.I ' Ir) tha t I wa s :IO I/1C1 to nove t he Wide 10(01 C>;CI$IC' " bUT she sa lo . '''e'l hev (I, 
s '9 nf.~CJ on ~, th l n q )'ei so, " :..~ h(-' !:-.o ,rl . 

\ 

RESP: I o n c ho/l 9" yo ur ")lnd , YOll co n chQlI9~ your I11l nd . So she so t bnS lC0 11 y a nd \\'e nt t hr ('"~]F, 'f1lr',~:, 

:) [J9"" 1 \'II/ L u; (!nd enn . s he sl1 ,d . "You ' ve no nc ed TO ,,~a~c Y G~~·._rn , nO;J IJ.-!.' ~!.!::~:it-;~;:;-~t-~-;;-B~T'r;o:-n-(: 
'90~500rZ;~" se II wo ~; 0 b d 0: 0 n~5h·Fr l day"i;lo;·-;.,, ·,;-') t hen . Errn but veronl co. s h e-\~-;;:n-I '-: f1r'o'J()" '. uu 

VflCJ1.V c vc r'y tl-ut1g ~901n v~itl: us , .~,() then r wen t :n ThlJ r ~.d(Jy end , (1$ I so y I scud to tne ';'I s tcr I sOl d ' 1 

J" s1 d l'/l ' t Kl1ell': , I Just co nno l 'noke my mind up." "[)on ' t V.lorr )" ! ' II ge t M,' S ll-crl'19 io ~omc '1 '1':1 h ave 'J 

v:ot'd ~" ' 1h Y<' L ' A'r:,Ji;,~-~-(j;-;;-~-;;~--~1l1hTc;' Cll1(YCrl1i12 r,:lc:i ;, 1:;1 o;: l1~ nCJ .. '----- .. - - - ---- - -----, -. ,- _ ... 

RfS P I \';e nl In T h ursdety o f l u ll oo n. 

ur Yea h 



RF<;.r ... ii , i" " ~~ ~ ~ ' . l 
' - '-' . ,-.d .J 1. . ..1,e <, 1<: ( ur TOl n s ll (:! j e Vjo ~,a nu t :::; £: fon ', 'th e o r'co:;; ' c:. r· c U~ l f 10 - J .. ,- 11",C u ~ 1)",(.- ... bu - : ,1 

gOl t o r;a.vc ~ ~ ' ; I.$ n rca lc put I n ond I still hodn '! hed 0 wo s h by th ('.n Cr10 I lh .,,) IJr,ht . "~ !1 1 '~ I..:" n ~ '': _ "0 _:: ' 

So lhe r) wc n 1 .: hargln9 of 'I P 1(\ 1he breas t (ore nit In 0 whee k holl e nd II" ::" t ~'c ;: d Id I ~,.' cc l.r' th::.. L 

q Ui t e: 0 vo:hde 0:) ~'J r.:. 1 1 and thE Y d l o 0 : 1 S o r~ t 51)f S(.o q 5 Gri d l b c n t hey <]c': c Ir't (. a loco! ;) n (; (: "~ , tt (end t llrl 

they (Juf l h ·':;. nCE'.dk: :n Y'J U see 

!~ E SP ' ' X' marks th e sjJo -r 1 1h l ll k I I SQ ld o n l hc E.n el of I t l L: r m. s o ~'} C r c c o 'n r n 9 lJ~.c ~ L.O t ',l n ;r '~' n ' 1 't..~ I -r 
and r $ 0 1'1 of hov'r"l<J, ,Cl he ld my on" like, Hils becn 'lc, e T d Or (; 1 t put II "o \':~ bCC 'KS C. I hls /l(C (i l" 1' 0' 

stlc k lnCi 

n~l : Oh yeah r;ql1'1 

RESP ' It wa s podded r' ouno II 

n~T -lea h , 

~ E Sfl Bu; ,"he, "'o d lo h" ~jls 'l th '~1 1 Ul d ! t hf. ~,ny s , !) o no t I~ T ' !Il v b(](j y m.}v(' t ,,",t.l t ncc d l2 ; 'I ( SO)': Ul{ .J I ... 5L 

IT S \'lledll :: tops VV h8 t"(. I t IS," 

n '\l T : HllIll1 

RESP : So I ' on ,'ort of (,01;1 1119 doem 1'he c.orT ,d or" Ir ke th l" ona the portu ' ~ 50)'1 " 9 t o i!\(; , " CU ll '1 'J U put 

Y(' Ur' Or'l\l dewn, love , we.' vI:: 'lo t I e 9(t through t h is doo r " I S(]VS , ' T can 't" And he loo -:c.d c l ' 11 <' 

Anyway , when I wc,nt to t hco'ti" e. (md 30 , t he SlstCI' VJa !; :'herl" , shp 5<1Y'_ , ' (',r' e ) '~ u Ol l' loh', 8,'c noo )" [ 

~;(J)' '; , "Y (' eil , I soy> "But I ( en ' t put me ur ' !11 , " 5 0 she. h(ld I ~ «'rn<? OI\U he I P 'Il l' (r ui 1 he (IO IVn un ;" 

"Kat!' <? 

REsr: ' t l'm , and then cot ( o ur' S<:: I ;\c:y loo k me t o th ectr <'- In 0 whec lc hu ,,' ono V!c. re ;/ '0 "'9 I hr ough th e 

,:J OO I'~; () ~ d )' 1;1 , WE wer e like Ih ,s, 11' wa s fun'1Y r ctl il y when ! til ,nk ob,.' u l rl 11 dlGn ' t r ee l funn'. 0 1 : h? 

f llnc 

Ii'iT ' N(l , bu l lookng bo ck 

.-<ESP : V/h 2tl T look beck, and th e por' tcl~' ~; .<; C: Y H I ~J. l " ld..f(; :) tJY ::, I I} l-;;I'l1 . "Vell!' ! l hn vc 10 ("n en b e t h ')0(q' (, 

t o <jet hr. r tl'w ou9h , bc ccu$ c ~hr. ( nn !l(d Dul h er' ~ r'!ll J OL·v n ." "O n .' h E s ~ " s " Uh " Th eil 1',l e qe" I C' 

t hc"o1re and t hey pJt 11"'('. 0 11 (h is tl' () lI e '~ cr nd I ' m s tll ! ho I,.' ' ·I1~ll ') krf' F' 17\ (' 0 "" 1\ up f le ! ~ C ') 11 -: r 'll~ c:"',o p 

II"ylng t el p: lt th Ings (\ /\ toe I soy :> , "I Cl.1n't put fPC (I -'m ac V\'n ' H e ~ a \. 5-. 'l :- s (d t' lgh l V'/ C. I t"('-:I r:. c 

Y CU'V2 got a n ~cd!r:. in thcr'c " ':lowr' knt'w , ~o ol 1 1r y ll19 t (, pu- the tee th i rl<]-';; nn me bJ~k \"; I i..:n r v: . ~'.nn 

I ~ 

c \\\ 



whCi !"',o'/e you Oh d e a r , C5 I SOY , It c ldn t $(.:em f 'J'l n'y ':) - thp "' tn ·c b· ... i ,t ViC'; \/JhE"1 T '''''11-- ctClJ1 I 
of t erwor·c1'l . 

IN T: I n-bet we (i n see in g N\I SS WheheGdner' and gGlng n for ycu' ~pera t 'Of\, d,c ) CU ':I lk ' 0 cr ye,,';\ 

el se abed el'Il\, your diagnosi s a nd wha t treatmell ts yo u 1",lghi hove? DI SClS ~ Wlti-, 'lou r r::l:ntl " cr 
f ri.znds? 

RESP: Wei ; "e ta 'ked , Nor'lno n olld I ta lked abo u;- it , 

TNT: H:rIITI \ - ,;; J 
r\." 'C' • 

RE Sf' , A'id os I saY(;:::~-~~ '-d '~~me anci , -;1e d ey we ca "1e a ll Ih ., Wec ncsclov abouT "Well ", hod, • 0 " 

~,?~':1.~I:'.':_,::,~~d Gp , (.f1]y''y0 1J , NI'..! m , b ut If n€eds be a re you gOing TO won" Ie ha ve t o 101s 0f 5LrgU )-'- -

And I $'J;O, "I do n ' t know Ka r ; ;:;-"So buslcclly I th"'~I 1alked obc~t- ' l Wit h K.o rell a nd 111 )' se n 0 1 

cOllrse a lt hQLg h my son ' s c w oy, WE t a lked ObO ll t It (l lld , en n I we nt , I soy , we I'Jen1 :0 LOll co n th ,> 

w(~ckend o f the L("lcion mOI'otha n beca use he was runni ng II I th e ma,'oThon ~o II-,ot t ook It o ff r.lC :j b 

o ut I WilS able t c. t a lk t o l11y daughte r' -;n- loVJ We. sot ann t n lked c ne n l9 r. t Er m beccusc she 'hiS a 
s t o ft mJr'se on II1tenSIV€ (n r e , 

TNT Right , 

RESP: M id ~/lth h (~ r own mum gO ing through it as well 

INT' So what was her , what Via S her tok~ on I h lng5? 

RESP: We ll she SO ld , she Sa id, "Well , Iny muln h ud t he Wide I,'c nl , bllt ," she soy,; , "Th er E' 0gOI" Inlim I 

ca n 't t e ll )'ou wha t tel d o ," But she SO ld , y;;-I< ;:;-aw ,--;Yo,7'r;-;;-b~lold vl h 1ch , YO 'J'II b E' led whi ch "lOY 1.-, 

go" :3o"t o f t h ing, )'01.1 know , As I s a y, I , I , It J115 + seemed ilke c b Ul 'den on In e foe a day N tw a ' 

Def or e , becou,e I kept tf1lrlk ing I 'vf', 90t t h is-~~C l slo n t n mcke c'-nd I Cu'l ' j-d;-;t ---- ---- -- - -
~ 

TNT: Htnl11 I "~~) 
I 

'<ESP: 'leu kllow , E('m , but we di d , a nd we dd ; t Gnd we made th e r'l gh: d e CI Sion , 

Ir'-J T Yeah, So, er m , yo u been, y o u 've bee n, yo u 've ;!Cd YOllr oper atIOn, wh a t happene d a ft e r' your 

"per'o l lon wh e n YOL: ca me r ound , we r e YOG, WEr e yo u Ok, we,'Co you olr'lsh t ) 

I 
I 

RES P: Yes , J wa s fme, We i! t hey , th ey we re , they "Je ,.<: , r, lo'-'110 f1 .-, ,,d I'll )' d (lug lll e " wcre :ou9h ln9 wh ,:: r, 

t il e,y «Ime b ec oCis e Nor'man hod r ang up ", the I110I' 111n9 t o s e e what " 0'-'9h l, what t ime I v.'(l ; 901"9 

.... -1own 

[ N T , Yeah 

RE SP And Jo had t olci h im I was t' h ('~ second one on t he, li s t 50 she 50,d , "We ll I s h ou (j "Nonnon 

wh(]t ! Ime d id she t ell,'ou I' ina back? 

N:SP2: Fr r , n ine, c ,' ,' , t wo o'cloc k 

~' t SP : ; wo o ' c lock, [ r rn , bu t Ci t n bo u1 h a lf ;)os l one, (luorl'e r 1'0 h 'I O, s h e actuoll )' cene and r ens h"n 

she we nt 0'10 oong hun c. nd S (~ l d , "Sh~ 5 ",,('k " I think she d wCl t eo til I'd lome r o u.,,: 0 b li an ') tI-~e n 

:1 

1-' 

/ 
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p,CsP- Yea!·,. unci belh of '!" hem W(TC c r:-lGzed to sr:.. c :ne '_'''_+ "I" " "60 "_ 
I 1..1 '1:. ("lr prof-' PC:fJ ut) I f"\ te ·] v.'hc"'~ :::: r' 

9,) 1 ' '1.'0 !;I,ces o f to:1St on 0 pla t e because I wos obsoluteh sto r vlr'9 

RE5P: VJel l, wh en YO U hove YOlJr lTl €:c l "no wne t evel', SIX o'clock. 

f<ESP AnO [he n one. of the heal "lh (Ol~(. O:;:'Sl stO f i l' s u!"nt~ and !:In lc. [ Whl~pCI'S) "\I'I/oLld ,(IL I ~C S_'f",l 

1 (,c.~;P' · I s'~y s, "Ooh , I wo uld plca ~'; e, " And ycoh , I I'h'nk I or:ly ate a ~llce cf It bUT I t W<.1:: $0111C'~ln, 

I NT , Yeah . 

kESP : And tho." lhey L' ,'ought me c d,': nk. 0 ne l arll1k , bec~ us c I' d be,en hC \, 11I9 Ivo l'2r [ rn', "[ vr, ~; 'I" 

th ,rsly I ' ve never urt:nk So mu ch wote r b 'm , ond T dldr, t d;- ,nl< th uT I \'Je ll I 1:- 5 lp~r :'S~ 11 C. II ,; K,:r.'11 

and I' lorman Just 501 lh (~ r' e, yOU know I ca'ne I','WIG 0110 t hen, I 5(' I'T of ft, 11 l lrl e 1" (, 0 11\ "il .'1 tv"" i .! , ', ,' 

P"C' ble !! \. 

TNT HiTlm Did YVlI se(, t./\I' S ibenng a t any POllll , d id ne ( O'11C I'ound oftu'VJ,,"os') 

RESP: Not t het n'ght No, I sow f1ll11 SntlJrdoy 1:101'n ln9 

I~IT Right 

RE:5P, he" he h od 0 hobd o f , I u sed t o 50 ',', I 've gOT a mo~t hf ~1 (, f bl'Hlkfo5t Cl rld r, ,,,'d , '-",,~ , 'JI'I~ I,, ~c 

afte r eIght o'cleek end you'd pi~ ()bC)bly Just pU"i some br eokf ost 111 yo ur rnuuTb w ,o h<::: 5 lU llle und \1_11. 

knC- \fJ, he. JlJ~iT . He CO li)€-: So1":wcJoy fi\or'rllng and he Just !;old , "eve r yt hIng ' s gune (II H:~ [rj:.~1 t'J(; fll '(')1: I t' 

keep "'O'll n" Ih ot or'ln for' me. " H e 'ool<ed ct lhr ck o I1 S, (I'In , he 50 )1 5, "Jus t b ';;-· c.u~~ r-u l v,I":>1 "C-, mc' ve 

that y(, ~ ' ve g011WO d " Glns" Wdl they Told me l ho l on t h(~ F I' ldoy uf le'- OI'lIKI' bccou>c th e\ ' d «'I]le 

ond giVe "OU one III ihes<'. Ilt l le '1' f t bogs now 10 pur ~ ' o u)' bO'I I' I;;s In 

INT They pu t t hem ,n Chrsl' I11os bo':)s Il t Ch,' ;511110S 

RESP, Yeah , 'Ye.()!; , He asked me f r ";nritec!1l ba ck whr:<1 I (orne horne , $IlId , "r,!o 'honk ';l'u l ,'C,u rll ~ 

heve rt l" I dcn ' t r;co ll y w,)nt "0 se c. cne. og(l in . you knnw 

ReS!> E" ll ', ond he $0 '1 and t Gl l<ed t o IT\e and fw SOld , ",Ju s l , !us1 plea se kc('p l11ov"19 Ih ol ,J)"1ll 'fI nd ,,~ 

S,) I't of pot t;J, h~~·-$-9ot sucho*~~;:---

C 1\\ i i 



~H: (:~ F 8e l:l-;' tc e ' n (!l\n(~ r H e: $c, r' t c. f t -::uchcs )'C~ I on \f),J r' sho~ln(' " OriO ~ '_t' J ",~," -' CIi; v :..J ~ I ' , ". 

/()u r eo dClnq OK 1 " 1cc~ e!: ;;-" ~s -'";-~~ (GI~"~; l~o s~m-(~n"~f;;-:7,! .. ~ n ih l2 Ila n-~d',,~\I ~ll~: l'''~-
'0:i !-; ~-(! "~:i~:;c-e{-:-i:-'-1'h~('-;l (,/'; t h e \lvr.:.d n c.s .j a'~ 'r v:os IP,o.:ed cff \Vr;,,J l'l',I'- ut-- :::;, V/".rn '~I" ~tCI\ I (-~ j .... . \ 

wer t:: Vio l t1 n tj t'o r' s u~'qt C (~! Lqds (lnd lh ey 5(1\:) , tOU vnov/ c (! "s s':- rl ·_, t SlI t (.J r-:::!!l':, nc' " 'l-,:- V .... I '-

S I'J " ~'y +h (J t "' hI2 Y"cj 90t : C I"l\O'.' e: i.lS l'Aus t c-i ml t I t ~')(J ::: qUlcrCl- up lhc.- .- r' ( ":0U:;,- -',.:r'· V,'-. ' " 1 ,_, 

u~:"' n ! i"(. b')\ '1nd·t WC<'; 1) SI/ "" L·encJ'2 ·i bny So T Old ] ,;t ~'-;I'l\c,,::Ic(t' rh("'1 

TNT HrP m 

I' 

c]xvi i i 



11\11" : HI111n And who t did he soy when ),OL we 'll thr oll0h 

INT. Hrnm . 

RESP: And I Jus t we nt [slghJ. 

It'>!T. Hlnln 

REsP: I looked c,t Nortncn and he loo l<ed at l11 e end Ihen he gets h iS bit of P"PCI' , n(l lle SO YS 'Plgh ' 

t~~~ , I,s.\': f,:,,~:_ v::~,v:::,??,~:~ t hey ' ve taken t hat away th is IS 0 9000 ol'eo ana t .'1 o t I S hne " A nd he d~"s 
fo ur !-t tle I'ound t hings , " Th ,,':/,-'c YOcH' Iy lnph nodc~ s ond ·th r. I' r's ( ! bil 1/ ', one of lhE I11 ' 

r ~n Ahh 

RE sP. "But ," he says . "We I'e not wOI" lcd cboul t ha t I , ~t l, ·. b ,t ." he. ~' I)lcI " Ge cocl,;e yc,,, ' re I'CcII) lh er(1 f' )' 

wdl b last lhat " And hr. sO ld , " You'l l go on from 'TIC t o see [) I' Otyn lo ['J) 

INT: The onco logiSt. 

H ,IT . H 111 i 11 

REsP : "And he wil l diSCUSS options wll'h you obout chen\ . ·' he SOi a , "Tiler- e 'll p l'o hobl } hp. , r'l\1 p 

medi cation , ta b le t VJl se , b u t it will be h im 1'0 deCide end also cherno 0 1' r oo lot h erapy or boih ." 
"I '! ' 

! ; ~/ 

JN T. Oh I'Igh ! 

RE s P: crill , then he sa id t o me , " Hove yo u gol a llY <illesl lonS')' As seld "I h cv e'l t .' I so ,s , "A ll = wop ! 

10 SGY IS ;honk you and Y0 U ve 9"/cn me t he al1swers wh at I wGnt~d . " 

INT: YCCih 

kE S P: : soy , " Yo u ' ve To ld l\1e, th er'e ' s no n~ol'e. rou'v-, the t l'~ r :;; l de , ' And Y'J U know he SU':S . "Wei" he 

soys , "Yo u wl :1 see me," h e soys , "I sho l l see you ever y tll,' f P month s 10 stad WITh C ' UJ then Ii VJIII 

,) r nduol ly get 10 SIX months anci you'll have crwthcr mamm ogram in twe lve mon lhs ' And 50 . v,;p'ri m0r p 

c,' less . we.l l. we. ccme out With i(ol'en, Ke lTn c. am~ ou t With us and ~ he sardo " Do yo u wont t o go ·]wo\, 

09(lIn and d 'SCLSS t'\in95" I SO ld "Not th iS tlln e, Kor en ," I says , "He's g iven me t l-re onsv:er' s 

., .' 



REsP: 1 says, " '~~ h e one t hing;- W :), S drcorl ln9 rH>. ' ~; o ns wel ' eo ." \,rV h!ch TO Ii1C y C.U f<rI()l,'" 15 T d ( 'r. t r~\~ l-j 
t e k"ow a nVIl1 c.re re a ll y. ' 

IGIT: Ve,cn . 

REs P' And I wcn' th .? , I think I went t he f o ll owi ng week , I t h ,r,k I be c ,th eT There 01' t hp ~~ . J ",cn l 

TO t he D>H the f o IIG~!ln9 week, ye s. 'tr, see Dr O t y mlo , tht cIJ 11:iul 1oncy Wl l h h'm As : say Jill W05 

Ih e"" for tnat one 

I NT: ;'11'''11 , 

RESP: And erin, he sayS, "Right, d ec is ion '"T\e again," he says . t~o t :nore: 

I t'-l T: t\lev er' I1wde so mun)' decisi ons In your II Fe I'henl 

l<fSP : I havw ' t l noT " us : off th e cuff l ike Ihat. Anrl he sai d , "Well " he sO ld , 'Wc ~c n ( ffcI' \ ', U I I " 

c h clT'ct h ,: r C!py ," (Ina h e said , " We ho ve t o o ff er I t iOJ now ," he SOlO , " 8f' cnI L, p' so,ne IC ,I C$ vl~ n l 
e.vei')'thlllg ," I 50 ,0, wel l Ihen he went on Io 1ellme, ex plain ed ,t nil to me. , t he prr)cess o f 

chc.n1othuopy eJrld end ing up with I"OdlOther' CJp), but he so,d t hat , " The dl f Fer enc e Ihal I t w ,I make 10 

you wi ll be Tlve pCI' ce,nt ," 

IN T H )' OU hove t h e. chemo) 

RE Sf' If I hod cherno 

Rf SP: Hmrn . He said , "You hov e t o VlclSh th at ri VE pCI' cen t up "9(11 n51 I he Si.J':: ' cf"cc 15," 

IhJT : Yeah, Gnd we"c th ey gO ing t o be ~ lJit e sevel' c' 0 ,( 

R[ SP: He says , "Of cour 'se , I ' s 0 SIX month C{1 Uf' SC n dlfkr e.,,1 cyc les Gn d Th ey de 5 0 m,' oy a" y5 ('no 

t hen ICiJ hove, (1 break end I 11 (on so meny mo re do)' s Gn d 1hen )'o u 'VE. st ,, 1 901 your SIX wec. I'c 
,' od loth unpy oj th e e',d o f It ." 

" ' 
f" 

/,,/ 
RESP So , he soid , "Of course," he Said , "0 1\( of t he Side-effects os yo u pr o bably ~~OIV IS losing ,our 

hOIr ," he says, "But don 't W OfT ), abo ut thot ," he says , "[le.c(luse we give. yo u 0 dllp e-we(',.I.o" YOI, go 

somewhere 111 town e lld go and ge t one. ," I 5(1)'5 , "Oh, than k you" He 5CY S , "But t he n o f (ourse It does 

9" 0"' boc h ," he so),s, "r:- Inl ght grow beck (J different colou f' " 

TNT' OK 

RESP: "Cou d be ,.'ed ," h e so )' s , "Co u ld be. r ed" I says , "Oil thank 'Iou." And 11 $ 1h,s colour anG c1 n ywcl)' 

~,\I~ s tI~ i l ed Ob""li1 :t end I SOld . 

I S 

cl.\:\ 



r<t: SP: So hE..soys , dVJe ll l ' tn gOI n g I ,~) pU1 you on som e t-;,e d l c(J~ ~o n os v,.'el "bu t T cr. n' , hc.; r I I- c ~ (W I ' 

t hink ~Ijh ot I: I S, 'lhe norma l one , to:r.oz, I"om " 

PESP: Temo x l( ,:n Can 't hove th at because ' hel doe.sn 't l ike t he War fa rin 

INT Rlgh1, 

PC' SP' That' $ ,i ust anI? G day f or t he ne x t f ive yeo,'s 

RESP: I've hod t he planning Ga ll e so , I hod t o go beck , I sow h lln one w(.e k, I v: e n! boe' on the Mond oy 

end hod the flf' st b i t d o ne wh er'e I was all nic ely marked up wli h pUl' pl e and b ,'l s 0 f rl\ lcroc(.".d end, 

" W ill YO U fry and not lose th ose unt il yo u come aga in " So th E.ll I hoc ~ o 90 be ck on t lce F" dol' (l nd Ihr y 

::I.c:i t he , th e n ;5 t of t he meu$uf' lYlg up and pu t t'he , who: Ihey ca ll Ihe 101100s , whe,' e Iht:y put - II~ d l ~' 

,n ond 5crot ch your S k ill , 

II\)T: Yea h, 

RE SP: The permoll cnt onc , 50 CO l T , ft ' om th en which IS , wil i be er r , fo [,t'119ht 0 1 Fr day since I ha d ''''.II 
ci ()ne but , I mean yo u' ve. go t conf 1ict'II1g er m, conf!, c1lng ,'e por t s about how long you ' r e_9o lt19 10 ~c: '- ' ) - ' 
lI\e(ln Ol1 e t old me It could be. thr etc weeks, th e-or;e:- I('5 't"W(,e~ oh~'o n t h e F~croy'---IS;;;d I 'J hu '()h sh e 

sO ld , " Weil all t hese )( - "01"5 we've l eke n 90 iD DI' Otynlo now ,-, ,, d eC ides on tr,e t r-co t r;-,e'l1 11" 1 'be n 



'.: ,-, 

jTF f< gh t 

II,IT Ah r-< ght , O K 

RE5P Appo:'ent iy ther" was qUl l e:'l pI",ce ,n t he Tr-:!cgr'o pl', In th e 10(", popcr , 1 do n ' t "C 0 011 t hc , c II 
SO T dO I1 ' j' know but tho t was up '10 SIX weeks 

INT Oh , yo u mus'l be sick 

RESP , So, yo u know , we were gO ing , 11 '$ a bll you don' t k'10Vl '.I'hal t v ele' l' cGII, neel1us( e/C "c r'c C,eW, ,; 

t o rr')' and hove a h ow d(j)'s Q~JO)' in be twe,:n be f cr'", T ·:; t c l·f + ",~ ·;:-~l~ ;·(llher ~r. v be : QII"C, 1 th' ,.KI', i . '.\, ,- 11 
once yo u stOi·t thoi It ' s evcl'y, deL .... 

RE SP: For' si x weeks . 

H~T. And you' vc 90 t t o keep i t 90 1[19 real ly olld .. 

RE SP' Apa~ .. t froli1 50 t uI~d(]y (.:lna Sunday of (o ur' $e:: 

I1~ .)T ' Give "!hrrn n (" r/ !, give 1hcrn 0 (~lll un d J U~'! ::J)' l!J(~ l j. 'l0 U ' r ' t~ I}-, nf<lfl g O f '-,l1V lng (J fL"tv l:t..i~'::; { t-VLl V I'" 

It olr lsh1' you know 

RE ,::; P: l'ln 901119 down, J 'm 9(1 1ng on Monclcy, I've got to have my Ir on urE cn e cked for In y VVorfa r n ~' C 

I thought, i l '$ on ly JLlst dow t1 th e corr idor Junc' lon ",1",vl'.n (I t th e DRI , I 11119nt JuSI hO '/~ (J wul ,' cov,'n 

and s,~e, ·f t here s snmdwdy , yo u J.: now , I cou ld hov<'- u worc! With und er"ln 'IO U know ." '1\ , lve ll l',, ~ - I, Il f 

;-0 1.1 know, I'm nor pu sh ing for It o r unyth lng, I Jus l 

II'.]T , No, no t oil, 

~: ESP . Wonted 10 bcok, you knol'J, a f ew duys Ul'JCl'y 

IN T. Absuutc.i y " m su"': 1'he/11 und c.:, <;tc nd . I'm SU"'" the/I ' be fin e 

R[ SP: Yeah 

IN T: Urn , let me see , I n-between so r t of enn, the consulta1 1un wl l h Mi ss Whehcadncr ' C t h,. PO " 1' 

when yo u hod yOLlI' opel'o t ion . did yo u look fo r nny Informat Ion ab C- Lit b,'eas 'l (o nc er o"d " ". c: Iflen l S 

enn, In 11\090<1" ,,5 , bc'o:';s , Vide os TV IY'ogl 'amrne <; , d id yo u coli - he 5uppr,·t ()r (lJp " t 0 ';) 

RI: 5') ' No I h ov<,n ' l' ca l led t 

": 11 



kEs ;.:'. Enn I rn (~Ull with $0m~th 'n9 , I Ineen the only 0 thu~ !1'u
J
or Gt)C r'clf0I, ~ ''1C I-,ed Ij :;011 :;!(It . .::: ... 1)1\. 

9011 bladder' 1):J t but , I me.c ft th at , t hCit 1$ :S U'Tlclhin9 you do n f hO "11'? 70 !n Jk .2 ,J (:fee s I.. ....... i ~lt,(,U ' ~ (~ I"Itl(" , ' 

Gut I dc; 7'"1 ,nll 

TN T: [:,0 you feci y ou fwd enoCJgh Infonna t lO n to !lIu ke yo ul' cho ce) 

RE 5F: I thu-;!, ';0 

un. Htn1l\-htn 

I NT ' 'yenh . obso lut And . Wh :Tt ri'.) yo u th inK ~\'G5 th(-~ I1\ D";+ !:npo "1" 0111 Ihl ng fh ell '.'01.1 \\.e r t l o ld c r' 1 ('11(' 

( ! r henr-e! ;-h o+ helped )',-,u moke yD l.lr dCc l!: lon l'Jhot tl-cutment '0 h'Jvc) 

REsF" 1 th ink I t was whc~ ':"'r S i bc.!' lr~9"ya ld on the Fr ldoy 1h (; ~ 11, th' r'e ~' :o~ (l "'~' r ') ~J'I()d ('/ PI (, f \. ... h(! ·_~ .. 
Ihe word fO I' IF SO I't of." fc-tOdbocv"jh;:11 II wcs_ ~~ r' )' ~ uc(i:"::::.!:lJl wl-.n t T "n<; he\' rig dcne tl ~~ WidE locul 
Y0U knov ... · t hey cJ heel V(."~ I ~'y Stlcr.cssful .. 

rl\!T. Thc1 k'nd of t hing . )'<:oh . 

KtSf) tl'tn and os I SCI)' . he d~':Jl~t_ ._dldn ' t_ pl!.sh t~e.._(JL9~1 It wos JU ;' ; l'll lh h lln ~; 'J y' 1I 1 q thc l I Ih ,n i, I I"J I 

! ~(ld(' me mokc the decisl()rI. y es, that t hat 's who ; we'd g(, go o. lons \'.11111 

I f\JT· Right OK . Look '/1 9 bcc l-: i ' ,'(l l n when ) 'O U were ' Ir s1 ci : ogl\o~: (:d Lnll ri l~ V~'. r;u t" Jt) ·)'.'li :":1..: 1 (l:....(~u l l"l 

cal~('. yeu've r'[;c('.!v(:.d ") 

(;~); r~ESF : T f e.c! (\$ ihou9h I \it"; had grea t cor ' c tak('11 of I1\C FVP.~ybOClY"; b f(-' r~~'~~~n~ tr olTll~~ 1 

" ~- " \ an "t h~ .. 1J~~':::'~_U_PY{9Ld.5~ r must udr!l. l'! and I d L~ n ' I ! h. '_~ .I: 'r' O~~~~~~ _f~9\/('. ~ ,~~~ nnv h :J tJ,. be 11 ~ r v:r I h J ! I t.' l I' r -

bed"_, .j~tT10!:n .':~I~- ~ 12G!_:~I:_ S.'L~~C.'!.19 end rh e !:or'e asT core nLl I' ses h(lVe been th ere 101' ,' Ll 
" 

Tr\lT And hns yo ur CCl~=-~'~ ~!,.2:~~ ' ~;p ect o T IOri S d~)U Tr. ,n h? I 
- --- -0::::-:- _ --- --- ' I 

, b - \ Rt,"P T think In some way~ It 5 gOlle a Ov( " ' ) __ -- __ I 



REsP : r 1holi9h i , yo u know , I sholl sec her 090 "1 when 1 go t o ( I'n le probnhly, cr' !'1 I ' r. m i-' \Cll + '1 "" 

you (O I1V:' OU "t of ho£p :tClI c qd Th at ' s, you kn ol,,·/. opor't Tr'Otrl whn t I)th~r' Ir'cut ln 8 llt },o u '" c 90t 1( , re. fl~' ; ' 
e('lT'" (:nd '!0Lif appo intment s on? tncde. for' you and eve ry 1h in9, I meon I.'lot 15 th e·J'r19 .!. tn(en !Jt 1~,l..:h 
I ltnE. I "/e <jone t he appoln t rne nts hove been s 'ven yo u, 8cf oce I 'd e vC.n hOd t h.: CP(.l'o1'I'J rI [ ' u :lu i I'" 

apPoln t t::\erd f \) r" Wh(:n .1 s~w hi':-~--~'(t:e'r'~;;r-Js , yo~'-~:~-~v~-Ve-ro-;;;-co gDve I t tn f': , r:rm- T th~rd< LT trlLSTl.I~~c 
t~e7~~;-;'r ; ·,h;-~\!~~j.lt~~~d~'Y'::II~J~i-e-~- -·f -~I-~~ t·f~;;'''~~~!,~ (: - c l n l 'Y'n9 [)] Snc s~y~, " ,And ~' ~HS I :'~ ', )u' Jp?c!ntm c rt 

!o see A'\r 5 Ib cr' !:l 9 o'F-r E:r'W(W OS 

rl'ii ' HI11:n- rul1 

REsP, Yeu ,, 110W, I 'hough , f or war'd p lon rllrl<j , yo u knoPJ ! Nc I ,t hink I hove ho,j bl'III, ,,"t co re ;' 

P ,)T: If you WCI 'C. told you hed l hl?llowe,· and mo ney 10 changE (' <1" t hing nboLt t he 5 (.1" II(C th e h l "'~~;i 

5C~'VI C~ ot D e~' by City (? ener'nl , whet do ycu t h ink I t l·VDU ld bt'?) 

SLlY I JUs"! cou!dn' t f I:~~ . r.~ .~~y.1 ·.~I~~.~Q ... ~~~_?LIX .. 1·~_~~_~ ";- WOL~~~._ ~/_~ r: I .!? cr::ot1ge ~ec~~_:; e_, _? 5_ I ?0 'r' ('v rr yl1f.\( !: w, -: s 
Just so -·C(JI'·:"(r"i"g 

' Q5 !\IO VI! THAT YOU HAVE BEI::!'-; THROUGH THI S t XF E:::lt'!"CE , WHAT DO Yeu 1/-1 [ r-:~ API: 

THE MOST Uv\PORTM~T TH [ ~JGS SOMEC!'-iE W I1 H 8REAST C,IlJKER I ~ F f-' DS TO KtJOVII ) 

INT' HlTlrn Thlli' s Ok Um , now )'l' U 'V.,~ toecr, thr'ou'lh thi S ~x ~, p",er,(r who t do 'I OU 'h"-,,, OI' C til e "'

ItllpUr-l C1rI i ~ h l n 9s so meone l.-V l t h br'cos: cnnccr' needs t o kiWiA' obo c r f ir c; t C' f a ll , th e. r· d , ogn!l:':.t ~) 

11'>1 '1" Hmrn 

~NT Yeah , 

RESP: I 1n"" 'I, If l' cJ hod Ci lump , 

J 
~ 
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